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The HP PRSCRL source code contained in Section 1 was developed for the
Mission Planning and Analysis Division (MPRD) of NRSR/JSC, and takes the
place of detailed flow charts defining the host computer software specifica-
tions for MRNHRNOLE, a digital/graphical simulator that can be used to ana-
lyze the dynamics of onorbit (zero-g) payload manhandling operations. Input
and output data for representative test cases are contained in Section Z.
MRNHRNOLE makes use of the utility software modules UTILMRTH, UTILSPIF, and
UTILVEMQ, whose specifications are defined in Reference I. MRNHRNOLE can be
operated in a standalone mode on the host computer to produce digital output
only. or it can be interfaced with the 'bldmilmu' and 'runmilmu' programs in
the MPRD IMI graphics system to produce runtime CRT images of simulated views
from selectable "camera" locations. In addition, hardcopy plots o$ selected
data outputs may be produced in the postprocessing mode if an HP-987Z plotter
is connected to the host computer.
Although another language may be desirable for the ultimate implementation of
the software, HP PRSCRL (References Z and 3) was chosen as the medium for
developing, testing, and documenting the software specifications because, of
all the options currently available on MPRD's mainline (HP-9OOO) computers,
it was judged _o be best suited to that purpose in terms of understandabil-
ity, reliability, and maintainability. Most of 'the source code representing
the specifications for the MRNHRNOLE host computer program software is common
to both the Pascal 3.0 and the HP-UX 5.O (Unix) operating systems, and to all
models of the HP-BOOO family of computers. The code that is dependent on the
computer mode} and operating system is isolated in a small driver program
(Section 1.1) and e system/PRSCRL interface Module (Section I.S).
The predecessor of MRNHRNOLE was the PLGRRB simulator which was implemented
on an HP-9OOO Series ZOO host computer by TRW for MPRO in supporl of the
Westar/Palapa retrieval mission (STS 5|-R). P1.GRRB, in conjunction with a
full-scale physical model (in both the geometrical and the inertial sense) of
the _estar/Palapa satellites, was used to verify the feasibilty of a backup
procedure that involved one of the EVR crewmen capturing the payloads man-
ually while mounted on the Remote ManipuIator System (RMS) by means of the
Manipulator Foot Restraint (MFR). Rs it turned out, although manual capture
did not become necessary, passive manhandling was required during STS SI-R
when a specially-built RMS fixture failed to fit the satellites.
The Westar and Palapa satellites had comparatively small masses and moments
of inertia, and the magnitudes of the forces and torques needed 'to caplure
and maneuver them were so small tha_ RMS flexure and motion of the Orbiter
due to reaction were considered to be negligible. Therefore only 6 degrees
of freedom were accounted for in PLGRRB (just one more than the physical
model, which was afforded 5 degrees of freedom by a gimbal suspension system
on an air-bearing platform). By _ay of contrast, the Syncom repair mission
(STS Sl-I) not only involved manhandling as the primary mode for capturing
and redeploying the payload, but the forces and torques that would have to be
applied is the much heavier satellite were expected to be greater by an order
i
of magnitude. Rccordingly, the PLGRRB softuare was _odified _o provide addi-
tional modes of simulated manual control and to account for 9 more degrees of
freedom: 6 for the Orbiter, plus 3 degrees of translalional freedom for the
EVR creuman due to RMS flexure. The RMS flexure model uas a very simple ono
that utiiized 3x3 matrices to represenl the spring and damping forces in the
RMS, and the effective inertia of the RMS/creuman system. These matrices
uere derived empirically from data (Reference 4) produced by the MP_O Payload
Oeployment and Retrieval System Simulator (PORSS). Some of the data produced
by the reconfigured simuiator, designated MRNHRNOLE after its modification,
are summarized in Reference S.
Both PLGRRB and the original version of MRNIIRNDLE uere implemented hurriedly
to meet flight schedules, making use of pre-existing code from the MPRO/TRQ
Man-in-the-Loop MMU (MILMU) simulator. Rs a resul¢, the software left much
to be desired in terms of orderliness and understandability, and much of it
uas specifically suited only to HP-9000 Series Z00 computers using the Pascal
2.0 or 3.0 operating system, The code in this document has been extensively
revised and rearranged to generalize it and make it easier to undersland and
maintain, but in functional terms it remains essentially the same program
"that uas used to support the planning for STS Sl-I. By its very nature, the
manhandling of any particular payload is highly dependent on its specific
configuration and its anticipated or required slate of molion. Therefore it
is very likely that future utilization of the MRNHRNDLE simulator uill
require some modification of the current softuare, particularly uith regard
to the control laus defined in the Flight control module (Section 1.7). High
this in mind, an effort has been made to make the current specifications, so
far as it is possible and practicable at the present time, readily adaptable
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Index of Global Identifiers
SvMbol_qv for Variable5 and Cons%ants
Miscellany
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m TEST CRSE RESULTS FROM HP-9000 MODEL 540 HOST COMPUTER
2.1. Palapa Capture
Printed Data
Control Force & Torque Plot
Syncom I@_/24" Oespin Stroke Displaced Rft 6"
Printed Data
RMS Flexure Plot
Svncom Rttitude Correction Maneuver (Ro11/Yau/Pitch)
Printed Data
Control Force & Torque Plot
Syncom Spinup Stroke Without Lateral Corrective Force
Printed Data
RMS Flexure Plot
Control Force & Torque Plot
Syncom Spinup Stroke With Lateral Coprective Force
Printed Dala
RMS Flexure Plot
Control Force & Torque Plot
Syqco_! Coast Rfter Rnomalo_,Spinup Stroke
Printed Data
Payload Spinaxis Rttitude Trajectory Plot
EV2 / Riqid PFR Hold Rfter Pitch Impulse From PRCS Jets
Printed Data
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I. HOST COMPUTER PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS
1.1. HP-9000 PRSCRL Driver ProqraM
I. I--i
I.I.|, Model ZI6 / Pascal 3.0 Driver
1. 1 . 1--i
File 'MRNHMRIN.TEXT' Page 1 Updated _ 0B:04:53 Fri 03 Oct 1986
{ begin File 'MRNHMRIN.TEXT' }
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9000 Model ZIG with Pascal 3,00p Sys }
$ search 'UTILUNIT' $
$ Sysprog On $
$ Suitch_strpos $
$ Heap_dispose On $
$ Ref 50 $
program MRNHRNDLE ( input, output ) i
{ Subject : Simulation of Zero-G Payload Manhandling }
{ NRSR/JSC/MPAD/TRW : Sam Wilson }
Using the Runge-Kutta 2nd order numerical method, MRNHRNDLE integrates the
differential equations of motion for a system of three bodies (each modeled
as if it were perfectly rigid in itself) --- consisting of the STS Orbiter, a
Payload, and an EVR Crewman attached to the Orbiter via the RMS/MFR or some
other flexible linkage --- having |5 degrees of freedom (three degrees in
translation and three degrees in rotation for all except the Crewman, who Is
assumed to have three degrees of translational freedom only, which arises
from flexure of his linkage with the Orbiter). Rside from damping and spring
forces arising in the flexible linkage, the only forces and torques accounted
for are those applied by the Crewman at and about a fixed point (handle) on
the Payload.
The numerical integration process may run slower or faster than real time,
depending on the stepsize specified by the user, which must be consistent
with the natural frequencies of the system if accurate results are to be
obtained. In the COMPLETE, repeat COMPLETE, absence of spring and damping
forces in the flexibie linkage between the Crewman and the Orbiter, good
results may be obtained with a stepsize as great as !/30 of the Payload's
period of rotation. In the presence of flexure forces, the integration
process usually will diverge if the stepsize is much greater than one tenth
of the natural per'iod of the flexible linkage, which is typically about tuo
seconds in the case of the RMS/MFR system (but this may vary with the RMS
configuration, i.e., the joint angles),
During numerical integration, the state of the system is logged for future
use at the midpoint and the end of each integration step. When numerical
integration is terminated by the user, a postprocessor gives an option to
"play back" the simulation at any desired sim/real time ratio. Other
postprocessing options include the generation of hardcopy (ink) plots of the
histories of RMS flexure and control force/torque applied to the Payload by
the Crewman, and an attitude trajectory for the Payload spinaxis.
YR4FZIRBZ 1 . 1 . 1 -- 1
File 'MRNHMRIN.TEXT'Page 2 Updated @09:04:53 Fri 03 Oct 1986
$ page ${
Rside from the hardcopy plots mentioned in the preceding paragraph, MRNHRNDLE
output includes the follouing:
(1) Periodically updated images of the three-body system --- generated
by the MPRD IMI graphics system --- as Been from various "cameras"
that may be selected by the user durlng runtime (i.e., while numer-
ical integration is in progress, or during a playback).
(Z) R periodically updated digital summary of numerical integration
or playback progress, displayed on the CRT terminal screen of
the host computer (i.e., not the IMI screen).
(3) R text file of digital oulput stored in a disk file of the host
computer system, uhich contains a complete description of the
simulated three-body system state at user-selected breakpoints
in the numerical integration process, along uith optional dumps
of abbbreviated listings of data logged between breakpoints.
Rt the user's option, this file may be dumped to a hardcopy
printer after MRNHRNDLE execution is terminated.
(4) CRT images of the data described in item (3), generated on the
termlnal screen of the host computer concurrently uith their
Btorage on disk.
Use of the IMI graphics system and the hardcopy plotter is optional; the
MRNHRNDLE simulator can be operated in a standalone mode to generate digital
data (only), if so desired. Generation of hardcopy plots requires the
accessibility of an HP-9872 plotter at bus address _S on an HP-IB (IEEE-488)
data bus having _7 as its select code. Use of the IMI graphics system
requires its accessibility at address _17 on the same HP-I8 bus. IMI usage
is also dependent on the availability, in the IMI system, of the programs
'bldmilmu' and 'runmilmu', uhich uere developed by LINCOM to support the
MPRD/TRW MILMU simulator. The data files 'orbiter' and 'manO' (uhich
describe the geometry of the Orbiter and the Creuman) must also be present in
the IMI system, along uith a data file describing the appropriate payload
geometry.
¥gC1DCFBD 1 . 1 - 1 --Z
File 'MANHMAIN.TEXT' Page 3 Updated @ 09:04:53 Fri 03 Oct 1986
$ page $
{
The bulk of the MANHANDLE source code is contained in the files referenced by
the series of "include" directives to the PASCAL compiler that follow this
section of comments. The first two files in this series contain no code at
all, but instead consist of certain detailed technical data in the form of
further comments. The first of these, 'Manhindx. I', contains an alpahbetical
index of all the global identifiers (names of constants, variables, data
types, functions, and procedures) used in the MANHANOLE program• describing
the nature of the identified item and the name of the module in which It is
declared. Local identifiers (those declared in the "implement" section of a
module) are not included in this list. The second file, 'Manhsymb. I'
contains a description of the system of notation used in the assignment of
names to the constants and variables used in MANHANOLE. A careful readino of
the contents of this file at the outset uiil make it much easier to
understand the PASCAL source code in the remainder of the "include" files.
One of the source code files, 'Manhfcon. I', deserves special attention. It
contains the source code for the MANHFCON module, which defines the control
laws for the computation of the forces and torques applied by the Crewman to
the "handle" of the payload, according to the mode of control selected by the
user, The validity of any conclusions drawn from MANHPNDLE simulation
results --- about onorbit manhandling feasibility for any particular payload
--- depend ultimately on how well the various modes and their associated
control laws conform to the realities of the anticipated operation. Not the
least of these realities are the ideas of the particular crewman who is to
perform the operation, about what can be observed or sensed (e.g,, from
tactile stimuli) about the motion state of the payload, and what constitutes
a natural and appropriate response on his part to various perceived
conditions. The modes and control laws currently contained in the MANHFCON
module were developed in support of the gestar/Palapa retrieval and the
Syncom repair missions, on the basis of preflight consultations with the
individual astronauts who were involved. Their postflight comments were
favorable with regard to the validity and usefulness of the MANHANDLE
simulation results in predicting the controllability of those payloads, but
that does not mean necessarily that the existing logic in the MANHFCON module
should be applied, unmodified, to future manhandling operations.
$ include 'Manhindx. I.' $
$ include 'Manhsymb. I.' $
$ include 'Manhmisc. I.' $
$ include 'MANHSPIF.I.' $
$ include 'Manhbods. I.' $
$ include 'Manhfcon. I.' $
$ include 'Manhdump. I.' $
$ include 'Manhslog. I.' $
$ include 'Manhkams,I. $
$ include 'Manhdisp.l. $
$ include 'Manhscon.l. $
$ include 'Manhprnt. I. $
$ include 'Manhinit.l. $
$ include 'Manhedit. I. $
$ include 'Manhpost. I.' $
¥Z0213401 I . 1 _ 1 --


















{ Pascal 3.0 system module }
{ Pascal 3.0 system module }
var
POSTPROC : boolean ;








{ hardcopy plotter } !
{ (millisec) timeout } ;
{ HPIB select code } ;
{ HPIB bus address }
{ set outer trap for error }
rewrite ( LP . 'MANHPRNT.R' )
USING_PLOTTER := USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Use HP-987Z plotter ' )
if USING_PLOTTER then rewrite ( PLT, 'HP98?ZA:' )
USING_IMI := USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Use IMI graphics system' )
if USING_IMI then
begin
SET UP HPIB_INTERFACE TO IMl
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File ' MRNHMRIN.'EXT'
$ page $







DESTINC := FIXED_INPUT( 'Sim time increment
DESTINC,9,3 )





NOMSTEP := FIXED_INPUT( 'Integration stepsize (sec)',
NOMSTEP,9,3 )
if NOMSTEP <= ZERO then SOUND_ALARM
until NOMSTEP > ZERO ;
{ Bet inner trap for error }
PROPAGATE_SYSTEM_STATE
DOCUMENT_THE_STATE OF THE_SYSTEM
if (curslogrec÷2) > MAXSLOGRECS then
begin
SOUND_ALARM
SHOWLN ( '*** Simulation log saturated' ) ;
uriteln ( LP, '*** Simulation log saturated' ) ;
DESTINC := ZERO
end
recover { come here only if inner trap is sprung }
begin
DESTINC := ZERO
curslogrec := curslogrec - I
WRITE_ERROR_MESSAGE I
if USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Dump debug data' ) then
begin
DUMP_EVERYTHING




until OESTINC <= ZERO ;
writeln ( LP, '*** END OF SIMULATION ***' )
urlteln ( LP, SLOGA[O].SIMDESCRIP )
uriteln ( LP, SLOG^[O].PROGSESSID )
START_NEW_PAGE
if curslogrec > I then
begin
POSTPROC := USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Execute postprocessor' )
if not POSTPROC then { make sure it is not just a mistake }




until USER_DECIDES_NOT_TO( 'Re-run pos_processor' ) ;
end ;
until USER_DECIDES_NOT_TO( 'Restart simulation' ) ;
¥770FGGEF 1 . 1 . 1 --S





{ come here only if outer _rap is sprung }
close ( LP, 'SAVE' )
SHOWLN ( 'Printer output has been saved in text file ''MRNHPRNT.R''' )
CLEAN UP IO
end . { program MRNHRNOLE & File 'MRNHMRIN.TEXT' }
D
¥OBBCOF3C I . I . I --6
|.I.Z. Serie_ $00 1HP-UX 5.0 Driver
I .1 .Z--i
Flle 'manhmain.p' Page 1 Updated Q 08:4Z:Z6 Tue 04 Nov 1986
{ begin File 'manhmain.p' }
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9000 Series 500 with HP-UX 5.00p 5ys }
$ search 'utilunit.o' $
$ standard_level 'hp_modcal' $
program MRNHRNDLE ( input, output ) ;
{ Subject : Simulation of Zero-G Payload Manhandling }
{ NRSR/JSC/MPRD/TRW : Sam Wilson }
Using the Runge-Kutta Znd order numerical method, MRNHRNDLE integrates the
differential equations of motion for a system of three bodies (each modeled
as if it were perfectly rigid in itself) --- consisting of the STS Orbiter, a
Payload, and an EVR Crewman attached to the Orbi±er via the RMS/MFR or some
other flexible linkage --- having 15 degrees of freedom (three degrees in
translation and three degrees in rotation for all except the Creuman, who is
assumed to have three degrees of translationai freedom oniy, uhich arises
from flexure of his linkage uith the Orbiter). Rside from damping and spring
forces arising in the flexible linkage, the only forces and torques accounted
for are those applied by the Creuman at and about a fixed point (handle) on
the Payload.
The numerical integration process may run slouer or faster "than real time,
depending on the stepsize specified by the user, uhich must be consistent
uith the natural frequencies of the system if accurate results are to be
obtained. In the COMPLETE, repeat COMPLETE, absence of spring and damping
forces in the flexible linkage betueen the Creuman and the Orbiter, good
results may be obtained uith a stepsize as great as 1/30 of the Payload's
period of rotation, In the presence of flexure forces, the integration
process usually uill diverge if the stepsize is much greater than one tenth
of the natural period of the flexible linkage, which is typically about two
seconds in the case of the RMS/MFR system (but this may vary uith the RMS
configuration, i.e'., the joint angles).
During numerical integration, the state of the system is logged for future
use at the midpoint and the end of each integration step. When numerical
integration is terminated by the user, a postprocessor gives an option to
"play back" the simulation at any desired sim/reaI time ratio. Other
postprocessing options include the generation of hardcopy (ink) plots of the
histories of RMS flexure and control force/torque applied to the Payload by
the Creuman, and an attitude trajectory for the Payload 6pinaxis.
¥37R3F3C3 I . 1 . 2-- 1
File 'manhmain.p' Page Z Updated @ 08:4Z:Z6 Tue 04 Nov 1986
$ page $
{
Rside from the hardcopy plots mentioned in the preceding paragraph, MRNHRNOLE
output includes the following:
(1) Periodically updated images of the three-body system --- generated
by the MPRD IMI graphics system --- as seen from various "cameras"
that may be selected by the user during runtime (i.e., while numer-
ical integration is in progress, or during a playback).
(Z) R periodically updated digital summary of numerical integration
or playback progress, displayed on the CRT terminal screen of
the host computer (i.e., not the IMI screen).
(3) R text file of digital output stored in a disk file of the host
computer system, uhich contains a complete description of the
simulated three-body system state at user-selected breakpoints
in the numerical integration process, along with optional dumps
of abbbreviated listings of data logged betueen breakpoints.
Rt the user's option, this file may be dumped to a hardcopy
printer after MANHANDLE execution is terminated.
(4) CRT images o£ the data described in item (3), generated on the
terminal screen of the host computer concurrently with their
storage on disk.
Use of the IMl graphics system and the hardcopy plotter is optional; the
MANHANDLE simulator can be operated in a standalone mode to generate digital
data (only), if so desired. Generation of hardcopy plots requires the
accessibility of an HP-987Z plotter via the pathname 'Idevlplt987Z' Use of
the IMl graphics system requires its accessibility on an HP-IB (IEEE-488)
data bus via the pathname '/dev/imi_hpib'. IMl usage is also dependent on
the availability, in the IMl system, of the programs 'bldmilmu' and
'runmilmu', which uere developed by LINCOM to support the MPRD/TRW MILMU
simulator. The data files 'orbiter' and 'man@' (uhich describe the geometry
of the Orbiter and the Crewman) must also be present in the IMl system, along
with a data file describing the appropriate payload geometry.
¥539890FB 1 - 1 . Z--Z
File 'manhmain.p' Page 3 Updated Q 08:4Z:Z6 Tue 04 Nov 1386
$ page $
{
The bulk of the MANHANDLE source code is contained in the file5 referenced by
the series of "include" directive5 to the PASCAL compiler that follow this
section of comments. The first tuo files in this series contain no code at
a11, but instead consist of certain detailed technical data in the form of
further comments. The first of these, 'Manhindx. I', contains an alpahbetical
index of all ±he global identifiers (names of constants, variables, data
types, functions, and procedures) used in the MANHANDLE program, describing
the nature of the identified item and the name of the module in uhich it is
declared. Local identifiers (those declared in the "implement" section of a
module) are not included in this list. The second file, 'Manhsymb. I',
contains a description of the system of notation used in the assignment of
names to the constants and variables used in MANHANDLE. A careful reading of
the contents of this file at the outset uill make it much easier to
understand the PASCAL source code in the remainder of the "include" files.
One of the source code files, 'Manhfcon. I', deserves special attention. It
contains the source code for the MANHFCON module, which defines the control
laus for the computation of the forces and torques applied by the Crewman to
the "handle" of the payload, according to the mode of control selected by the
user. The validity of any conclusions drawn from MANHANDLE simulation
results --- about onorbit manhandling feasibility for any particular payload
--- depend ultimately on how well the various nodes and their associated
control laws conform to the realities of the anticipated operation. Not the
least of these realities are the ideas of the particular creuman who is to
perform the operation, about uhat can be observed or sensed (e.g.. from
tactile stimuli) about the motion state of the payload, and what constitutes
a natural and appropriate response on his part to various perceived
conditions. The modes and control laus currently contained in the MANHFCON
module were developed in support of the Westar/Palapa retrieval and the
Syncom repair missions, on the basis of preflight consulta±ions uith the
individual astronauts uho were involved. Their postflight comments were
favorable uith regard to the validity and usefulness of the MANHANDLE
simulation results in predicting the controllability of those payloads, but
that does not mean necessarily that the existing logic in the MANHFCON module
should be applied, unmodified, to future manhandling operations.
$ include 'Manhindx.l $
$ include 'Manhsymb. l $
$ include 'Manhmisc. I $
$ include 'manhspif. I $
$ include 'Manhbods. I $
$ include 'Manhfcon. I $
$ include 'Manhdump. I' $
$ include 'Manhslog. I' $
$ include 'Manhkams. I' $
$ include 'Manhdisp. I' $
$ include 'Manhscon. I' $
$ include 'Manhprnt. I' $
$ include 'Manhinit. I' $
$ include 'Manhedit.l' $
$ include 'Manhpost. I' $
¥BED3S4B3 I . 1 . Z--3


















begin { program MANHANDLE }
INITIALIZE_IO
try { set outer trap for error }
rewrite ( LP , 'manhprnt. R' >
USING_PLOTTER := USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Use HP-B87Z plotter ' )
if USING_PLOTTER then rewrite ( PLT, 'ldevlplt98'TZ' )
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File 'manhmain, p'
$ page $







DESTINC := FIXED_INPUT( 'Sim time increment
DESTINC,9,3 )





NOMSTEP := FIXED INPUT( 'Integration stepsize (sac)',
NOMSTEP,9,3 >
if NOMSTEP <= ZERO then SOUND_ALARM
until NOMSTEP > ZERO
{ set inner trap for error }
PROPAGATE_SYSTEM_STATE
DOCUMENT_THE_STATE OF THE_SYSTEM
if (curslogrec+Z) > MAXSLOBRECS then
begin
SOUND__ALARM
SHOWLN ( '*** Simulation log saturated' ) ;
uriteln ( LP, '*** Simulation log saturated' )
DESTINC := ZERO
end ;
recover { come here only if inner trap is sprung }
begin
DESTINC := ZERO
curslogrec := curslogrec - I
WRITE_ERROR_MESSAGE
if USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Dump debug data' ) then
begin
DUMP_EVERYTHING




until DESTINC <= ZERO ;
uriteln ( LP, '*** END OF SIMULATION ***' )
uriteln ( LP, SLOG^(O).SIMDESCRIP )
uriteln ( LP, SLOG^[O].PROGSESSID )
START_NEW_PAGE
if curslogrec > I then
begin
POSTPROC := USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Execute postprocessor' )
if not POSTPROC then { make sure it is not just a mistake }




until USER_DECIDES_NOT_TO( 'Re-run postprocessor' )
end ;
untiI USER_DECIDES_NOT_TO( 'Restart simulation' ) ;
¥770FGGEF 1 . I . Z--5




{ come here only i_ outer trap ls sprung }
close ( LP, 'SRVE' )
SHOWLN ( 'Printer output has been saved in text gile ''manhprnt.R''' )
CLERN UP I0
end . { program MRNHRNDLE & File 'manhmain.p' }
¥C090033D ! . ! . Z--6
I.Z. Index of Global IdentifierB
1 .Z--i
File 'Manhindx. I' Page I Updated @ 08:4Z:SZ Tue 04 Nov 1986
$ page $ { begin File 'Manhindx. I' }
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9OOO Series 200/300/500 Computers }
{ Comment File } { Subject : Index of Global Identifiers }
{ NASRIJSCIMPRO/TRW : Sam Wil_on }
{
Declaration Paren_ Source
Identifier Category Identifier Module
RDD_STRING_TO_IMI_BUFFER : procedure : MRNHSPIF
RERR : var : MANHFCON
AERRMRX : rec field : CNTRLCON : MRNHFCON
RERRMIN : rec field : CNTRLCON : MRNHFCON
AERRTOL : rec field : CNTRLCON : MANHFCON
AHEAD : _ype enum: KAMERR : MRNHKRMS
ALIGN : type enum: CNTRLMODE : MANHFCON
ANGDEG : function : UTILMATH
ANGMO_P_I : rec field : SLOGREC : MANHSLOG
RRR : rec field : DERIVREC : MANHBODS
ARR : rec field : STATEREC : MANHBODS
RRR : rec field : IDRTREC : MRNHINIT
RTRNZ : function : UTILMRTH
RVEL : var : MRNHFCON
RVELTOL : rec field : CNTRLCON : MANHFCON


























: rec field : CHINPUTREC : UTILSPIF
: type enum: CNTRLMODE
: rec field : SLOGREC













: _ype enum : OBJECT
: function
: rec field : SLOGREC
: rec field : INFOREC






















































































: rec field : SLOGREC

























: rec field : SLOGREC
: rec field : SLOGREC
: rec field : INFOREC
: var
: rec field : CNTRLCON
: type enum: CNTRLHODE
: const
: type
: type enum: CNTRLMODE









































































































: rec field : STATEREC
: rec field : SLOGREC
: rec field : 5LOGREC
: rec field : SLOGREC
: rec field : DERIVREC
: rec field : STRTEREC
: rec field : DERIVREC
: function
: rec field : STRTEREC




: type enum: KAMERA
: var
: rec field : CNTRLCON
: rec field : CNTRLCON
: type
: vat
: rec field : KAMRRR
: rec field : KRMRRR
: rec field : SLOGREC
: rec field : SLOGREC




: rec field : CNTRLCON





































































































Updated @ 08:4Z:52 Tue 04 Nov 1986
Declaration Parent Source
Category Identifier Module
: type : UTILSPIF
: type : UTILSPIF
: vat : MRNHEDIT
: type enum: CHECHOMODE : UTILSPIF
: type enum : CHWRITMODE : UTILSPIF
: rec field : CNTRLCON
: rec field : CNTRLCON
: vat
: type enum: GOTWHRT
: conBt










: rec field : STRTEREC
: rec field : DERIVREC
: vat
: rec field : STRTEREC




: type enum: OBJECT














: type enum _ KRMERR
: type enum: OBJECT
_ const









: rec field : SLOGREC
: type
: procedure
: rec field : IDRTREC
: rec field : SLOGREC
: rec field : SLOGREC
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Declaration Parent Source
Category Identifier Module




: rec field : 5TRTEREC
: rec field : KRMRRR




























: type enum: KRMERR
: function
: function
: rec field : INFOREC
: var
: vat
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: rec field : QUATERNION : UTILVEMQ
: procedure











: type enum: GOTWHAT
: procedure
: procedure
: type enum: CNTRLMODE






































: rec field : INFOREC
: rec field : INFOREC
: cons_
: rec field : SLOGREC
: rec field : CNTRLCON
: vat
: rec field : INFOREC
: rec field : CNTRLCON
: procedure
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Declaration Parent Source
Category Identifier Module


















: rec field : QUATERNION : UTILVEMQ






















: rec field : SLOGREC









: type enum: CNTRLMODE : MRNHFCON
: const : UTILVEMQ
: const : UTILMRTH
: const : UTILVEMQ
: const : UTILVEMQ}
{ end File 'Manhindx.l' }
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1.3. Symboloqy for Variables and Consianls
1 . _1;-- i.
File 'Manhsymb. I' Page ! Updated _ ZZ:Z6:S8 Mon Z9 Sep 1986
$ page $ { begin File 'Manhsymb. I' }
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9_O Series Z_/300/500 Computers }
{ Comment File } { Subject : Symbology for Variables & Constants }
{ NRSR/JSC/MPRD/TRW : Sam Wilson }






Token representing any one of the follouing body identification symbol6.
Crewman (Payload handler).






Token representing any one of the following coordinate-system identifi-
cation symbols.
Body-fixed reference frame generally used for flight control. Origin
is at body's center of Mass (CM). X axis points forward; Y axis points
to the right. The body identification symbol represented by the %
token is used only uhen it is needed to avoid ambiguity.
Desired-attitude reference system. Axes define desired orientation of
%B frame. Origin undefined. The body identification symbol repre-
sented by % token is used only when it is needed to avoid ambiguity.
Body-fixed reference frame used by the IMI graphics system to define
the geometry of a particular body. Axes aligned with %B axes. For
Payload, origin coincides ui_h origin of structural (S) coordinates.
For Orbiter and Creuman, origin is fixed arbitrarily. The body ident-
ification symbol represented by % token is used only uhen it is needed
to avoid ambiguity.
Inertial reference frame. Origin is at the initial nominal position
<N) of Payload handling point (H), uhich is defined (in terms of
Orbiter structural coordinates) by user input. Alignment of axes is
fixed in inertial space, but otherwise undefined.
Camera-fixed coordinate system. Origin at optical center of camera.
X axis coincides uith optical axis and points in the direction of
sight; Y axis points to the right.
¥TZ630E03 1 . 3-- 1
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%P Body-fixed frame of reference used for the analysis of rotational
dynamics. Origin at CM; axes aligned with principal axes of inertia.
Body identification symbol represented by % token is used only when
it is needed to avoid ambiguity.
R Crewman's reach-envelope coordinate system. Origin at center of reach
envelope. X axis points forward; Y axis points to creuman's right.
%S Structural reference frame for a particular body. Location of the
origin is arbitrary. X axis points aft; Y axis points to the right,
Body identification symbol represented by % token is used only when
it is needed to avoid ambiguity. These frames are unique in that







Token representing any one of the following force / torque source
identification symbols.
Creuman (Payload handier).
Gravity (ignored in this simulation).








Token representing any one of the following point identification
symbols.
Center of mass (origin of %B and %P coordinate systems). The body
identification symbol represented by % token is used only when it
is needed to avoid ambiguity,
Origin of %B coordinate system. The body identification symbol
represented by % token is used only when it is needed to avoid
ambiguity.
Position of Payload handling point (fixed in Payload body frame).
Origin of camera coordinate system I( (i.e., optical center).
Nominal position of Payload handling point relative to the structure
of the Orbiter.
Origin of R axes (center of Crewman's reach envelope).
¥96114431 1 . E$-- Z
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Angular momentum(slug*ft*ft/sec = ft*Ib*sec, in the inertial
frame I, about the CM)of the body whose identification symbol Is
represented by the %token. The $ token represents the identifi-
cation symbol of the coordinate system upon whose axes the vector
componentsare resolved. For example. ANGMOP_OBrepresents the
angular momentumof the Payload, expressed in terms of Orbiter
body-axis components.
Linear displacement (ft unless indicated otherwise) of a point
nominally fixed in the Orbiter's body-fixed frame, due to flexure
of the Remote Manipulator System (RM5) arm. The @ token repre-
sents a symbol which identifies the point whose displacement is
being defined. The symbol represented by the $ token identifies
the coordinate system upon whose axes the displacement is resolved.
Force vector (Ib). The symbol represented by the # token, if pres-
ent, identifies the source of the force, The sy_bo! represented
by the % token identifies the body on which the force is exerted,
and is included only when it is needed to avoid ambiguity. The
token represents a symbol identifying the point at which the force
is applied (or can be thought of as being applied). The symbol
represented by $ identifies the resolvent coordinate system (i.e.,
that upon whose axes the vector components are resolved). For
example, CFORC_PH_I represents the force exerted by the Crewman on
the Payload at the handling point, expressed in components par-
allel to the axes of the inertial frame I.
Location (i.e., fixed position) vector (inches if $ = %S, feet
otherwise). The @ token represents a symbol identifying the point
whose location is being defined. The $ token represents a symbol
identifying the coordinate system from uhose origin the location is
measured and upon whose axes the vector components are resolved.
For example, LOC_KO_OS defines the location of a camera fixed in
the Orbiter's structural coordinate system. }
¥26BOFOB0 I . 3--3
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$ page $
{
$POS_@_$ Position vector (f%). The symbol represented by the @ token
identifies the point whose position is being defined. The symbol
represented by the first $ token identifies the coordinate system
from whose origin the position is measured, while the second $
token represents the identification symbol of the resolven% coord-
inate system. For example, RPOS_H_OB represents the position of
the Payload handling point relative to the center of the Crewman's
reach envelope, expressed in terms of vector components parallel
%o the Orbiter body (OB) axes.
SRATE_$_$ Rate (i.e., angular velocity) vector (rad/sec internally, deg/seC
externally). The second $ token represents the identification
symbol of the frame whose angular velocity is being defined, the
first $ token represents the symbol of the reference frame with
respect %o which the angular velocity is measured, and the third
represents the symbol of the frame on whose axes the vector
components are resolved. For example, OBRATE PB I is a vector
defining the angular velocity of the Payload body frame (P8)
relative %o the Orbiter body frame (08), with components resolved
on the I axes. The symbol IRATE B__8 represents the usual "body
rate vector" (with respect %o inertial space) in a context where
explicit identification of the body associated with the 8 frame
is unnecessary.
_TORQ %@ $ Torque vector (ft*Ib). The symbol represented by the # token, if
present, identifies the source of the torque. The symbol repre-
sented by the % token identifies the body on which the torque is
exerted, and is included only when it is needed %o avoid ambiguity.
The @ token represents a symbol identifying the point at which the
•torque is measured. The symbol represented by $ identifies the
resolven% coordinate system (i.e., that upon whose axes the vector
components are resolved). For example, CTORQ_PH_P8 represents the
torque exerted on the Payload at the handling point by the Crewman,
expressed in terms of Payload body components.
SVEL_@_$ Linear velocity vector (ft/sec). The symbol represented by the @
token identifies the point whose velocity is being defined. The
symbol represented by the first $ token identifies the reference
frame in which the velocity is measured. The second $ token
represents a symbol identifying the coordinate system upon whose
axes the vector components are resolved. For instance, RVEL_H_P8
represents the velocity of the payload handling point with respect
to the Crewman's reach axes, with components resolved on the Pay-
load body axes.
¥C9786678 I . 3--4
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Rotational alacrity matrix (inverse of RNERT %0 $).
Rotational inertia tensor (slug*ft*ft = ft*Ib*sec*sec). The sym-
bol represented by the % token identifies the rigid body whose
rotational inertia is being defined. The symbol represented by
the 0 token identifies the point about which the inertia is being
defined. The symbol represented by the $ token identifies the
coordinate system axes upon uhich the tensor components are re-
solved. For example, RNERT PH PB represents the rotational iner-
tia tensor of the Payload about its handling point, with compon-
ents resolved on the Payload body axes.
Translational alacrity matrix (inverse of TNERT_%0_$).
Translational damping constant matrix (lb*sec/ft) for the point
whose identification symbol is represented by the 0 token. When
premultiplied by the velocity vector of the point in question,
yields the damping force exerted on the body whose identification
symbol is represented by the % token. Force and velocity vector
whose identification symbol is represented by the $ token.
Translational inertia matrix (slug = Ib*sec*sec/ft) for the
point whose identification symbol is represented by the 0 token
and the body uhose identification symbol is represented by the %
token. When premultiplied by a vector defining a desired change
in the linear acceleration of the point in question, yields the
force that must be exerted on the body ... at that point. If the
force application point does not coincide with the body CM, the
linear acceleration includes that induced by angular accelera-
tion about the CM (due to the moment of the force). Force and
acceleration vector components are resolved on the axes of the
coordinate system uhose identification symbol is represented by
the $ token.
Translational spring constant matrix (Ib/ft) for the point uhose
identification symbol is represented by the 0 token. When pre-
multiplied by the displacement vector of the point in question
(relative to the position where the spring force is zero), yields
the spring force exerted on the body uhoee identification symbol
is represented by the % token. Force and displacement vector
components are resolved upon the axes of the coordinate system
whose identification symbol is represented by the $ token. }
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{
VBRSE_$_$ Veclor base Matrix, i.e., a matrix whose rows are unit vectors
aligned with the axes o_ the coordinate system whose symbol is
represented by the first $ token. The second $ token represents
a symbol identifying the coordinate system upon whose axes the
unit vector components are resolved. Such a Matrix is used to
transform vector components from one resolvent frame to another.
For example, using the V×M function that computes the product of
a vector with a 3x3 matrix, the PRSCRL statement
CFORC PH I := VXM( CFORC PH_PB, VBRSE_PB_I )
describes a transformation --- from the Payload body frame PB %0
the inertial frame I --- of the components of force exerted on
the Payload by the Crewman.
Euler Rngles and Quaternions
PYR $ $
QUAT_$_$
An array of three angle values (tad internally, deg externally)
for a pitch/yau/roll Euler rotation sequence that would rotate
the axes of one coordinate system (whose identification symbol
is represented by the first $ token) into alignmGnt with the
axes of another system (whose identification symbol is repre-
sented by the second $ token). For instance, PYR_0B_PB is an
array of Euler angles that defines the attitude of the Payload
body axes with respect to the Orbiter body axes.
A unit quaternion which defines an eigenaxis rotation that would
rotate the axes of one coordinate system (whose identification
symbol is represented by the first $ token) into alignment uith
the axes of another system (whose identification symbol is rep-
resented by the second $ token). For example, in a context where
explicit identification of the body is unnecessary, QUAT_I_B rep-
resents a quaternion defininQ the orientation of the body axes B
with respect to the inertial frame I. }
{ end File 'Manhsymb.l' }
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1.4. Hiscellany
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File 'Manhmisc.l' Page 1
$ page $ { begin File 'Manhmisc. l' }
Updated @ 08:43:02 Tue 04 Nov 1986
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9OOO Series 200/300/500 Computers }
module MRNHMISC i { Subject : Mi_cellany }




expor_ { begin externally visible declarations }
const
PROGID = 'MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ ' ;
FILLIZ = ' ' { lZ _paces } ;
FTPERIN = 0.083333333333333L0 ; { 1/1Z }
PERCENT = 0.01L0 ; { 1/100 }
STDGRRVRCC = 3Z.174L0 ; { ft/sec/sec }




{ diagonal matrix for converting }
{ posi!ion vector components }
{ from structural (S) reference }
{ to body (B) reference }
vat
SIMTIME : longreal ; { Simulated Time (since start of simulation ) }
function USER_DECIDES_NOT_TO( DO_THIS : PROMPTSTR ) : boolean ;
function USER_DECIDES( THIS I5 TRUE : PROMPTSTR ) : boolean
implemen_ { begin externally invisible part of module }
function USER_DECIDES_NOT_TO( DO_THIS : PROMPTSTR ) : boolean ;
begin
USER_DECIDES_NOT_TO := not USER_DECIDES_TO( DO_THIS )
end
function USER_DECIDES( THIS IS TRUE : PROMPTSTR > : boolean
begin
USER_DECIDES := USER_DECIDES_TO{say}( THIS IS TRUE )
end ;
end ; { module MRNHMISC & File 'Manhmisc. I' }
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1.5.1. Model ZIG / Pascal 3.0 Interface Module
1 .S. 1--i
File 'MRNHSPIF.I' Page 1
$ page $ { begin File 'MANHSPIF.I' }
Updated @ 08:44:03 Sat 04 Oct 198G
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9000 Model ZlB with Pascal 3.00p Sys }
module MRNHSPIF _ { SubJect : System/PASCAL Interface }
{ NASR/JSC/MPAO/TRW : Sam Wilson }
import
lodeclarations , { Pascal 3.0 system module }
General_l , { Pascal 3.0 system module }
General_3 , { Pascal 3.0 system module }
General_4 , { Pascal 3.0 system module }
UTILSPIF
export { begin externally visible declarations }
procedure SET UP HPIB_INTERFACE TO IMI
procedure RESET_IMI_BUFFER !
procedure ADD_STRING TO IMI BUFFER ( STR : LINESTR ) ;
procedure TRANSFER_BUFFER_CONTENTS TO IMI
procedure WRITE._ERROR_MESSAGE
implement { begin externally invisible part o£ module }
const
IMI_OEVICE_CODE = 717 ;
var
IMI_BUFFER : Buf_info_type ;
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procedure SET UP HPIB_INTERFRCE TO IMl ;
begin






until not Buffer_busy ( IMI_BUFFER )
Buffer_reset ( IMI_BUFFER )
end ;
procedure ADD_STRING TO IMI BUFFER ( STR : LINESTR ) !
begin
Writebuffer_string ( IMI_BUFFER, STR )
end ;
procedure TRRNSFER_BUFFER_CONTENTS TO IMI ;
begin
Transfer ( IMI_OEVICE_CODE, Overlap_intr, From_memory,
IMI BUFFER, Buffer_data( IMI_BUFFER ) )
end ;
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s_rurite ( MSG,I.K,loerror_message( loe_resul_ ) )
-20 :
strurite ( MSG.I,K.'Stopped by user' )
-10 :
strurite ( MSG,I,K,'I/O system error; Ioresult '.Ioresult:1 )
otherwise
_truri_e ( MSG I,K ,c....... ._ ,• , L:_owouuu: ,eBcapecode:l )
end _ { case escapecode }
5HOWLN ( '' ) ;
SHOWLN ( MS6 ) ;
SOUND_RLRRM ;
for K := I to Z do uriteln ( LP )
uriteln ( LP. MSG ) ;
end ;
end _ { module MRNHSPIF & File 'MRNHSPIF.I' }
¥TR4B83ZB 1 . S. 1 --3:
1.5.Z. Series 500 / HP-UX 5.0 In_er£ace Module
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Flle 'manhspif.l' Page I Updated @08:43:13 Tue 04 Nov 1986
$ page $ { begin File 'manhspif.l' }
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9000 Series 5_ with HP-UX 5.00p Sys }
module MRNHSPIF ; { Subject : System/PASCAL Interface }
{ NRSA/JSC/MPRD/TRW : Sam Wllson}
import
UTILSPIF ;
export { begin externally visible declarations }
procedure SET UP HPIB_INTERFRCE TO IMI
procedure RESET_IMI_BUFFER
procedure RDD_STRIN6 TO IMI_BUFFER ( STR : LINESTR ) ;
procedure TRANSFER_BUFFER_CONTENTS_TO_IMI
procedure WRITE_ERROR_MESSRBE
implement { begin externally invisible part of module }
const
IMI_PATHSTR = '/dev/imi_hpib' ;
IMI_IOLEN = I
O_WRONLY = l
NULLCHAR = chr( 0 )
HPIBWRITE = chr( Z )
_ype
PATHPAC = packed array [ I..2@ ] of char
IOBUFPAC = packed array [ I..Z55 ] of char ;
IOBUFPTR = ^IOBUFPAC ;
IODETAIL =
record
MODE : char ;
TERMINATOR : char
count : integer ;
BUF : IOBUFPTR ;
end ; { record }
var
IMI_EID : integer ;
IMI_IOVEC : IODETAIL ;
IMI_PATHPRC : PATHPAC ;
IMI_TRANSFER_FLAG : integer ;
function errno $ alias 'Pas. Errno' $ : integer ; external
function hpib_io( EID : integer ;
vat IOVEC : IODETAIL ;
IOLEN : integer ) : integer ; external ;
function open( vat PATH : PATHPAC
OFLAG : integer ) : integer ; external ;
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for k := l to 5trlen( IMI_PRTHSTR ) do
IMI_PRTHPRCIk) := IMI_PRTHSTR[k]
IMI_PRTHPRC [ l + strlen( IMIPRTHSTR ) ] := NULLCHAR
IMI_EID := open( IMI PRTHPRC, O_WRONLY )





new ( BUF )
end ;
IMI_TRRNSFER FLAG := 0
end
procedure _C_CT TMT DH:_
begin
if IMI_TRANSFER_FLRG <> 0 then escape ( 102 )
IMI_IOVEC.count := 0
end
procedure RDD_STRING_TO_IMI_BUFFER ( STR : LINESTR )
yap
k : integer ;
begin
with IMI_IOVEC do
for k := 1 to _trlen( STR ) do
begin




procedure TRANSFER_BUFFER_CONTENTS TO IMl ;
begin
IMI_TRRNSFER_FLRG := hpib_io( IMI_EIO, IMI_IOVEC. IMI_IOLEN )
end ;
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procedure WRITE_ERROR_MESSAGE
vat
K : integer ;





strurite ( MSG.I,K,'HP-UX errno ',errno:1 )
-1300..-IZ01 :
strurite ( MSG.I,K,'PaBcal I/0 error ',-(escapecode+IZ00):1 )
-zo :
strurite ( MSG,I,K.'Stopped by user' )
-19..-I :
strurite ( MSG,I.K,'HP-UX signal '.-escapecode:1.' received' )
otherwise
strurite ( MSG,I.K.'E_capecode '.escapecode:1 >
end ; { case escapecode }
SHOWLN ( '' )
SHOWLN ( MSG ) ;
SOUND ALARM ;
for K := 1 to Z do writeln ( LP ) ;
writeln ( LP, MSG )
end ;
end ; { module MRNHSPIF & File 'manhspif.l' }
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I.G. Body (Obj eci;) Dai.a
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File 'Manhbods,l' Page I
$ page $ { begin File 'Manhbods.I' }
Updated @ZZ:ZT:I7 Mon29 Sap 198G
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9000Series Z00/300/$00 Computers }
module MANHBODS; { Subject : Body (Object) Data }




export { begin externally visible declarations }
const






{ objects that may appear in camera image; }
{ graphics system requires a file of coordinates }
{ to define the geometry of each one }
INFOREC = { record containing information about an objec_ }
record
case integer of
1 : ( RNERT CM B : MAT3X3
RALAC CM B : MAT3X3
TORQ CM B : VECTOR ;
VBASE_I_B : MAT3X3 ;
FORC CM I : VECTOR
MASS : longreal ;
CFORC_H B : VECTOR ;
CTORQ_H_B : VECTOR ) ;
{ Orbiter & Payload }
{ slug = lb*sec*sec/ft }
2 : ( TRLRC_CRO_R : MAT3X3
TDAMP_CRO_R : MAT3X3 ;
TSPRG_CRO R : MAT3X3 ) ;
{ Creuman }
end ; { case & record }
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cons_
STRTESIZE = 13 i { number of scalar variables required to define }





{ record defining an object's state of motion }
1 : ( RRR : array [I..STRTESIZE] of longreal ) ;




: VECTOR ; { Orbiter and }
: VECTOR ; { Payload. }
: OURTERNION ; { relative to }
: VECTOR ) i { inertial frame I }
3 : ( OBPOS_RO_R : VECTOR
OBVEL RO R : VECTOR ) ;
end ; { case & record }
{ Crewman. relB- }
{ tire to Orbiter }
{ body axes (08) }
nrnT mi_,rr _u_n..nL_ = { record _,-__*_*_._...._, ._.._1o d_r_.,=+_,._ _ + +_.o
• _ • m _.-iw .
record
case integer of
1 : ( RRR : array [I..STRTESIZE] of longreal ) ;




: VECTOR ; { Orbi%er and }
: VECTOR ; { Payload, }
: OURTERNION s { relative to }
: VECTOR ) ; { inertial frame I }
3 : ( OBPOSDOT RO R : VECTOR
OBVELOOT RO R : VECTOR ) ;
end ; { case & record }
{ Crewman, rela- }
{ rive to Orbiter }















For the purpose of integrating %he differential }
equations of motion for %he Crewman (only). the }
Orbiter's body-fixed coordinate system OB is }
treated as if it were an inertial frame. This is }
justified on the basis that the acceleration and }
angular velocity of the Orbiter will of necessity }
be very small while the Crewman is manhandling the }
payload, that the matrix constants (TRLRC,TDRMP, }
TSPRG) used in the Crewman's equations of motion }
are only approximate, and that divergence of the }
Orbiter-relative position of the Crewman i_ pre- }
cluded by his physical connection to the Orbiter }
structure _hrough the Remote Manipulator System }
(RMS). }
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vat
INFO : array [ OBJECT] of INFOREC|
STRTE: array ( OBJECT] of STRTEREC;
OERIV: array { OBJECT] of OERIVREC !
FORC_CRO_R : VECTOR
LOC_H_PB : VECTOR
OBPOS HOB : VECTOR ;
OBVEL_H_OB : VECTOR ;
OBPOS_N_R : VECTOR ;
RNERT._PCM_PB : MRT3X3
RNERT PH PB : MRT3X3 ;
TNERT_PH_PB : NRT3X3 ;
VBRSE_R._P8 : MRT3X3 ;
VBRSE OB R : MRT3X3
VBRSE_OB_PB : MRT3X3 ;
QURT_R_P8 : QURTERNION
QURT_OB_R : QURTERNION
QURT OB PB : QURTERNION
QURT OB PO : QURTERNION
i_plemen_ { begin externally invisible part of Module }




File 'Manhfcon.I' Page I
$ page $ { begin File 'Manhfcon.l' }
Updated @2Z:Z7:36 Mon29 Sep |986
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-90_ Series Z00/3_/500 Computers }
module MANHFCON ; { Subject : Flight Control }






export { begin externally visible declarations }
type











{ Payload (PL) fllght control option }
{ no control ( "hands off" ) }
{ * align PL angvel vector with Pax (spin) axis }
{ oppose rotation of PL about PBx (spin) axis }
{ nullify PL ang _nd !in vel (hold afterward) }
{ maintain captured state (capture Ist i_ nec)}
{ nullify PL roll error (capture first if nec)}
{ nullify PL yaw error (after roll correction) }
{ nullify PL pch error (after roll & yaw corr) }
{ accelerate PL rotatn about PBx (spin) axis }
{ * NOTE: The ALIGN mode is included for analysis }
{ only; it is not considered feasible of }
{ implementation by Crewman. }
CNTRLPACARR = array [ CNTRLMODE ] of NAMEPAC ;
const










FREE ' ] ,
ALIGN ' ] ,
DESPIN ' ] ,
CAPTURE' ] ,
HOLD ' ] ,
ROLL ' ] ,
YAW ' ] ,
PITCH ' ]
SPINUP ' ] ] ;
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vat
current_mode : CNTRLMODE ;
desired_mode : CNTRLMODE ;
BERR : EULPYR
RVEL : VECTOR ;
LERR : VECTOR ;
LVEL : VECTOR ;
{ angular error = PYR__PO_PB }
{ angular velocity = PDRRTE PB PB }
{ linear error = RPOS_H_R }
{ linear velocity = RVEL_H_R }
CNTRLCON : { record containing manhandling control constants }
record
RERRNRX : RERLRRR3 ; { max PB pch/yau/rol u.r.t. PD axes ( * ) }
RERRHIN : RERLRRR3 ; { min PB pch/yaw/rol u.r,t. PD axes ( * ) }
RERRTOL : RERLRRR3 ; { pch/yau/rol tolerances }
RVELTOL : RERLARR3 ; { angular velocity component tolerances }
DSPFORC : VECTOR ; { despin force vector applied at H ( ** ) }
FORCLIM : RERLRRR3 ; { force component limiting magnitudes }
LERRLIN : RERLRRR3 ; { pos error compnent lim magnitudes ( * ) }
LERRTOL : RERLRRR3 ; { position error component tolerances }
LVELTOL : longreal ; { linear vel component 4oI ( any axis ) }
NOMRVEL : REALRRR3 ; { nom rot rates for correcting ang error }
NOMLVEL : Iongreal ; { nom vel mag for correcting linear error }
SPUFORC : VECTOR ; { spinup force vector applied at H ( ** ) }
TIMECON : longreal ; { time alloued to achieve corrective vel }
TOROLIM : RERLRRR3 ; { torque component limiting magnitudes }
end ; {record}
{ * NOTE: H out of reach if limits exceeded }
{ ** NOTE: FORCLIM does not apply }
procedure COMPUTE_FLIGHT_CONTROL_FORCE_ANO_TORQUE I
implement { begin externally invisible part of module )
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( desired rotational acceleration }























function CREWMAN_LATERAL_CORRECTIVE_FORCE : VECTOR iforuard!
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i : integer ;
OUT_OF_REACH : boolean ;
begin
COMPUTE_CONTROL_STATE
OUT OF REACH := false
with CNTRLCON do
for i := I '_o 3 do
begin
if abs( LERR[i] ) > LERRLIM[i] then
OUT OF REACH := true
if AERR[i] > AERRMAX[i] then
OUT OF REACH := true
if RERR[i] < RERRMIN[i] then
OUT OF REACH := true
end !













end ; { case desired_mode }
end ;
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IPOS_H_I : VECTOR ;
IVEL_H_I : VECTOR ;
begin
uith INFO[payload], STATE[payload) do
begin
VBRSE_I_B := QMRT( QURT_I_B )
IPOS_H_I := VSUM( IPOS_CM_I, VXMT( LOC_H_PB,
VBRSE_I_B ) )
IVEL_H_I := VSUM( IVEL_CM_I, VXMT( CRSP( IRRTE_B_B, LOC_H_PB ),
VBRSE_I_B ) )
end ;
uith INFO[orbiter], STBTEEorbiter], CNTRLCON do
begin
VBRSE_I_B := QMRT( QURT_I_B )
QURT_R._PB := QCXQ( QURT_0B_R, QURT_OB_PB )
VBRSE_R_PB := QMRT( QURT_R._PB )
OBPOS_H_OB := VXM( VDIF( IPOS_H_I, IPOS CM I ), VBRSE_I B ) ;
OBVEL_H_OB := VDIF( V×M( VDIF( IVEL H I, IVEL CM I ), VBRSE_I_B ),
r_qP_ TRAT_ R R NRPN_ H OR } )
RERR := QPYR( QCXQ( QURT OB PO, QURT_OB_PB ) )
RVEL := VDIF( STRTE[pByload].IRRTE_B_B,
VXM( IRRTE_B_B, VBRSE OB PB ) )
end ;
with STRTE[creuman], CNTRLCON do
begin
LERR := VDIF( VXM( OBPOS_H_OB, VBRSE 08 R ), OBPOS RO R )





















Updated Q ZZ:ZT:36 Mon Z9 Sep 1986
procedure COMPUTE_RLIGNMENT_FORCE_RNO_TORQUE ;
var
i : integer ;






for i := 2 to 3 do
begin
VERR := RVEL[i]
if RVELTOLIi] > ZERO
then GRIN := RMIN( ONE, abs(VERR/RVELTOLIi]) )
else GRIN := ZERO
DESRRCC[i] := -( GRIN*VERR/TIMECON )
end ;
TORQ := VXM( OESRRCC, RNERT PH PB )
for i := I to 3 do
if abs(TORg[i]) > TORQLIM[i] then
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procedure COMPUTE_DESPIN_FORCE_RND_TORQUE
var
FORC : VECTOR ;
begin
current_mode := DESPIN












function CREWMRN_LRTERRL_CORRECTIVE_FORCE : VECTOR ;
vat
FORC : VECTOR ;
begin
with CNTRLCON do




if abG( LERR[Z] ) > LERRTOL[Z]
then VERR := LVELEZ] ÷ RSIGN(LERR(Z) ) * NOMLVEL
elGe VERR := LVEL[Z]
if LVELTOL > ZERO
then GRIN := RMIN( ONE. abG(VERR/LVELTOL) )
elGe GRIN := ZERO
DESTRCC[Z] := -( GRIN*VERR/TIMECON )















Updated @2Z:ZT:3G MonZ3 Sep 1986
procedure COMPUTE_CRPTURE_FORCE;
v_r
i : integer ;





for i := I _o 3 do
begin




GRIN := (abs(LERR[i]) - LERRTOL(i] ) /
( LERRLIM(i] - LERRTOL[i] )




if LVELTOL > ZERO
then GRIN := RMIN( ONE, abs(VERR/LVELTOL) )
else GRIN := ZERO
if GRIN = ONE then
current_mode := CRPTURE
DESTRCC(I] := -( GRIN*VERR/TIMECON )
end ;
FORC := VXM( VXM( DESTRCC, VBRSE_R_PB ), TNERT PH PB )
for i := I to 3 do
if abs( FORC(i] ) > FORCLIM[i] then
FORCIi] := RSIGN( FORC[i] ) * FORCLIM[i]
end ;
INFO{payload).CFORC_H_B := FORC
INFO[orbiter].CFORC_H_B := V×MT( VDIF( ZERVEC, FORC ), VBRSE OB PB )
end ;
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i : integer ;
begin
uith CNTRLCON do
for i := I to 3 do
begin
VERR := RVEL[i]
if RVELTOL[i] > ZERO
then GRIN := RMIN( ONE, abG(VERR/RVELTOL[i]) )
else GRIN := ZERO
if GRIN = ONE then
current_mode := CRPTURE









TORQ := VDIF( VXM( DESRRCC . RNERT PH P8 ).
CRSP( LOC_H_PB. INFO[payload].CFORC_H_B ) )
for i := I to 3 do
if abs( TORQ(i] ) > TORQLIM{i] then
TORQ[i] := RSIGN( TORQ[i] ) , TORQLIM[i]
end ;
INFO(payload].CTORQ_H_B := TORQ
INFO[orbiter].CTORQ_H_B := VXMT( VDIF( ZERVEC, TORQ ), VBRSE_OB_PB )
end ;
YEZB6DZ46 1 .'7-- 9
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if current_mode = CAPTURE then
CHECK_AGAIN_EXCEPTING_ROTATIONAL_AXIS ( I )
if current mode <> CAPTURE then
with CNTRLCON do
if abs( AERR[3] ) > AERRTOL[3] then
begin
current mode := ROLL
VERR := RVEL[I] + RSIGN( AERR(3] ) * NOMRVEL[I]
if RVELTOL(I] > ZERO
then GRIN := RMIN( ONE. abs(VERR/AVELTOL[I]) )
else GRIN := ZERO




procedure CHECK_AGAIN_EXCEPTING ROTATIONAL_AXIS ( E : integer ) ;
var
i : integer ;
begin
case E of
I : current_mode := ROLL
Z : current_mode := PITCH
3 : current_mode := YAW
end ; { case E }
utth CNTRLCON do
for i := 1 to 3 do
begin
if abs< LERR[i] ) > ( l.S * LERRTOL[i] ) then
current_mode := CAPTURE
if i <> E then
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if current_mode = CAPTURE then
CHECK_fiBRIN_EXCEPTING_ROTATIONAL_AXIS ( 3 )
if current_mode <> CAPTURE then
tfabs( AERR[Z] ) > AERRTOL[2] then
begin
current_mode := YAW
VERR := AVEL[3] + RSIGN( AERR(Z] ) * NOMAVEL[3]
if AVEL'FOL[3] > ZERO
then GAIN := RMIN( ONE. abs(VERR/AVELTOL(3]) )
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if current_mode = CAPTURE then
CHECK_AGAIN_EXCEPTING_ROTATIONAL_AXIS ( Z )
if current_mode <> CAPTURE then
if abs( AERR[I] ) > RERRTOL[I] then
begin
current_mode := PITCH
VERR := AVEL[2] + RSIGN( AERR[I] ) * NOMAVEL[Z)
if AVELTOL[Z] > ZERO
then GRIN := RMIN(ONE.abs(VERR/RVELTOLIZ]))
else GRIN := ZERO |










FORC := VSUM( CNTRLCON. SPUFORC, CREWMAN_LATERAL_CORRECTIVE_FORCE )
with INFO[payload] do
begin









end ; { module MANHFCON & File 'Manhfcon.l' }
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$ page $ { begin File 'Manhdump. I' }
Updaled @ ZZ:Z?:SO Mon Z9 Sep 1986
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-90_ Series 200/300/500 Computer6 }
module MANHDUMP _ { Subject : Data Dump Routines }












procedure DUMPEUL ( NAME : WORDSTR ; E : EULARR ) ;
procedure OUMPINT ( NAME : WORDSTR ; I : integer ) ;
procedure DUMPMAT ( NAME : WORDSTR ; M : MRT3X3 ) ;
procedure nllMOnll_T ( NAME : unoncTD QIIAT_gNTh_ ) i
procedure DUMPREAL ( NAME : WORDSTR ; R : longreal )
procedure OUMPVEC ( NAME : WOROSTR _ V : VECTOR ) ;
implemen_ { begin ex_ernally invisible part of module }
cons'l;
{ I Z}
{ ! Z 34567890l Z34567890}
NULL = '
¥18A00CR0 I . 8-- I





START NEW PAGE ;
DUMPRERL ( 'SIMTIME
writeln ( LP, 'current_mode
writeln ( LP ) ;
writeln ( LP, 'desired_mode




















( 'RNERT PH PB
( 'TNERT PH PB
( 'VBASE R P8
( 'VBASE OB R
( 'VBASE OB PB
DUMPQUAT ( 'QUAT_R_PB
DUMPQUAT ( 'QUAT OB R
DUMPQUAT ( 'QUAT 08 PB




















',RNERT PH PB )
',TNERT PH PB )
',VBASE_R_PB )
,VBRSE OB R )
,VBASE OB PB )
,QUAT_R_PB )
,QUAT OB R )
,QUAT OB PB )
,QUAT OB PD )
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for body := orbiter to payload do
with INFO(body) do
begin
urine ( LP. 'INFO[':ZS )
if body = orbiter
then urine ( LP, 'orbiler' )
else write ( LP, 'payload' )
writeln ( LP, ']' )
wrlteln ( LP )
{ ! 2
{IZ345678901Z34567890
OUMPMRT ( 'RNERT CM B
DUMPMRT ( 'RRLRC CM B
DUMPVEC ( 'TORQ_CM B
DUMPMRT ( 'VBRSE I_B
DUMPVEC ( 'FORC CM I
nll o ,,,,_-__MP,,ERL ( ,M_cc
OUMPVEC ( 'CFORC H_B
DUMPVEC ( ' CTORQ_H_B




uriteln ( LP, 'INFO[creuman]':33 )
uri%eln ( LP )
{ 1 Z}
{ 1Z 34567890123456789@}
DUMPMRT ( ' TRLRC_CRO_R
DUMPMRT ( 'TDRMP_CRO_R
DUMPMRT ( 'TSPRG_CRO_R
uri_eln ( LP )
end ;
end
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body : OBJECT ;
begin
for body := orbiter to payload do
with STATE[body] do
begin
write ( LP, 'STRTE[':25 )
if body = orbiter
then write ( LP, 'orbiter' )
else write ( LP, 'payload' )
uriteln ( LP, ']' )
uriteln ( LP )
{ 1 2}
{ 12345678901234567890}
DUMPVEC ( 'IPOS CM I
DUMPVEC ( 'IVEL CM_I
OUMPQURT ( 'QURT_I_B
OUMPVEC ( 'IRRTE_B_B




uriteln ( LP, 'STATE[creumanI':33 )
uriteln ( LP )
{ I 2}
{ 1234567890! 234567890}
DUMPVEC ( 'OBPOS RO R
DUMPVEC ( 'OBVEL RO R




',IPOS CM I )
',IVEL CM I )
',QUAT I B )
',IRATE_B_B )
',OBPOS RO R )
',OBVEL RO R )
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for body := orbiter to payload do
uith OERIV[body] do
beg in
urite ( LP, 'DERIV[':Z5 )
if body = orbiter
then urite ( LP, 'orbiter' )
else urite ( LP, 'payload' )
i.,riteln ( LP. ']' )
writeln ( LP )
{ I Z}
{ 123456?890123456?890}
DUMPVEC ( ' IPOSDOT_CM_I
DUMPVEC ( 'IVELDOT CM I
DUMPOURT ( 'QURTDOT_I_B
DUMPVEC ( 'IRRTEDOT_B_B




uriteln ( LP, 'OERIV[creuman]':33 )
uriteln ( LP )
{ 1 2}
{ IZ 345678901 Z 34567890}
DUMPVEC ( 'OBPOSDOT_RO R
DUMPVEC ( 'OBVELDOT RO R








',OBPOSDOT RO R )
',OBVELDOT RO R )
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procedure DUMPEUL ( NAME : WORDSTR _ E : EULARR )
begin
uri_eln ( LP, NAME,E[;]:I8,'
uri'_eln ( LP )
end
', E[2]:18,' ' E[3]:18 )
procedure DUMPINT ( NAME : WORDSTR _ I : integer ) ;
;
begin
uri_eln ( LP, NAME,I:I8 )
uri_eln ( LP )
end
procedure DUMPMAT ( NAME : WORDSTR _ M : MAT3X3 )
begin
uri_eln ( LP, NAME,M[I,1]:18,'
uri_eln ( LP, NULL,M[Z,I]:i8,'
uri_eln ( LP, NULL,M[3,1]:IS,'









procedure DUMPOUAT ( NAME : WORDSTR _ q : QtIATERN!ON )
begin
wri_eln ( LP, NAME,Q.H:18,'
uri_eln ( LP, NULL,Q.I:I8,'
uri_eln ( LP )
end ;
, )
' Q.J:18 ' ' Q.K:I8 )J z
procedure DUMPREAL ( NAME : WORDSTR ; R : longreal ) ;
begin
'writeln ( LP, NAME,R:18 )
wri_eln ( LP )
end
procedure DUMPVEC ( NAME : WORDSTR _ V : VECTOR ) ;
begin
uri_eln ( LP, NAME,V[I]:I8,'
uri_eln ( LP )
end ;
' V[Z]:18 ' ' V[3]:18 )J • •




File 'Manhslog.l' Page I
$ page $ { begin File 'Manhslog. l' }
Updated @ZZ:Z8:01Mon 29 Sep 1986
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9000Series 200/300/500 Computers }
module MANHSLO6; { Subject : Simulation Log }








export { begin externally visible declaration6 }
cons_





I: ( SIMDESCRIP : LINESTR
PROBSESSID : LINESTR ;
LOC_N_OB : VECTOR ;
LOC_OCM_OS : VECTOR ;
LOC_PCM PS : VECTOR ;
NUMSLOGRECS : integer ) ;
2: ( TIME : longreal
desmode : CNTRLMODE ;
curmode : CNTRLMODE
CFORC_PH_PB : VECTOR
CTORQ PH PB : VECTOR
FLEXFORCMAG : Iongreal






IPOS RO I : VECTOR
PYR_I_OB : EULPYR
PYR I PB : EULPYR
PYR_I_R : EULPYR
{ orientation of PL ang
; { momentum urt PB axes
)
end ; { case & record }
SLOGRRR = array [ O..MAXSLOGRECS ] of SLOGREC !
¥O961ES41 1 . 9-- 1
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$ page $
var
curslogrec : integer ;
PRTSLOGREC : integer ;
SLOG : ^SLOGRRR ;
{ current simulation log index }
{ Ist index for printing flex/fcon log }
{ pointer to simulation log }
procedure STORE_SIMULATION_LOS_RECORD ;
procedure SAVE_SIMULATION_LOB




QUAT_I_R : QURTERNION ;
NORMRNGMO : longreal ;
begin
curslogrec := curslogrec + I
with SLOG^[curslogrec], STRTEIorbiter] do
begin
QUAT_I_R := QXQ( QURT_I_B, QURT OB R }
QUAT OB PB := QCXQ( QUAT_I_B, STATE[pByload].QURT_I_B )
VBASE 08 PB := QMRT( QURT OB PB )
IPOS_OCM_I := IPOS CM I
I = QPYR( QUAT_I_B )PYR_ _OB
PYR_I_R := QPYR( QUAT_I_R )
end ;
with SLOG_Icurslogrec], STATE[payload], INFO[payload] do
begin




CFORC PH PB := CFORC_H_B
CTORQ_PH_PB := CTORQ_H_B
RNGMO_P_I := VXMT( ANGMO_P_PB, VBRSE I 8 )
NORMRNGMO := sqrt( 6qr(ANGMO_P_PB[2]) ÷ sqr(RNGMO_P_PB[3]) )
WOBBLE_CONE_P := RTANZ( NORMANGMO , RNGMO_P_PB[I] )
WOBBLE_CLOK_P := ATAN2( ANGMO_P_PB[Z] , -ANGMO_P_PB[3] )
IPOS_PCM_I := IPOS CM I
PYR_I_PB := QPYR( QUAT_I_B )
end ;
with SLOG_[curslogrec], STATE[crewman] do
begin
FLEXFORCMR6 := VMRG( FORC_CRO_R )
FLEX R0 R := VOIF( OBPOS RO R, OBPOS N R )
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i : integer ;
OKAY : boolean




FILENAME := QORO_INPUT( 'Name for simulation log flle', '' )
if FILENAME = ''
then OKAY := USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Abandon simulation log' )
else OKAY := true
until OKAY !
if FILENRME <> '' then
begin
_ry { se_ trap for possible error }
reurite ( SLOGFILE, FILENAME )
recover { come here after error, if any }
begin
OKAY := false




try { set trap for possible error }
for i := 0 to curslogrec do
urite ( SLOGFILE, SLO6^[i] )
close ( SLOBFILE, 'SAVE' )
uriteln (LP,'Simulation log saved under _he name "',
FILENAME,'"') t
recover { come here after error, if any }
begin
OKAY := false






end ; { module MANHSLOG & File 'Manhslog. I' }
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1.10. IMI Simulated Cameras
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File 'Manhkams.l' Page I
$ page $ { begin File 'Manhkams.l' }
Updated @ ZZ:ZB:IZ Mon Z9 Sep 1986
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9000 Series Z00/300/5_ Computers }
module MRNHKRMS ; { Subject : IMI Simulated Cameras }


















{ Camera (identified by location). PRW & SAW are fixed }
{ to Orbiter structure; all others are fixed in I frame.}
, { ahead of Payload }
, { behind Payload }
• { on left (port) _ide of Payload }
• { on right (_tarboard) side of Payload }
• { over (above) Payload }
, { under (beneath) Payload }
{ port aft window }
; { starboard aft window }
KRMRRR = array [ KRMERR ] of
record
HORFOV : longreal ;
case integer of
I : ( LOC KO I : VECTOR
OURT_I_K : QURTERNION ) ;
Z : ( LOC KO OB : VECTOR
QURT_OB_K : QURTERNION )







; { remote camera dist (ft) from I origin }
; { remote cam horizn_l fld of view (deg) }
procedure SET UP KRMERR_DRTR
implement { begin externally invisible part of module }
¥5C4494C4 1 . 1_-- I
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type
KAMLOCRRR = array [ KRMERR ] of VECTOR ;
KRMRTTRRR = array [ KAMERA ] of EULPYR
const
KRMLOC = KRMLOCRRR [
VECTOR [ 1.0L0, 0.0L0,
VECTOR [ -1.0L0, 0.0L0
VECTOR [ 0,0L0, -1,0L0
VECTOR [ 0.0L0, 1.0L0
VECTOR [ 0.0L0, 0,0L0
VECTOR [ 0.0L0, 0.0L0
VECTOR [ 57Z.OLO, -15.0L0
VECTOR [ 57Z.OL0, 15.0L0,
0.0L0 ] { RHERD (_,I) } ,
0.0L0 ] { BEHIND (_,I) } ,
0,0L0 ] { LEFT (_,I) } ,
0.0L0 ] { RIGHT (_,I) } ,
-1.0L0 ] { OVER (_,I) } ,
1.0L0 ] { UNDER (_,I) } ,
480.0L0 ] { PRQ * (in,OS) }





4" foruard of fud bulkhead of cargo bay. }
IMI roundoff error produces jlttery }
images of window edges if location5 are }
set much farther foruard than this. }
KRMRTT = KRMRTTRRR [
EULPYR [ 0.0L0, 180.0L0
EULPYR [ 0.0L0, 0.0L0
EULPYR [ 0.0L0, 90.0L0
EULPYR [ 0.0L0. -90.0L0
EULPYR [ -90,0L0, 0.0L0
EULPYR [ 90.0L0, 0.0L0
EULPYR [ 0.0L0, 180.0L0
EULPYR [ 0.0L0, IBO.0LO
e oe |l..e ii,J •
0.0L0 I { BEHIND (deg,I) } ,
0.0L0 ] { LEFT
0.0L0 ] { RIGHT
180.0L0 ] { OVER
180.0L0 ] { UNDER
0,0L0 ] { PRU
0.0L0 ] { SRU
(deg,I ) } ,
(deg,I) } ,
(deg,I) } ,
<deg,I ) } ,
(deg,OB) }
(deg,OB) } ] ;
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kam : KRMERA ;
KPOS_N_OB : VECTOR ;
TEMVEC : VECTOR
TEST : 1ongreal ;
VBRSE_K_OB : MAT3X3
begin
REMOFFSET :: INTEGER_INPUT( 'Camera offset (ft)', REMOFFSET, 6 )
REMHORFOV :: INTEGER_INPUT( 'Horizontal FOV (deg)', REMHORFOV, 6 )
for kam := RHERO to UNDER do
with KRMINFO[kam] do
begin
HORFOV := RROPEROEG * REMHORFOV
OIST := REMOFFSET
LOC_KO_I := SXV( DIST, KAMLOC[kam] )
QUBT_I_K :: PYRQ( EULRRD( KAMATT[kam] ) )
end ;
for kam := PAW to SRW do




:: RRDPERDEG * 83
:: VXD( VDIF( KAMLOC[kam], LOC_OCM_OS ),
STRUCZBOOY )
KPOS_N_OB := VDIF( LOC_N_OB , LOC KO OB )
OIST := VMR6( KPOS_N_OB )
VBRSE_K_OB[I] := SXV( ONE/DIST , KPOS_N OB )
TEMVEC := CRSP( ZUNVEC , VBRSE_K_OB[I] )
TEST := VMBG( TEMVEC )
if TEST > ZERO
then VBBSE_K_OB[2] := SXV( ONE/TEST, TEMVEC )
else VBRSE_K_OB[Z] :: VDIF( ZERVEC . YUNVEC )
VBASE_K_OB[ 3] :: CRSP( VBASE_K_OB[ I]. VBBSE_K_OB[Z] )
QURT OB K :: IMRTQ( VBASE_K_OB )
end
end
end _ { module MBNHKAMS & File 'Manhkams. I' }
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I.I1. Simulation Run_iMe Displays
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File 'Manhdisp.l' Page I Updated @ 08:43:44 Tue 04 Nov 1986
$ page $ { begin File 'Manhdisp. I' }
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-B000 Series 2001300/500 Computers }
module MRNHDISP ; { Subject : Simulation Runtime Displays }











export { begin externally visible declarations }
vat
DIBSHOWTINC : Iongreal ;
PLIDENT : NRMESTR
SIMPERRERL : longreal ;





implement { begin externally invisible part of module }
const
LOC_CGO_R = VECTOR [ -3.0L0, 0.0L0, 0.0L0 ] ;
LOC_O60_OS = VECTOR [ 1000.0L0, 0.0L0, 400.0L0 ] ;
{ ft }
{in}
UNISCALE = IL+6 ;
POSSCALE = IL+3 ;
6EOSCALE = IL-3 ;
{ scale factor; unit vectors & angles }
{ scale factor; positions other than of earth }











Use of the above scale factors is }
made necessary by an IMl deficiency }
that prevents the transmission of }
real (or longreal> numbers to the }
IMI graphics _ys_em via the IEEE-48B }
interface. To get around this prob- }
lem, such data are transmitted as }
3Z-bit binary integers representing }





{ designation of data type being transmitted to IMl }
{ char (l byte per value) }
¥481BFBTB 1 . 1 1 -- 1
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intgr ) ; { integer (4 bytes per value) }
VRLINTRRR= array [ VRLTYPE] of integer ;
vat
BYTESPERVRL : VALINTARR
IPOS_X_I : VECTOR ;
LOC CM G : array [ OBJECT ] of VECTOR ;
NAME : array [ OBJECT ] o$ NRMESTR ;
NUMBYTES : integer ;
NUMVALS : integer ;
OUTSTRING : 6tring[40] ;
PYR_I_X : EULPYR




I : ( INT : array [0..9] of integer ) ;
Z : ( BYTE : packed array [I..40] of char )
end ; { case & record }
{ procedure INITIALIZE_IMI ; EXPORT ; }
function STREIGHT( NAME : NRMESTR ) : NRMESTR ;forward ;
procedure SHOW IMI INITIALIZATION_MESSAGE _forwerd ;
procedure SHOW_IST_SET OF IMI_INITIRLIZATION_INSTRUCTIONS ;forward ;
procedure SHOW_ZND_SET OF IMI_INITIRLIZATION_INSTRUCTIONS ;forward ;
procedure PUT_COORDINATE_TRANSFORMATION_MATRIX IN BUFFER ;forward ;
function TOTNUMBYTES( vkind : VRLTYPE ;
NVALS : integer )
function FIRST4BYTES( vkind : VRLTYPE ;
NVALS : integer )
procedure PUT_SUNPOS_RND_NUMOBJECTS IN BUFFER
procedure PUT OBJECT_NAMES IN BUFFER
procedure PUT CM OFFSETS IN BUFFER
{ procedure UPDATE_DISPLAYS
{ procedure UPDRTE_IMI_DRTR
procedure PUT_KAMERR_UPDRTE IN BUFFER
procedure PUT EARTH_UPDATE IN BUFFER
procedure PUT_ORBITER_UPDATE_IN_BUFFER
procedure PUT_CREWMAN_UPDATE_IN_BUFFER
procedure PUT_PAYLOAD_UPDATE IN BUFFER
procedure PUT_UPDATE IN BUFFER ( LENSCRLE : 1ongreal ;




: integer ;forward ;




; EXPORT ; }








; EXPORT ; }
;forward ;
: boolean ;forward ;
procedure INITIRLIZE_IMI ;
var
BYPASS : boolean ;
OKAY : boolean ;
begin
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BYPRSS := USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Bypass IMI initialization' )









NAME(orbiter] := STREIGHT( 'orbiter' )
NAME[payload] := STREIGHT( PLIDENT }
NRME[creuman] := STREIGHT( 'man@' )
LOC CM G[orbiter] := VXD( VDIF( LOC_OCM_OS, LOC_OGO_OS ),
5TRUCZBODY )
LOC CM G[payload] := VXD( LOC_PCM_PS, STRUCZBODY )




_IIT ClIhlP_ _Mh _IIIM_DTCrT_ T_I _11_
PUT_OBJECT_NAMES IN BUFFER




OKAY := USER DECIDES(




function STREIGHT ( NAME : NRMESTR ) : NRMESTR ;
begin
_Jhile strlen( NAME ) < 8 do NAME := NAME + ' '
setstrlen( NAME, 8 )
STREIBHT := NAME
end
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L = string[SS] ;
MSGRRR = array [ I..4 ] of L ;
const
MSGLINE = MSGRRR [
{ 1 Z 3 4 5
{1Z345678901Z345678901Z345678901Z34567890123456789012345}
{ I} L['IMI initialization is required if it has not been done '],
{ 2} L['already, or if the Payload name or the Orbiter center '],
{ 3} L['of mass location has been changed since the previous '],
{ 4} L['initialization. ,]]
var
i : integer ;
begin
CLEAR_SCREEN
SHOWLN ( '' )
for i := I to 4 do SHOWLN ( FILLIZ+MSGLINE[i] )
SHOWLN ( '' )
end ;
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L = string(SS] ;
MSGRRR= array ( I..19 ] of L
const
MSGLINE= MSBRRR(
{ I 2 3 4 S
{IZ345678901234567890IZ3456789012345678901Z3456789012345}
{ I} L['The first part of the IMI initialization process con- '],
{ Z} L['sists of making the following entries at the IMI repeat'],
{ 3} L['IMI ±erminal (NOTthis one). '),
{ 4} L[' '),
{ 5} L['I. If you have not already done it, log in to the IMI '],
{ 6} L[' operating system. Otherwise, press the <BRERK> key'],
{ 7} L[' to terminate any IMI program currently running. '],
{ 8} L[' '],
{ 9} L['Z. Enter the following two command lines at the IMI '],
{10} L[' terminal: '],
{11} L[' ']
{IZ} L[' > cd /b/milmu '1
{13} L[' > bldmilmu.cmd ']
{14} L[' '1
{15} L['Be careful abou± spacing in these commands; it is im- ']
{16} L['portant. You do not have to type the ">" symbols; they']
{17} L['are prompting characters supplied by the IMI operating ']
{18} L['system when it is read to accept an input. Rli command']
{19} L['lines must be terminated by pressing the <ENTER> key. ')
vat
i : integer ;
begin
CLERR_SCREEN
SHOWLN ( '' )
for i := I to 19 do SHOWLN < FILL12+MSGLINE[i] )
SHOWLN ( '' )
end ;
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L = string[S5] ;
MSGARR = array [ I..Zl ] of L ;
const
MSGLINE = MSGARR [
{ 1 Z 3 4 5
{IZ34567890IZ34567890IZ34567890IZ34567890IZ3456789012345}
{ I} L{'MANHANDLE has transmitted its initialization data to '},
{ Z} LI'the IMl, uhich is nou executing the "bldmilmu" program.'],
{ 3} L['When "bldmilmu" terminates execution, the IMl operating'],
{ 4} L['system will display ">" on the IMl terminal to signal '),
{ S} L[ that it is ready for another command. '],
{ 6} L[ '],
{ 7} L[ When you see the ">" character, it is time to start the').
{ 8} L[ second part of the initialization process. This is '],
{ 3} L[ done by entering the command line '],
{10} L[ '],
{11} L[ > runmilmu.cmd '],
{12} L[ '],
{13} L[ at the IMl terminal. This causes execution of the '),
{14} L[ "runmilmu" program uhich, first of a11, fills the IMI '],
{15} L[ terminal screen wi_h a great many long lines of data '],
{16} L['uhose meaning is of no concern here. '],
{17} L[' '].
{18} L['The second part of the IMl initialization process is '].
{19} L['complete when "runmilmu" stops sending data to the IMI '],
{ZO} L{'terminal screen (i.e., uhen the cursor on the IMI tar- '],
{Z1} L['minal screen becomes stationary>. ')]
var
i : integer ;
begin
CLEAR_SCREEN
5HOWLN ( " )
for i := I to 21 do SHOWLN (FILLIZ+MSGLINE[i) )
SHOWLN ( '' )
end ;
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i : integer ;





NUMBYTES := TOTNUMBYTES( valkind, NUMVALS )
OUT.INT[O] := FIRST4BYTE5( valkind, NUMVALS )
for i := 1 to 3 do
for j := 1 to 3 do
OUT.INT[3*(i-I)+j] := round( UNISCALE*ION3X3[i,j] )
{ IDN3X3 = 3x3 identity Matrix (see UTILVEMQ Module). }
{ Normally, the Mean of 1950. O to Mean of date }
{ coordinate transformation matrix uould be sen_ }
{ to assure correct Mapping of stars into camera }
{ images, but star positions are irrelevant in _his }
{ simulation. }
sets_rlen( 0UTSTRINB, NUMBYTES )
for k := 1 to NUMBYTES do OUTSTRING[k] := OUT.BYTE[k)
ADD STRING TO IMI_BUFFER ( OUTSTRING )
end ;
function TOTNUMBYTES( vkind : VRLTYPE ; NVALS : integer ) : integer ;
begin
TOTNUMBYTES := 4 + NVALS * BYTESPERVRL[vkind]
end ;
function FIRST4BYTES( vkind : VRLTYPE ; NVALS : integer ) : integer
var
FIRSTZBYTES : O..65535 ; { number of bytes follouing these two }
begin
FIRSTZBYTES := TOTNUMBYTES( vkind, NVALS ) - Z
FIRST4BYTES := 65536 * FIRSTZBYTES +
256 * VALTYPEKOOE[vkind] +
NVALS
end ;
{ bytes I & Z }
{ byte 3 }
{ byte 4 } ;
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NUMBYTES := TOTNUMBYTES( valkind, NUMVRLS )
OUT. INT[O] := FIRST4BYTES( valkind, NUMVRLS >
for i := I to 3 do
OUT.INT[i] := round( UNISCRLE*SUNPO5[i] )
OUT. INT(4] := NUMOBJECTS
setstrlen( OUTSTRINB, NUMBYTES )
for k := I to NUMBYTES do OUTSTRING[k] := OUT.BYTE[k]
RDD_STRING TO IMI_BUFFER ( OUTSTRIN6 )
end
{ form unit vector defining dummy }
{ direc±lon to sun that will keep }
{ it (the sun) out of sight } ;
procedure PUT_OBJECT_NRMES_IN_BUFFER
vat





NUMBYTES := TOTNUMBYTES( valkind, NUMVRLS )
OUT.INT[O] := FIRST4BYTES( valkind, NUMVRLS )
setstrlen( OUTSTRINB, NUMBYTES )
for k := I to 4 do OUTSTRING[k] := OUT.BYTE[k]
for obj := orbiter to crewman do
begin
for k := I to 8 do OUTSTRINB[k+4] := NRME[obj,k]
RDD STRING TO IMI_BUFFER ( OUTSTRING )
end
end
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procedure PUT CM OFFSETS IN BUFFER
vat
i : integer ;
k : integer ;




NUMBYTES := TOTNUMBYTE5( valkind, NUMVALS )
OUT. INT[@] := FIRST4BYTES( valkind, NUMVRLS )
setstrlen( OUTSTRING, NUMBYTES )
for k := ! to 4 do OUTSTRING[k] := OUT.BYTE[k]
for obj := orbiter _o crewman do
begin
for i := I to 3 do
OUT. INT[i] := round( POSSCALE*LOC CM 6[obj,i] )
for k := 5 to NUMBYTES do OUTSTRING[kl := OUT.BYTE(k]
ROD_STRING TO IMI_BUFFER ( OUTSTRIN6 )
end ;
end
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procedure UPDATE_DISPLAYS ;
var
i : integer ;
K : inleger ;
STR : LINESTR ;
begin
UPDRTE_IMI_DATA
for i := I to 3 do MOVE_UP
uith SLOG^[curslogrec] do
begin
setstrlen ( STR, 0 )
strurite ( STR,I,K,'Time = ',TIME:B:3,' sac ' )
strurite ( STR,K,K,'Control mode: ' )
strurite ( STR,K,K,'Desired = ',CNTRLPAC[desmode],' ' )
strurite ( STR,K,K,'Current = ',CNTRLPAC[curmode],' ' )
SHOWLN ( STR )
SHOWLN ( '' )
setstrlen ( STR, 0 >
if curmode = FREE
{ move cursor up 3 lines } i
then
strurite ( STR,1,K,'PL Wobble Cone = ',
DE6PERRAD*WOBBLE_CONE_P:6:Z,' deg',
' Clok = '
r
DEGPERRAD*WOBBLE_CLOK_P:8:2,' dew',




strurite ( STR,I,K,'ControI:PB ' )
for i := I to 3 do 5_rurite ( STR,K,K,CTORQ_PH_PB[i]:B:Z )
strurite ( STR,K,K,' Torq ' )
for i := I to 3 do strurite ( STR,K,K,CFORC PH PB[i]:9:3 )
strurite ( STR,K,K,' Force' )
end
SHOWLN ( STR )
end ;
end ;
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procedure PUT_KRMERR_UPDRTE IN BUFFER ;
var
QURT_I_OB : QURTERNION ;
begin
_itrrent kamera := DESIREO_KRMERR
if ( current_kamera = PRW ) or ( current_kamera = SRW )
then
begin
ui_h KRMINFOEcurrent_kamera], SLOG^Ecur_Iogrecl do
begin
QURT I OB := PYRQ( PYR_I OB )
IPOS_X_I := VSUM( IPOS_OCM_I, IROT( LOC_KO_OB, QURT I OB ) )







IPOS_×_I := LOC KO I
PYR_I_X := QPYR( QURT_I_K )
end ;
end




IPOS_X_I := S×V( 1000000. IPOS_×_I >
PUT_UPBRTE IN BUFFER ( GEOSCRLE, false )
end ;
{ put earth behind camera, } ;
{ where it can't be Been } ;
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PYR_I_X := PYR I_OB
end
PUT_UPDATE IN BUFFER ( POSSCRLE, false )
end ;







PUT_UPDATE IN BUFFER ( POSSCRLE, false )
end




IPOS_X_I := IPOS RO I
PYR_I_X := PYR_I_R
end ;
PUT_UPDATE IN BUFFER ( POSSCALE, false )
end ;
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procedure PUT_UPDATE IN BUFFER ( LENSCALE : longreal ; KRMOATR : boolean ) ;
vat





then NUMVAL5 := ?
else NUMVALS := 6
NUMBYTES := TOTNUMBYTE5( valkind, NUMVALS )
OUT.INT[O] := FIRST4BYTES( valkind, NUMVALS )
for i := I to 3 do
OUT. INTEi] := round( LENSCALE*IPOS_X_IEi] >
for i := 4 to 6 do
OUT.INT[i] := round( UNISCALE*PYR_I_X[i-3] )
if KAMDATA then
OUT.INT(7] := round( UNISCALE*KRMINFOIcurrent_kamera].HORFOV )
setBtrlen ( OUTSTRINB, NUMBYTES )
for k := I to NUMBYTES do OUTSTRING(k] := OUT.BYTE[k]
RDD_STRINB TO IMI_BUFFER ( OUTSTRING )
end ;
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DI6SHOWTIME : longrea] ;
kam : KRMERR ;
LRSTREC : integer ;
TICKSPERSIMSEC : longreel ;
TICK : integer ;
TOCK : integer ;
begin
SIMPERRERL := FIXED_INPUT( 'Sim/real time ratio: ', SIMPERRERL, 7, 4 )
DIGSHOWTINC := FIXED_INPUT( 'Digital display update interval (_ec)',
DIGSHOWTINC,7,3 )
DIGSHOWTIME := DIGSHOWTINC
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BRSETICK := CLOCKTICK + 100
while USER__WRNTS TO CONTINUE and (curslogrec<LRSTREC) do
begin
curslogrec := curslogrec + I
SIMTIME := SLOB^[curslogrec].TIME
TOCK := round( TICKSPERSIMSEC * SIMTIME ) + BRSETICK
repeat
TICK := CLOCKTICK
un%il TICK >= TOCK




if TICK < ( TOCK + ZO ) %hen
if DIGSHOWTINC = ZERO
%hen
UPDRTE_IMI_DATR { only }
else
if SIMTIME < OlGSHOWTIME
then








LOITER ( Z000 )
RESTORE_CURSOR
end ;
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L = string[SS] ;
MSBRRR = array [ I..13 ] of L ;
const
MSGLINE = MSGRRR [
























p port aft window















i : integer ;
begin
CLERR_SCREEN
for i := ! to 6 do 5HOWLN ( " > { leave room for runtime data }
for i := 1 to 13 do SHOWLN ( FILLIZ+MSGLINE[i] )
SHOWLN.( '' )
for i := I to 16 do MOVE_UP { position cursor at top of screen }
end ;
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function USER WANTS TO CONTINUE : boolean




USER_WANTS TO CONTINUE := true
repeat
CHINPUT := CHAR_INPUT( NOCHWAIT, NOCHECHO )


















end { { case KBDCHRR }
until CHINPUT.Q = NOTHING
end ;
end _ { module MRNHDISP & File 'Manhdisp. I' }
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$ page $ { begin File 'Manhscon. l' }
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-90@@ Series ZOO/3OO/5@@ Compulers }
Module MRNHSCON ; { Subject : Simulation Control }











export { begin externally visible declarations }
vat
CURTINC : longreal
DESTINC : longreal ;
NOMSTEP : longreal
OLDSTEP : longreal ;
{ current value of time increment }
{ desired time increment (supplied by user) }
{ nominal size of integration step }
{ size of last step taken }
procedure PROPR6ATE_SYSTEM_STRTE ;
implemen_ { begin externally invisible part of Module }
cons_
TINCTOL = 1.0L-6 ; { tolerance on desired _ime increment }
function ANOTHER_STEP IS NEEDED : boolean ; forward ;
procedure SHOW_RUNTIME_CONTROL_KEY_MRP ; forward !
procedure RDVANCE_ONE_RKZ_STEP ; forward ;
procedure COMPUTE_DERIVATIVES ; forward !
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wri'teln ( LP, 'Time':8,'S_epsize':lZ







while ANOTHER_STEP IS NEEDED do
RDVRNCE_ONE_RKZ_STEP
LOITER ( Z@@@ )
RESTORE_CURSOR
end ;
function ANOTHER_STEP IS NEEDED : boolean
vBP
CHINPUT : CHINPUTREC ;
begin
if ( (CURTINC÷TINCTOL) >= OESTINC ) or ( (curslogrec+Z> > HR×SLOGRECS )
lhen RNOTHER_STEP IS NEEDED := false
else RNOTHER_STEP_IS_NEEDED := Irue
repea_
CHINPUT := CHRR_INPUT( NOCHWAIT, NOCHECHO ) ;
if CHINPUT.Q = SOMETHING then
case CHINPUT.C of
'*': NOMSTEP := NOMSTEP * TWO
'/': NOMSTEP := NOMSTEP / TWO
'R': desired_mode := RLIGN
'C': desired_mode := CRPTURE
'O': desired_mode := OESPIN
'F': desired_mode := FREE
'H': desired_mode := HOLD
'P': desired_mode := PITCH
'R': desired_mode := ROLL
'S': desired_mode := SPINUP
'Y': desired_mode := YRW
'a': DESIREO_KAMERR := RHERD
'b': oESIREO_KAMERR := BEHIND
'i': DESIREO_KAMERA := LEFT
'o': DESIREO_KAMERR := OVER
'p': DESIREO_KRMERA := PRW
'q': RNOTHER_STEP IS NEEDED := false
'r': DESIRED_KRMERR := RIGHT
's': DESIRED_KAMERR := SAW
'u': DESIRED_KAMERA := UNDER
o_herwise SOUNO_ALERT
end ; { cBse KBDCHRR }
until CHINPUT.Q = NOTHING
end
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L = string[SS] ;
MSGRRR = array [ I..14 ] of L
cons_
MSGLINE = MSGRRR [
{ 1 Z 3 4 5
{12345678901Z3456789012345678901Z345678901Z345678901Z345}
{ i} L[' RUNTIME CONTROLS '],
{ 2} L[' '],
{ 3} L[' Desired Desired Desired '],
{ 4} L['Key Cn_rl Mode Key Camera Loc Key Rction '],
{ 5} L[' '],
{ G} L[' F FREE a ahead q Stop sim '],
{ 7} L[' Q ALIGN b behind * Dble step'],
{ 8} L[' O DESPIN I left / Halve step'],
{ 9} L(' C CRPTURE r right '],
{10} L[' H HOLD o over '],
{11} L[' R ROLL u under '].
{!Z} L[' Y YAW p port aft uindou '].
•{13} L[' P PITCH s stbd aft uindou '].
{14} L[' S SPINUP ']] ;
var
i : integer ;
begin
CLEAR_SCREEN
for i := I to 6 do SHOWLN ( " ) { leave room for runtime data } !
for i := I to 14 do SHOWLN ( FILLIZ+MSGLINE[i] )
SHOWLN ( '' )
for i := l to 17 do MOVE_UP { position cursor at top of screen } ;
end ;
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ANCHOR : array (OBJECT] of STATEREC ;
body : OBJECT ;
HAFSTEP : longreal ;
i : integer ;
NUMVRRS : integer ;
PASSNUM : integer
STEP : Iongreal ;
begin
if ( CURTINC + I.ILO * NOMSTEP ) < DESTINC
then STEP :: NOMSTEP
else STEP := DESTINC - CURTINC
if abs(STEP-OLDSTEP) > 0.0005L0 then
writeln ( LP, SIMTIME:8:3,STEP:IZ:3 )
OLOSTEP := STEP
HAFSTEP := STEP / TWO
for PASSNUM := I to 2 do
begin
COMPUTE_OERIVATIVES
for body '= _* _ _
begLn
if body = crewman
then NUMVARS := 6
elBe NUMVARS := STATESIZE




for i := I to NUMVARS do




for i := 1 to NUMVARS do
STATE[body].ARR[i] := ANCHOR[body].ARR[i] ÷
STEP * DERIV[body].ARR[i]
if body <> crewman then
with STATE[body] do
QUAT_I_8 := UNIQUAT( QUAT_I_B )
end ;
CURTINC := CURTINC + HAFSTEP
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g : QURTERNION #
{ f_*Ib, "effective" _orque abou% CM }
{ ft*Ib, moment of CFORC_H_B about CM }
begin
C OMPUTE_FL I GHT_C ONTROL_F ORCE_RND_TORQUE !
for body := orbiter to payload do
with OERIV[body], STATE[body], INFO[body] do
begin
FORC CM I :: VXMT( CFORC_H_B, VBASE_I_B )
if body = orbiter
then MOMENT := CRSP( OBPOS HOB, CFORC_H_B )
else MOMENT := CRSP( LOC_H_PB, CFORC_H_B )
TORQ_CM_B := VSUM( CTORQ_H_B, MOMENT )
IPOSDOT CM I := IVEL CM I
IVELDOT CM I :: SXV( ONE/MASS, FORC CM I ) i
Q.S :=0
Q.V := SXV( 0.5. IRATE B B )
QURTDOT_I_B := QXQ( OURT_I_B, 0 )
RNGMO_body_B :: VXM( IRRTE_B_B, RNERT CM B )
EFFTORQ "= VDIF( TORQ_CM_B,
CRSP( IRRTE_B_B,ANGMO_body_B ) )
IRRTEDOT_B_B :" VXM( EFFTORQ, RRLAC CM B )
end ;
with OERIV[crewman], STATE[crewman], INFO[creuman], SLOG^[curslogrec] do
begin
FORC_CRO R :-- VDIF( VXM( INFO[orbiter].CFORC_H_8, VBASE_OB_R ),
VSUM( VXM( FLEX RO R . TSPRG_CRO_R ),
VXM( OBVEL_RO_R, TDRMP_CRO_R ) ) )
OBPOSDOT RO R := OBVEL RO R
OBVELOOT RO R := VXM( FORC_CRO_R, TRLRC_CRO_R )
end ;
end ;
end ; { module MRNHSCON & File 'Manhscon. I' }
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Updated Q Zz:zg:15 Mon 29 Sap 1986
{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9OOO Series ZOO/3OO/5OO Computers }
module MRNHPRNT ; { Subject : Printed Output Data }









export { begin externally visible declarations }
procedure DOCUMENT_THE._STRTE_0F_THE_SYSTEM ;
implement { begin externally invisible part of module }
yap
RNGMO__P_I : VECTOR ;
RNGMO_P_PB : VECTOR ;
IPOS_OCM_I : VECTOR ;
IPOS_PCM_I : VECTOR
IRATE OB OB : VECTOR ;
IRRTE PB PB : VECTOR
IVEL_OCM_I : VECTOR
IVEL_PCM_I : VECTOR
K : integer ;
OBPOS_PCM_OB : VECTOR
OBRRTE PB PB : VECTOR
OBVEL_PCM_OB : VECTOR
QURT_I OB : QUBTERNION ;
QURT_I_PB : QURTERNION ;
STR : LINESTR
VBRSE_I_OB : MRT3X3
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IPOS_OCM_I := STATE[orbiter].IPOS CM I





IVEL_PCM I := STATE[payloBd).IVEL_CM_I i
IRATE_PB PB := STATEIpayIoad].IRATE_B_B
ANGMO_P_PB := VXM( IRATE_PB_PB, RNERT_PCM_PB ) i
ANGMO__P_I := VXMT( ANGMO._P_PB , VBASE_I__PB ) i
OBPOS_PCM_OB := VXM( VDIF( IPOS_PCM_I, IPOS_OCM_I ), VBASE_I_OB )
OBVEL_PCM_OB := VDIF( VXM( VDIF( IVEL_PCM_I, IVEL_OCM_I ), VBASE_I_OB ),
CRSP( IRATE OB OB, OBPOS_PCM_OB ) )
OBRATE PB PB := VDIF( IRRTE__PB_PB , VXM( IRATE OB OB, VBASE OB PB ) )
if curslogrec > PRTSLOGREC then
if USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Print RMS flexure & PL flt control log' ) then
PRINT_RMS_FLEXURE_AND_PAYLOAD.__FL!GHT_CONTROL_LOG
CLEAR SCREEN
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setstrlen ( HERDERR, 0 )
setstrlen ( HERDERB, 0 )
struri%e ( HEROERR,1,K, 'Time':7, 'zFlex':7 )
sirurite ( HERDERA,K,K, 'DesMode':9, 'CurMode':8 )
strurile ( HEAOERR,K,K, 'T_PBx':8, 'T_PBy':8, 'T__PBz':8 )
struri_e ( HERDERB,K,K, 'F_PBx':8, 'F_PBy':8, 'F_PBz':8 )
strurite ( HERDERB, t,K, '(sec)':?, '(in)':? )
s_rurl_e ( HERDERB,K,K, ' ':B. ' ':B )
s_ruri_e ( HERDERB,K,K, '(f_*Ib)':8, '(ft*Ib)':B, '(_*lb)':B )
strurlle ( HERDERB,K,K, '(lb)':B, '(Ib)':B, '(Ib)':B )
STRRT_NEU_PRBE
_ri_eln ( LP, HERDERR )
uri_eln ( LP, HEADER8 )
uri_eln ( LP )
n := PRTBLOGREC
ENDSLOBREC := IMIN( curslogrec, n+I8 )
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while n <= curslogrec do
begin
CLERR__SCREEN
SHOWLN ( HEADERR )
SHOWLN (HERDERB )
SHOWLN ( '' )
while n <= ENDBLOGREC do
begin
setstrlen ( STR, 0 )
uith 5LOG^[n] do
begin
strurite ( STR,I,K,TIME:7:3,(IZ*FLEX RO R[3]):7:Z,' ' ) ;
strurtte ( STR,K,K,CNTRLPRC[deBmode],CNTRLPAC[curMode] ) ;
if curmode = FREE
then







for i := 1 to 3 do
strurite ( STR,K,K,CTORQ_PH_PBEi]:8:Z )
for i := I to 3 do




SHOWLN ( STR )
uriteln ( LP, STR )




until USER__DECIDES_TO( 'Proceed' ) ;
ENDSLOGREC := IMIN( curslogrec, n÷l? )
end
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NOMSPINRATEdeg__P : longreaI ;
NORMQNGMO : 1ongreal
WOBBLE_CLOKdeg_P : longreal ;
WOBBLE_CONEdeg_P : longreal
begin
NORMRNGMO := sqr_( sqr( RNGMO P PB[Z] ) + sqr( RNGMO_P_PB[3] ) ) ;
WOBBLE_CONEdeg P := DEGPERRAD * RTRNZ( NORMRNGMO , RNGMO_P_PB[I] ) ;
WOBBLE_CLOKdeQ_P := DEGPERRRD * RTRNZ( RNGMO P PB[2], -RNGMO._P..PB[3] ) !
NOMSPINRRTEdeg_P := DEGPERRRD * ( RNGMO P PB[1] / RNERT_PCM_PB[I,I] ) ;
SHOWLN ( '' )
if curelogrec > I then STRRT_NEW_PRGE
wri_eln ( LP )
se_s_rlen ( STR, @ )
s_ruri_e ( STR, 1,K,'TtMe = ',SIMTIME:8:3 )
s_ruri_e ( STR,K,K,'DesMode = ':ZO,CNTRLPRC[desired_mode] )
6_ruri_e ( STR,K,K,'CurMode = ':tT,CNTRLPRC[curren__mode] )
SHOWLN ( STR )
uri_eln ( LP, STR )
se_s_rlen ( STR, 0 )
s_ruri_e ( STR, 1,K,'PL Nomspin = ' ,NOM5PINRATEdeg P:6:Z )
5_ruri_e ( STR,k,k,'Wobble Cone = ':Z@,WOBBLE_CONEdeg_P:6:Z )
6_rurite ( STR,K,K,'Wobble Clok = _:19,WOBBLE_CLOKdeg P:7:Z )
SHOWLN ( STR )
uri_eln ( LP, STR )
SHOWLN ( '' )
wri_eln ( LP )
end ;
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procedure PRINT_PRYLORD_CONTROL_FORCE_RND_TORQUE ;
var
CFORC PH PB : VECTOR
CFORC PH R : VECTOR I
CTORQ PH PB : VECTOR I
CTORQ PH R : VECTOR
i : integer ;
begin
CTORQ PH PB := INFO[payload].CTORQ_H_B
CFORC_PH_PB := INFO[payload].CFORC_H_B
CFORC PH R := VXMT( CFORC_PH_PB, VBRSE_R_PB )
CTORQ_PH_R := VXMT( CTORQ_PH_PB, VBRSE_R_PB )
Be_s_rlen ( STR, • )
s_rurite ( STR, I,K,'CntrlQH: R ' )
for i := I to 3 do s_rurite ( STR,K,K,CTORQ_PH_R[i]:B:Z )
s_rurite ( STR,K,K,' Torq ' )
for i := I to 3 do s_rurite ( 5TR,K,K,CFORC PH R[i]:9:3 )
strurite ( STR,K,K,' Forc' )
SHOULN ( STR )
uri_e!n ( LP, STR )
setstrlen ( STR, 0 )
strurite ( STR, I,K,'Cntrl_H:PB ' )
for I := I to 3 do strurite ( STR,K,K,CTORQ_PH_PB[i]:9:Z )
strurite ( STR,K,K,' Torq ' )
for i := I to 3 do strurite ( STR,K,K,CFORC_PH_PB[i]:9:3 )
strurite ( 5TR,K,K,' Forc' )
SHOWLN ( BTR )
writeln ( LP, STR )
SHOWLN ( '' )
uriteln ( LP )
end ;
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i : integer ;
PDRATEdeg_PB_PB : VECTOR ;
PYRdeg_PD__PB : EULPYR ;
RPOS_H_R : VECTOR ;
RVEL_H_R : VECTOR ;
begin
PYRdeg_PD_PB := EULDES( AERR )
PDRRTEdeg_PB_PB := SXV( DEGPERRRD, RVEL )
RPOS_H R := LERR
RVEL_H_R := LVEL
6ets_rlen ( STR, 0 )
strurite ( STR. I,K,'PB Rxes:PD ' )
for i := 1 _o 3 do struri_e ( STR.K,K.PYRdeg_PD_PB[i]:B:Z )
s_rwri_e ( STR,K,K.' PYR ' )
for i := 1 _o 3 do s_ruri_e ( STR,K,K,PORRTEdeg_PB_PB[i]:9:3 )
6truri_e ( STR.K,K,' Rate' )
SHOWLN ( STR )
wri!eln ( LP. STR )
_et6_rlen ( STR. 0 )
6trwrite ( STR, I,K,'PL Hndl: R ' )
for i := I to 3 do _trwrite ( STR,K.K.RPOS_H_R[i]:9:2 )
strwri_e ( STR,K,K,' Poe ' )
for i := i to 3 do _trwri_e ( STR.K.K,RVEL_H_R(i]:9:3 )
6"trwrite ( STR,K.K,' VBI' )
SHOWLN ( STR )
_riteln ( LP, STR )
SHOWLN ( '' )
writeln ( LP )
end ;
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procedure PRINT_PRYLORO_STRTE_WRT_ORBITER_BOOY_RXES i
var
1 : integer ;





:= EULDE6( QPYR( QURT OB PB ) )
:= SXV( DEGPERRRD, OBRRTE PB PB )
_eistrlen ( STR, 0 )
s_rurite ( STR, I,K,'PB Rxes:OB ' )
for i := 1 to 3 do s_rurite ( STR,K,K,PYRdeg_OB_PB[i]:9:Z )
s_ruri_e ( STR,K,K, _ PYR ' )
for i := 1 to 3 do s_rurite ( S'rR,K,K,OBRRTEdeg PB PB[i]:9:3 )
strurite ( STR,K,K,' Rate' )
SHOWLN ( STR )
uri_eln ( LP, STR )
setstrlen ( STR, 0 )
strwrlte ( STR, 1,K,'PL CM :OB ' )
_nr i := | tO _ dn strurit_ ( _TR _ _ ARPA_ PCM ARril:q:?
struri_e ( STR,K,K,' Pos ' )
for t := 1 to 3 do strurite ( STR,K,K,OBVEL_PCM_OB[i]:9:3 )
strurite ( STR,K,K,' Vel ° )
SHOWLN ( STR )
uriteln ( LP, STR )
SHOWLN ( '' )
uriteln ( LP >
end ;
procedure PRINT_PRYLORD_ aTRTE_URT_INERTIRL_RXES ;
var
i : integer ;
RNSMO_P_MA6 : longreal
RNGMO_P_IPCHdeg : longreal ;
RN6MO_P_IYRWdeD : longreal ;
RNGMO_P_IZX : longreal
IRRTEdeg_PB_PB : VECTOR ;
PYRdeg_I_PB : EULPYR ;
ROTKENERGY_P : longreal ;
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begin
ROTKENERGY_P := OOTP( IRATE PB PB, RNGMO P PB ) / TWO
ANGMO_P_IZX := 5qr_( 5qr( ANGMO_P_I[3] ) ÷ 5qr( RNGMO_P_I[I] ) )
RNGMO_P_IYAWdeg := DEGPERRAD * ATRN2( RNGMO P I[Z], ANGMO_P_IZX )
RNGMO_P_IPCHdeg := DEGPERRRD * ATRNZ( -RNGMO_P_I[3], ANGMO P I[l] )
ANGMO_P_MRG := VMAG( RNGMO_P_I )
IRRTEdeg PB PB := SXV( DEGPERRRD, IRATE PB PB )
PYRdeg_I__PB := EULDEG( QPYR( QUAT I PB ) )
setstrlen ( STR, 0 )
strwrite ( STR, I,K.'PL Rot K E ' )
strwri_e ( STR,K.K,ROTKENERGY_P:9:Z )
SHOWLN ( STR )
wri_eln ( LP, STR )
setstrlen < STR, 0 )
strwrite ( STR. l.k,'PLRngmo: I ' )
s_rwrite ( STR,K,K,RNGMO_P_IPCHdeg:9:Z )
strurite ( STR,K,K,RNGMO_P_IYAWdeg:9:2 )
Birurite ( STR,K,K,RNGMO_P_MRG:B:Z )
strurite ( STR,K,K,' PYMag ' )
for i := ! io 3 do strurite ( STR.K,K,RNGMO_P_I[i]:9:3 )
strwrite ( STR,K,K.' Hxyz' )
5HOWLN ( STR )
writeln ( LP, STR )
se_strlen ( STR, 0 )
strurite ( STR,I,K.'PB Axes: I ' )
for i := ! to 3 do strurite ( STR.K,K,PYRdeg_I_PB[i]:9:Z )
strurite ( STR,K,K,' PYR ' )
for i := I to 3 do strurite ( STR,K,K,IRRTEdeg_PB_PB[i]:9:3 )
strwrite ( STR,K,K.' Rate' )
SHOWLN ( STR )
writeln ( LP, STR )
sets_rlen ( STR, 0 )
s_rwrite ( STR, I,K,'PL CM : I ' )
for i := l _o 3 do s_rurite ( STR,K,K,IPOS_PCM_I[i]:9:Z )
strwrite ( STR,K,K,' Pos ' )
for i := l to 3 do strwrlte ( STR,K,K.IVEL_PCM_I[i]:9:3 )
strwri_e ( STR.K,K,' Vel' )
SHOWLN ( STR )
writeln ( LP, STR )
SHOWLN ( '' )
uriteln ( LP )
end I
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i : integer ;
IRATEdeg_OB_OB : VECTOR ;




:= SXV( DEGPERRAD. IRATE OB OB )
:= EULDEG( QPYR( QURT_I_OB ) )
se_s_rlen ( STR, 0 )
s_rurite ( STR, 1,K,'OB Axes: I ' )
for i := I _o 3 do s_rwri_e ( STR,K,K,PYRdeg_I_OBIi]:9:Z )
s_rwri_e ( STR,K,K,' PYR ' )
for i := ! _o 3 do s_ruri_e ( STR,K.K,IRATEdeg_OB_OB[i]:9:3 )
strwrile ( STR.K,K,' Rate' )
SHOWLN ( STR )
writeln ( LP, STR )
se_s_rlen ( STR, 0 )
slruri_e ( STR, I.K,'Orb CM : I ' )
for i := I to 3 do strurite ( eTo v _ Tone nr_ Till.O:2 )
s_ruri_e ( STR.K.K,' Poe ' )
for i := I to 3 do struri_e ( STR,K,K.IVELOCMI[i]:9:3 )
s_ruri_e ( STR,K.K,' Ve1' )
SHOWLN ( STR )
writeln ( LP, STR )
SHOQLN ( '' )
for i := I to 3 do wri_eln ( LP )
and ;
end ; { module MANHPRNT & File 'Manhprn_.I' }
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{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9000Series Z00/300/500 Computers }
module MRNHINIT; { Subject : Inilialization of System State }













export { begin externally visible declarations }
const
FILESIZE = Z4 ;
type
IDATREC = { con_ents of generic input data file }
record
PVID : NAMEPRC ; { prog version Ident }
RRR : array[ I..FILESIZE ] of longreal ; { numeric data }
end ; { record }
procedure INITIRLIZE_SYSTEM_STATE I
implemen_ { begin externally invisible part of module }








{ record containing RM5 translational alacrity Matrix }
0 : ( IORT : IOQTREC )
I : ( PVID : NAMEPRC ;
TRLAC_CRO_R : MAT3X3 ) ;
end ; { case & record }
DRMSREC = { record containing RMS transln'1 damping const Matrix }
record
case integer of
0 : ( IDAT : IDATREC )
1 : ( PVID : NAMEPAC
TDAMP_CRO_R : MAT3X3 ) ;




{ record containing RMS transln'l spring const Matrix }
0: ( IDAT
end
1 : ( PVID
: IORTREC ) ;
: NRMEPRC ;
TSPRG_CRO_R : MAT3×3 ) ;
{ case & record }
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NERTREC = { record containing Orbiter or Payload inertia data }
record
case integer of
O : ( IDRT : IDRTREC ) ;
I : ( PVID : NRMEPRC ;
WEIGHT : longreal ;
LOC_CM_S : VECTOR ;
MOMNERT_S : RERLARR3 ;
PRDNERT_S : RERLBRR3 )
{ Ib; in std gravity fld }
{ in }
{ slug*ft*ft; Ixx,lyy,lzz }
{ slug*ft*ft; Pxy,Pxz,Pyz }
{ Ixx -Pxy -Pxz }
{ }
{ RNERT CM S = -Pxy Iyy -Pyz }
{ }
{ -Pxz -Pyz Izz }
end ; { case & record }
POSIREC = { record containing fit control position parameters }
record
ca_e integer of
O : ( IDRT : IDRTREC ) ;
I : ( PVID : NRMEPAC ;
LOC_N_OS : VECTOR ; { in }
LOC_H_PS : VECTOR ; { in }
LERRLIMin : RERLRRR3 ; { in }
LERRTOLin : RERLRRR3 ; { in }
NOMLVELin : longreal ! { in/sec }
LVELTOLpc_ : longreal ) ; { % of NOMLVEL }
end ! { case & record }
ATTIREC = { record containing fit control attitude parameters
record
case integer of
O : ( IDRT : IORTREC ) ;





RERRTOLdeg : RERLARR3 ;
NOMRVELdeg : REALARR3







{ % o£ NOMAVEL }
end ; { case & record }
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LOADREC = { record containing fit control forcel_orque parameters }
record
case integer of
0 : ( IDAT : IDATREC )











end _ { case & record }




0 : ( IDRT : IDATREC )
I : ( PVID : NRMEPRC !
PYRdeg_!_OB : EULPYR _ { deg }
IRQTEdeg_OB_OB : VECTOR ! { deg/sec }
RPOS_H_R : VECTOR _ { f_ }
IVEL_PCM_OB : VECTOR i ( f_/sec }
PYRdeg_PO_PB : EULPYR _ ( deg }
NOMSPINRRTEdeg_P : longreal _ { deg/sec }
WOBBLE_CONEdeg_P : longreal _ { deg }
WOBBLE,_CLOKdeg_P : longreal ) _ { de9 }
end ; { case & record }
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vap
ARMS : ARMSREC ;
ARMSFILE : file of ARMSREC
ATTI : ATTIREC ;
ATTIFILE : file of ATTIREC ;
ORMS : ORMSREC
DRMSFILE : file of DRMSREC
ICON : ICONREC
ICONFILE : file of ICONREC
LOAD : LOADREC
LOADFILE : file of LOADREC
NERO : NERTREC
NERP : NERTREC ;
NERTFILE : file of NERTREC
POSI : POSIREC
POSIFILE : file of POSIREC
SRMS : SRMSREC
SRMSFILE : file of 5RMSREC
procedure IDENTIFY_SIMULATION
procedure GET_INPUT_DATA_FILES
procedure SET UP ORBITER_CONSTANTS
procedure SET UP PAYLOAO_CONSTANTS
procedure SET UP CREWMAN_CONSTANTS
procedure SET UP FLIGHT_CONTROL











: MAT3X3 ) : MAT3X3 ; forward ;
function LOCRL_RNERT( RNERT CM A : MAT3X3 ;
MASS : longreal
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SHOQLN( 'Enter one-line description of simulation' )
SOUND_ALERT
FETCHLN( SIMDESCRIP)
writeln ( LP )
_riteln ( LP, PROBSESSID)
writeln ( LP, SIMOESCRIP)





reset ( RRMSFILE. '_arms' )
read ( RRMSFILE, ARMS )
close ( A_MCCT|C 'C_UC' )
reset ( DRMSFILE, '_drms' )
read ( DRMSFILE, ORM5 )
close ( DRMSFILE, 'SAVE' )
reset ( 5RMSFILE, '_srms' )
read ( SRMSFILE, SRMS )
close ( SRMSFILE, 'SAVE' )
reset ( NERTFILE, '_nero' )
read ( NERTFILE, NERO )
close ( NERTFILE, 'SAVE' )
reset ( NERTFILE, '_nerp' )
read ( NERTFILE, NERP )
close ( NERTFILE, 'SAVE' )
reset ( POSIFILE, '_posi' )
read ( POSIFILE, POSI )
close ( POSIFILE, 'SAVE )
reset ( RTTIFILE, '_at_i
read ( RTTIFILE. ATTI
close ( RTTIFILE, 'SAVE
reset ( LOADFILE, '_load
read ( LOROFILE, LORD
close ( LORDFILE, 'SAVE
reset ( ICONFILE, '_icon
read ( ICONFILE. ICON
close ( ICONFILE, 'SAVE
end ;
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procedure SET UP ORBITER_CONSTRNTS ;
var
i : integer |
begin
with INFOIorbiter], SLOG^[O), NERO, POSI do
begin
MRSS := WEIGHT / STDGRAVACC
for i := I to 3 do
RNERT CM B[i,i] := MOMNERT_S[i]
RNERT CM B[l,Z] := PRDNERT_S[I]
RNERT CM B[I,3] := -PRONERT_S[Z]
RNERT CM B[2,3] := PRDNERT_S[3]
RNERT CM B[3,2] := RNERT_CM_B[Z,3]
RNERT CM B[3,1] := RNERT CM B[I,3]
RNERT CM B[Z,I] := RNERT_CM_B[I,Z]
RRLAC..CM_B := MINV( RNERT CM B )
LOC_OCM_OS := LOC CM S





i : integer ;
begin
ui_h INFO[payload], SLOG*[O], NERP, POSI do
begin
MASS := WEIGHT / STDSRAVACC
for i := l to 3 do
RNERT CM B[i,i] := MOMNERT_S[i]
RNERT CM B[I,Z] := PRDNERT_S[!]
RNERT_CM_B[ I,3] := -PRDNERT_S[ 2 ]
RNERT CM B[Z,3] := PRDNERT_S[3]
RNERT CM B[3,Z] := RNERT CM B[Z,3]
RNERT CM B[3,1] := RNERT_CM_B[I,3]
RNERT_CM B[2, l] := RNERT_CM_B[ I ,Z]
RALAC CM B := MINV( RNERT CM B )
LOC__PCM_PS := LOC_CM_S
LOC_H_PB := VXD( VDIF( LOC_H_PS, LOC CM S ), STRUCZBODY )
end !
end ;
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i : integer ;
MODEWORD : WOROSTR ;
PMRSS : longreal ;












NOMLVEL := POSI.NOMLVELin * FTPERIN
LVELTOL := POSI.LVELTOLpcl * PERCENT * NOMLVEL
DSPFORC := LOBD.DSPFORC
5PUFORC := LOBD.SPUFORC
TIMECON := LOAD. TIMECON
for i := I to 3 do
begin
RERRMRX[i] := RTTI.AERRMRXdeg[i] * RROPERDEG
AERRHIN[i] := RTTI.AERRMINdeg[i] * RRDPEROEG
RERRTOL[i] := RTTI.RERRTOLdeg[i] * RROPERDEG





RNERT PH PB := LOCRL_RNERT( RNERT_PCM_PB. PMRSS, LOC H PB )






'A': desired_mode := RLIGN
'C': desired_mode := CAPTURE ;
'0': desired_mode := OESPIN
'F': desired_mode := FREE
'H': desired_mode := HOLD
'P': desired_mode := PITCH !
'R': desired_mode := ROLL
'S': desired_mode := SPINUP
'Y': desired_mode := YAW ;
end ; { case C }
current_mode := FREE
end ;
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RXIRNGMO : Iongreal ;
CLOK : longreal
CONE : Iongreal ;
NORMANGMO : longreal
QUAT_R_PD : QUATERNION









:= PYRQ( EULRRO( RTTI.PYRdeg_OB_R ) )
:= PYRQ( EULRRD( ATTI,PYRdeg_R_PD ) )
:= PYRQ( EULRRD( ICON.PYRdeg PD PB ) )
:= QMAT( QUAT OB R )
:= VXM( SLOG^[O].LOC NOB, UBQSE_OB_R )
:= QXQ( QUAT_OB_R , QUAT R_PD )
:= QXQ( QUAT OB PD , QURT POPB )
VBASE OB PB := QMAT( QUAT OB PB )
uith STATE[orbiter], SL06^[0] do
begin
IPOS CM I :_ VDIF( 7c_u_r LOC m n_
IVEL_CM_I := ZERVEC
QUAT_I_B := PYRQ( EULRBD( ICON.PYRdBg_I_OB ) )
IRATE B_B := SXV( RADPERDEG, ICON.IRRTEdeg_OB_OB )
end !
ui%h STATE[payload], INFO[payload] do
begin
IPOS CM I := VOIF( VXMT( ICON.RPOS_H R, VBASE OB R )
VXMT( LOC_H_PB , VBASE OB PB ) )
IVEL CM I := ICON.IVEL_PCM_OB
QUAT_I_B := QXQ( 5TRTE[orbiter].QUAT_I_B, QURT_OB_PB )
CONE := ICON.WOBBLE_CONEdeg_P * RROPEROEG
CLOK := ICON.WOBBLE_CLOKdeg_P * RAOPEROEG
RXIRNGMO := ICON.NOMSPINRATEdeg_P * RRDPEROE6 * RNERT CM_B[I,I]
NORMRNGMO := AXIANSMO * sin( CONE ) / cos( CONE )
ANGMO_P_PB[I] := RXIRNGMO
RNGMO_P_PB[Z] := NORMANGMO * sin( CLOK )
RNBMO_P_PB[3] := -NORMANGMO * cos( CLOK )
IRATE_B_B := VXM( RNGMO_P_PB, RRLRC CM B )
end ;
uith STBTE[creuman], SLOG*[0] do
begin
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function SXM<S: longreal ; M : MAT3X3) : MAT3X3;
{ The value of this function is the product of the scalar S with{ the matrix M
vat
i : integer ;
j : integer ;
begin
for i := 1 to 3 do
for j := 1 to 3 do
M[i,j] := S * M[i,j]
SXM := M
end ;
function LOCAL_RNERT( RNERT CM A : MAT3X3 ;
MASS : longreal ;
L0C P A : VECTOR ) : MAT3X3 ;
{ The value of this function is the rotational inertia tensor about }
{ the point whose location is defined by the vector LOC_P_A. }
vat
i : integer ;
j : integer ;
RNERT_P_A : MAT3X3 ;
RSQ : longreal ;
begin
RSQ :: DOTP( LOC__P_A, LOC_P_A )
for i := I to 3 do
for j := I to 3 do
RNERT_P_A[i,J] :=-LOC P_A[i] * LOC_P_A[j]
for i := | to 3 do
RNERT_P_A[i,i) := RNERT P_R(i,i) 4. RSO
for i := I to 3 do
for j := 1 to 3 do
RNERT P_A[i,_] := RNERT CM A[i.j] + MASS * RNERT_P_A[i,j]
LOCAL_RNERT .'= RNERT_P_A
end ;
end ; { module MANHINIT & File 'Manhinit.l' }
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{ Subject : Input Data Editing Roulines }
{ NRSR/JSC/MPRD/TRW : Sam Wilson }
OLDNRME : siring IS] ;
NEWNRME : siring [5] ;
procedure EDIT_INPUT_DRTR_FILES ;
implement
( begin externally visible declarailons }
{ "first name" of dala source file }
{ "first name" of dala save file }
{ begin externally invisible part of module }
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{ alacrity matrix; RMS translational flexure }
{ damping constan¢ matrix; RMS translational flexure }
{ spring constant matrix; RMS translational flexure }
{ inertia data for Orbiter }
{ inertia data for Payload }
{ position parameters for Payload flight control }
{ attitude parameters for Payload flight control }
{ load parameters for Payload flight control }
{ initial conditions for simulation }
NUMIVQRR = array [ FILETYPE ] of integer ;
const
NUMIVRR = NUMIVRRR [
9 , { arms }
9 , { drms }
9 , { srms }
10 , { nero }
10 , {nerp }
!4 , { posi }
19 , { atti }
13 , { load }
18 ] ; { icon }
{ number of scalar input variables per file }
type
LRSTNRMRRR : array [ FILETYPE ] of NRMESTR ;
const
LASTNRME = LRSTNRMRRR [
NAMESTR [ '_arms' ]
NRMESTR [ '_drms' ]
NRMESTR [ '_srms' ]
NRMESTR [ '_nero' ]
NAMESTR [ '_nerp']
NAMESTR [ '_posi' ]
NAMESTR [ ' atti' ]
NRMESTR [ '_load' ]
NRMESTR [ '_icon' ]
{ file name suffix to identify file type }
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type




{ 1 Z 3 4 5 }
{1234667890123456789012345678901Z346678901Z345678901Z3}
PROMPTSTR['Translational Rlacri%y Matrix for RMS Flexure '],
PROMPTSTR['Translational Damping Constant Matrix $or RMS Flexure'],
PROMPTSTR['Transla%ional Spring Constant Matrix for RMS Flexure '],
PROMPTSTR['Orbiter Inertia Data '],
PROMPTSTR['Payload Inertia Data '],
PROMPTSTRE'PoBition Parameter5 for Payload Flight Control '],
PROMPTSTR['R%titude Parameter5 for Payload Flight Control '],
PROMPTSTR['Force & Torque Parameters for Payload Flight Control '],
PROMPTSTR['Initial Conditions for _he Simulation ']]
type
PROMPTRRR = array [ I..FILESIZE ] of PROMPTSTR ;
VIDENTRRR = array [ arms..icon ] of PROMPTRRR
cons%
VIDENT = VIDENTRRR [
PROMPTRRR [ { arms }


























zx, element [I,I] .......... (ftlseclsecllb)'],
elemen% [l,Z] .......... (ft/sec/sec/Ib)'],
element [1,3] .......... (ft/sec/sec/Ib)'],
element [Z,l] .......... (ft/sec/sec/Ib)'],
elemen% [Z.Z] .......... (ft/sec/sec/Ib)'],
element [2,3] .......... (ft/sec/sec/Ib)'],
element [3,1] .......... (ft/sec/sec/Ib)'],
element [3,21 .......... (ft/sec/sec/Ib)'],
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element [1,1] ...... (lb/ftlsec)'],
elemenl [1,2] ...... (Iblft/sec)'],
element [1,3] ...... (lb/ft/sec)'],
element [2,1] ...... (lb/ft/sec)'],
element [Z,Z] ...... (lb/ft/sec)'],
elemen± [2,3] ...... (lb/f_/sec)'],
element [3,1] ...... (lb/$t/sec)'],
element [3,2] ...... (lb/f_/sec)'],















PROMPTARR [ { srms }
PROMPTSTR['Sprlng constant matrix, element [1,1] ........... (Iblft)'],
PROMPTSTRI'Sprlng con5tant matrix, element [I,Z] ........... (lb/ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['Sprlng constan_ matrix, element [1,3] ........... (Ib/ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['Spring constant matrix, element [2,I] ........... (lb/f_)'],
PROMPTSTR['Sprlng constant matrix, element [2,2] ........... (lb/ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['Sprlng constan_ matrix, element [Z,3] ........... (lb/ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['5pring constant matrix, element [3,1] ........... (Ib/ft)'),
PROMPTSTR['Spring constant matrix, element [3,Z] ........... (Ib/ft)'],
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PROMPTARR[ { nero }
PROMPTSTR['Orbiterweight ..................................... (Ib)'].
PROMPTSTRI'CMSTA(structural x coordinate of masscenter) .... (in)'],
PROMPTSTR['CM8L (structural y coordinate of mass center) .... (in)'],
PROMPTSTR['CMWL(structural z coordinate of mass center) .... (in)'],
PROMPTSTR['Ixxabout CM. structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'].
PROMPTSTR['Iyyabout CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['Izzabout CM. structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['Pxyabout CM. structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['Pxzabout CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'].









PROMPTSTR[' ' ] ,
PROMPTSTR[' ' ].




PROMPTRRR[ { nerp }
PROMPTSTR['Payloadweight ..................................... (Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['CMSTR (structural x coordinate of mass center) .... (in)'],
PROMPTSTRI'CM BL (structural y coordinate of mass center) .... (in)'].
PROMPTSTR['CM WL (structural z coordinate of Mass center) .... (in)'].
PROMPTSTR['Ixx about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'].
PROMPTSTR['Iyy about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'].
PROMPTSTR['Izz about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'],
PROMPTSTRI'Pxy about CM. structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'),
PROMPTSTR['Pxz about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)'],
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Orbiter STAof PL handling point ........... (in)'],
Orbiter BL of PL handling point ........... (in>'],
Orbiter WLof PL handling point ........... (in)'],
STRof PL handle........................... (in)']
BL of PL handle........................... (in)']
WLof PL handle........................... (in)']
reach limit from RO in +/- Rx direction .... (in>']
reach limit from RO in +/- Ry direction .... (in)']
reach limit from RO in +/- Rz direction .... (in)']
PROMPTSTR['Rx position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)'],
PROMPTSTR['Ry position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)'],
PROMPTSTR['Rz position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)'],
PROMPTSTR['Nominal vel for handle position correction ..... (in/sac)'],








PROMPTSTR[ ' ' ] •
PROMPTSTR[ ' ' ],
PROMPTSTR[ ' ' ] ],

























'Creuman pitch ur_ Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)'],
'Creuman yau urt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)'],
'Creuman roll ur¢ Orblter body axes ............... (deg)'],
'Desired Payload pitch urt Creuman body axes ....... (deg)'].
'Desired Payload yau urt Creuman body axes ....... (deg)'],
'Desired Payload roll urt Creuman body axes ....... (deg)'],
'Positive PL pltch limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)'],
'Positive PL yau limit urt desired attltude ...... (deg)'],
'Positive PL roll limit urt desired attltude ...... (deg)'],
'Negative PL pitch limit ur_ desired attltude ...... (deg)'],
'Negative PL yau ltmlt urt desired attltude ...... (deg)'],
'Negative PL roll limit urt desired attltude ...... (deg)'],
'PL pi_ch tolerance urt deslred attitude ........... (deg)'].
'PL yau tolerance urt deslred a_¢itude ........... (deg)'],
'PL roll tolerance urt desired attitude ........... (deg)'],
'Nominal maneuver rate about PL Bx axis ........ (deg/sec)'],
'Nominal maneuver rate about PL By axis ........ (deg/sec)'],
'Nominal maneuver rate about PL Bz axls ........ (deg/sec)'].
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PROMPTARR [ { load }
PROMPTSTR['Spinup axial (PL Bx) force .................... (Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Spinup normal (PL By) force .................... (Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Spinup tangential (PL Bz) force .................... (lb)'],
PROMPTSTR['Despin axial (PL Bx) force .................... (Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Oespin normal (PL By) force .................... (Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Despin tangential (PL Bz) force .................... (Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Rxial (PL Bx) force limit for capture ......... (Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Normal (PL By) force limi_ for capture ......... (Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['TBnQential (PL Bz) force limit for capture ......... (Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Ro11 (PL Bx) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Pitch (PL By) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Yaw (PL Bz) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*Ib)'],
PROMPTSTR['Time constant for computing desired accelerations (sec)'],
PROMPTSTR[ ' '],
PROMPTSTR[ ' ']•






PROMPTSTR[ ' ,] ,
PROMPTSTR[ ' '],
PROMPTSTR[ ' ']],
PROMPTRRR [ { icon }
PROMPTSTR['Orbiter pitch wrt I axes .......................... (deg)'],
PROMPTSTR['Orbiter yaw urt I axes .......................... (deg)'],
PROMPTSTR['Orbiter roll urt I axes .......................... (deg)'],
PROMPTSTR['Orbiter Bx component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deg/sec)'],
PROMPTSTR['Orbiter By component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deg/sec)'],
PROMPTSTR['Orbiter Bz component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deg/sec)'],
PROMPTSTR['Rx component of PL handle position ................. (ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['Ry component of PL handle position ................. (ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['Rz component of PL handle position ................. (ft)'],
PROMPTSTR['PByload CM Xdot urt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)'],
PROMPTSTR['PByload CM Ydot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)'],
PROMPTSTR['PByload CM Zdot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)'),
PROMPTSTR['PByload pitch urt desired attitude ................ (deg)'],
PROMPTSTR['Payload yaw wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)'],
PROMPTSTR['Payload roll urt desired attitude ................ (deg)'],
PROMPTSTRI'Payload nominal spin rate ..................... (deg/sec)'],
PROMPTBTR['Payload uobble cone angle ......................... (deg)'],
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yap
CHANGED : boolean ;
CURPVID : NAMEPAC ;
DATA : IDATREC ;
DATAFILE : file of IDATREC ;
FILENAME : string [20] ;
OKAY : boolean
OLDVALUE : longreal ;
PRINT : boolean
PRINTNAME : _tring [5]
{ current program version ident }
procedure GET_DATA_FILE ( kind : FILETYPE ) ; forward ;
procedure EDIT_DATA_FILE ( kind : FILETYPE ) ; forward ;
procedure SAVE_DATA_FILE ( kind : FILETYPE ) ; forward ;
procedure EDIT_INPUT_DATA_FILES
v_r








for kind := arms to icon do
if USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Edit '+HEADER(kind] ) then
begin
GET_DATA_FILE ( kind >
EDIT_DATA_FILE ( kind )
SAVE_DATA_FILE ( kind )
end ;
until USER_DECIDES_NOT_TO( 'Re-run editor' )
CLEAR_SCREEN
end
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procedure GET_DATA_FILE ( kind : FILETYPE ) ;
begin
CLEAR_SCREEN




PRINTNAME := WORO_INPUT( 'File name', PRINTNAME )
FILENAME := PRINTNRME+LASTNAME[kind]
reset ( OATAFILE, FILENRME )
read ( DATAFILE, DATA )










procedure EDIT_DATA_FILE ( kind : FILETYPE ) ;
yap
i : integer ;






SHOWLN ( '' )
SHOWLN ( '"'+PRINTNAME+ .... +HEADER{kind] )
SHOWLN ( '' )
for i := 1 to NUMIVAR{kind] do
begin
OLOVALUE := DRTA.ARR[i]
DATA.ARR[i] := FIXED_INPUT( VIDENT{kind,i],DATA.ARR{i],17,5 ) ;
if DATA.ARREi] <> OLOVALUE then CHANGED := true
end ;
if CHANGED then PRINTNAME := ''
LOITER ( 1000 )
SOUND_ALERT
LOITER ( 500 )
until USER_DECIDES_NOT_T0( 'Re_edit this file' )
end ;
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if CHANGED or ( OLONAME <> '' ) then
begin
FILENAME :: LASTNAME[kind]
rewrite ( DATAFILE, FILENAME )
write ( DATAFILE, DATA )





try { set outer trap for error }
SAVENAME := WORD INPUT( 'Name for this file',SAVENAME )
if SRVENAME <> '' then
begin
FILENBME := SAVENAME+LASTNRME[kind]
Iry { set inner trap for error }
reset ( DATAFILE, FILENAME )
close ( DATAFILE, 'SAVE' )
OKAY := USER_DECIDES_TO( 'Write over existing file'+
' named "'+SAVENAME+ .... ) ;




rewrite ( OATAFILE, FILENAME )
write ( OATAFILE, DATA )
close ( OATAFILE, 'SAVE' )






{ come here when outer trap is sprung }
if not OKAY then SAVENAME := NEWNAME
until OKAY ;
NEWNAME := SAVENAME
for i := 1 to 4 do writeln ( LP )
writeln ( LP, PROGID+DATESTRIN6 )
for i := I to 4 do uriteln ( LP )
if CHANGED or ( SAVENAME <> '' ) then write ( LP, 'New ' )
uriteln ( LP, '"',PRINTNAME,'" ',HEADER[kind] )
writeln ( LP )
for i := 1 to NUMIVAR[kind] do
uriteln ( LP, VIDENT[kind,i],DATA.ARR[i]:17:5 >
START NEW_PAGE
end
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end _ { module MANHEDIT & File 'Manhedit.l' }
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{ Payload Manhandling Simulator for HP-9000 Series Z00/300/500 Computers }
module MANHPOST ; { Subject : Postprocessing of Simulation Log Data }









export { begin externally visible declarations }
yap
PLT : text ;
PLREV : integer ;
STROKE : integer ;
USING_PLOTTER : boolean
procedure EXECUTE_POSI'PROCESSOR
implement { begin externally invisible part of module }
vw_r
PATTSAV : EULPYR ;
ROLLSAV : longreal ;
STROKE_MOO_3 : integer ;
TIMESAV : longreal ;
_rocedure SHOW_PLOTTER_INITIALIZATION_MESSAGE
_rocedure PLOT_CONTROL_FORCE_AND_TOROUE_HISTORY




















_rocedure PLOT_REV_IDENTIFICATION_SYMBOL ( XO, YO : integer ) ; forward ;
3rocedure PLOT RMS_FLEXURE_HISTORY ; forward ;
3rocedure DRAW_FLEXURE_DATA_CURVES ! forward
_rocedure ORAW_FLEXURE_XAXIS ; forward !
_rocedure DRAW_FLEXURE_YAXIS ; forward ;
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L = s_ring[SS] ;
MSGRRR = array [ I..14 ] of L I
cons_
MSGLINE = MSGARR [
{ l 2 3 4 5
{123456789@IZ345G?BSOlZ34SB?BB@IZ34567890IZ3456789@I2345}
{ l} L['Before proceeding, verify _ha_ an 8.5" x If" shee_ of '],
{ Z} L['paper is presen_ on _he bed of the plo_er and _ha_ the'],
{ 3} L('electrostatic "hold" is on. The edges of the paper '],
{ 4} L['should be against _he lower and _he left-hand s_ops on '],
{ 5} L['_he edges of the plotter bed. The long dimension of '],
{ 6} L['_he paper mus_ be aligned with _he shor_ dimension of '],
{ 7} L['_he plotter bed. '],
{ 8} L[' '],
{ 9} L['Rlso verify that pens are installed in penholders _!, '],
{10} L['#Z, and #3. Recommended pen colors are as follows: '],
{II} L[' '],
{IZ} L[' Pen #I : Black '],
{13} L[' Pen #Z : Red '],
{14} L[' Pen _3 : Green ']]
var
i : integer ;
begin
SHOWLN ( '' )
for i := I _o 14 do SHOWLN ( FILLIZ+MSGLINE[i] )
SHOWLN ( '' )
end !
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i : integer ;




until USER DECIDES( 'Ready to plot' )
writeln ( PLT, 'DF' ) { reset plotter } ;
writeln ( PLT, 'IP500,1000,7800,1_85' ) { set scaling points } i
writeln ( PLT, '5C-I_0,15500,-3B(_,!_0' ) { select upper window } !
writeln ( PLT, 'SPI' ) { select pen _! (black) } ;
with SLOG^(O] do
begin
writeln ( PLT, 'PA8000,1200' )
BRCKSPACES := -strlen( PROBSESSID ) I TWO
writeln ( PLT, 'CP',BACKSPACES:S:I,',O' ) !
writeln ( PLT, 'LB',PROBSESSID,_3 ) { identify prog/session } ;
writeln ( PLT, 'PA8000,-3800' )
BACKSPACES := -strlen( SIMDESCRIP ) / TWO
writeln ( PLT, 'CP',BRCKSPRCES:S:I,',O' )
writeln ( PLT, 'LB',SIMDESCRIP,#3 ) { identify simulation } ;
end ;
for i := 1 to 3 do
begin { identifying line codes }
writeln ( PLT, 'PA3000,',-(SSO÷1Z0*i):S,'_PU') { position }
writeln ( PLT, 'CPI.O,-O.Z' ) { for label } ;
case i of { label line segment }
1: uriteln ( PLT, 'LBX Component (Payload Body Axes)',#3 )
Z: writeln ( PLT, 'LBY Component (Payload Body Axes)',@3 )
3: uri_eln ( PLT, 'LBZ Component (Payload Body Axes)',_3 )
end ; { case i }
end
for WINDOW := I to Z do
DRAW_CONTROL_DATA_CURVES ( WINDOW )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PU;SPO' ) { put pen in holder } ;
end ;
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procedure DRRW_CONTROL_DRTA_CURVES ( WINDOW : integer ) ;
yap
i : integer
n : integer ;
X : integer
Y : integer ;
begin
uriteln ( PLT, 'SPI' )
if WINDOW = Z then
writeln ( PLT, '5C-1000,15500,-1000,3600') { select lower window }
DRRW_CONTROL_XAXIS
uriteln ( PLT, 'PRIZ000,0' )
writeln ( PLT, 'CPO.0,-Z.Z;LBTiMe (sec)'.#3) { identify tire axis } I
DRRW_CONTROL_YAXIS
uriteln ( PLT, 'PRO.0' >
uriteln ( PLT, 'D10,1' ) { vertical label slant } ;
if WINDOW = I
then uriteln ( PLT, 'CP-B.O,l.StLBControl Force (lb)',#3)
else uriteln ( PLT, 'CP-11.O,I.S;LBControl Torque (ft*lb)'.#3)
uriteln ( PLT, 'DII,O' ) { horizntl label slant } ;
writeln ( PLT, 'SPZ' ) { select pen _Z (red) } i
for i := 1 to 3 do
begin
case i of
1: uriteln ( PLT, 'LT1,O.3' ) { select dotted line }
Z: uriteln ( PLT, 'LT3,1.0' ) { select dashed line }
3: uriteln ( PLT, 'LT' ) { select solid line }
end ; { case i }
if WINDOW = I then
begin
uriteln ( PLT, 'PA2000,',-(gs0+IZO*i):S,';PD') { draw line } ;
uriteln ( PLT, 'PR3000,',-(B60+lZ0*i):B,';PU') { segment } !
end !
for n := 1 to SLOG^[O].NUMSLOGRECS do
begin
X := round(100*SLOG^[n].TIME)
if X <= 15000 then
begin
if SLOG^[n].curmode = FREE
then Y := 0
else if WINDOW = I
then Y := round(100*SLOG^[n].CFORC PH PB[i])
else Y := round(100*SLOG^[n],CTORO_PH_PB[i]) !
uriteln ( PLT, 'PA',X:B,',',Y:B,';PD' )
end
end ;
uriteln ( PLT, 'PU' )
end
end
{ select pen @I (black) }
{ raise pen } ;
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for X := 0 to 150 do
begin
if ( X mod 5 ) = 0
then writeln ( PLT, 'TLI.O,1.0' )
else writeln ( PLT, 'TLO.S,O.5' )
writeln ( PLT, 'PR',(100*X):6,',O' )
writeln ( PLT, 'PDIXT' )
end 1
uriteln ( PLT, 'PU' )
for X := I to 15 do
{ drawing 1-second & S-second time tick marks }
{ draw long tick mark }
{ draw short tick mark } 1
{ go to the spot } 1
{ lower pen & draw tick } ;
{ raise pen } ;
{ back up 1.0 spaces
( back up 1.5 spaces
{ print the label
begin { putting numeric label on every 10-second tick mark }
uriteln ( PLT, 'PR',(1000*X):6,',0' ) { go to tick Mark } i
if X < 10
then writeln ( PLT, 'CP-I.O,-1.Z' ) }
else writeln ( PLT, 'CP-I.S,-I.Z' ) } i





Y : integer ;
then writeln ( PLT, 'TL1.O,1.O' )
else uriteln ( PLT, 'TLO.S,O.5' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PB0,',(100*Y):6 )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PD;YT' )
end ;
writeln ( PLT,'PU' )
for Y := -! to I do
begin
for Y := -10 to 10 do
begin { drawing l-lb (or ft*Ib) & 5-1b (or ft*Ib) tick marks }
if ( Y mod S ) = 0
{ draw long tick mark }
{ draw short tick mark } ;
( go to the spot } ;
{ lower pen & draw tick } ;
end i
{ raise pen } ;
begin
writeln ( PLT, 'PAO,',(1000*Y):6 ) { go to tick mark
if Y <0
then writeln ( PLT, 'CP-4.0,-O.Z' ) { "-10"i back up 4 }
else if Y < I
then writeln ( PLT, 'CP-Z.O,-O.Z' ) { "0"_ back up 2 }
else writeln ( PLT, 'CP-3.0,-O.Z' ) { "i0"1 back up 3 } ;
writeln ( PLT, 'LB',(10*Y>:I,_t3 ) { print the label } I
end
{ putting numeric labels on 0- & 10-1b (or ft*lb) ticks }
}i
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procedure PLOT PRYLORDSPINRXIS_RTTITUOE_TRRJECTORY ;
var
BACKSPACES : iongreal ;




until USER DECIDES( 'Ready to plot' )
6ET_STROKE_RND_PLREV_NUMBER_FROM_USER
writeln ( LP )
writeln ( LP,' Plot Start Time
writeln ( LP,'Symbol Rev # (sac)
writeln ( LP )
writeln ( PLT, 'OF' )
writeln ( PLT, 'IP500,10_0,7800,10085' )
Payload Rttitude urt I Axes' ) ;
Pitch Yau Roll ' ) ;
{ reset plotter } ;
{ Bet scaling points } ;
wrileln ( PLT, 'SC-11000,11000,-13750,13750' ) { define window } ;
writeln ( PLT, 'SP]' ) { selec_ pen _l (black) } ;
with SLOG^[O) do
begin
writeln ( PLT, 'PA0,13500' ) ;
BACKSPACES := -strlen( PROGSESSID ) / TgO
writeln ( PLT, 'CP'.BRCKSPRCES:S:I,'.O' )
wri_eln ( PLT, 'LB',PROGSESSID,_3 ) { identify prog/session } ;
wri_eln ( PLT, 'PR0,-14000' )
BACKSPACES := -strlen( SIMDESCRIP ) I TWO
writeln ( PLT, 'CP',BRCKSPRCE5:S:I,'.O' )
_riteln ( PLT, 'LB',SIMDESCRIP,_3 ) { identify simulation } ;
end ;
.DRRW_ATTITUOE_XAXIS
wri_eln ( PLT, 'PR-9600,0' ) |
wri_eln ( PLT, 'CPO.0,-Z.I' )
writeln ( PLT, 'LBPL Yaw (deg, wrt I axes)',#3 )
ORRW_RTTITUDE_YAXI5
wri_eln ( PLT, 'OIO, l' ) { vertical label slan_ } ;
wri_eln ( PLT, 'PA0,7500' ) i
writeln ( PLT, 'CP-6.0,1.6' )
wri_eln ( PLT, 'LBPL Pitch (deg, urt I axes)',_3 )
writeln ( PLT. 'Oll,O' ) { horizn_l label slan_ } !
DRAW_ATTITUDE_TRAJECTORY
writeln ( PLT, 'PU;SPO' ) { put pen in holder } ;
START_NEW_PRGE
end ;
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VALUE := INTEGER_INPUT( 'Spinup/despin s±roke number',VALUE,Z )









VALUE := INTEGER_INPUT( 'Initial payload rev number '.VRLUE,Z )





un±il VALUE >: 0
PLREV := VALUE
end ;
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X : integer ;
begin
for X := -20 to ZO do
begin
if ( X mod 5 ) = 0
then writeln ( PLT, 'TLI.0,1.0' )
else writeln ( PLT, 'TL0.5,0.5' )
wriieln ( PLT, 'PR',(-500*X):6,',0' )
uriteln (PLT, 'PD_XT' )
end
writeln ( PLT, 'PU' )
for X := -4 to 4 do
if X <> 0 then
begin
writeln ( PLT, 'PR',(-ZS00*X):6,',O' )
if abs( X ) < Z
then D := -0.4
else O := -0.9
if X < 0 then O := D - I
writeln ( PLT, 'CP',D:4:I,',-I.IS' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'LB',(S*X):I,#3 )
end
end ;
{ drawing 1-deg & S-deg yaw tick marks }
{ draw long tick mark }
{ draw short tick mark } |
{ go to the spot } ;
{ lower pen & draw tick }
{ raise pen }
( put numeric label on long tick mark }
{ go to the "tick }
{ go to Ist char pos } ;
{ print the label }
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for Y := -Z5 to ZS do
begin
if ( Y mod 5 ) = 0
then uri_e ( PLT, 'TLI.0,1.O;' )
elBe write ( PLT, 'TL0.5,0.$I' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PRO,',(SOO*Y):6 )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PD;YT' )
end ;
uriteln < PLT,'PU' )
for Y. := -5 to 5 do
if Y <> 0 then
begin
uriteln ( PLT, 'PRO,',<ZSOO*Y):6 )
if abs( Y ) < Z
then O := -Z.Z
e!se O := -3.2
if Y < 0 then O := 0 - I
uriteln ( PLT, 'CP',D:4:I,',-O.Z' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'LB',(5*Y):I,_3 )
end ;
end ;
{ drawing 1-deg & S-deg pitch tick marks }
{ draw long tick mark }
{ draw short tick mark } ;
{ go to the spo_ } ;
{ lower pen & draw tick } ;
{ raise pen } ;
{ pul numeric label on long tick mark }
{ go to lhe _ick } ;
{ go to 1st char pos
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n : integer ;
OLDMODE : CNTRLMODE ;
ROLL_DECREASING : boolean
ROLLNOW : longreal ;
X : integer ;





PLOT_ANGULAR_MOMENTUM_DIRECTION ( SLOG^[1].RNGMO_P_I )
for n := 1 to SLOG^(O].NUMSLOGRECS do
with SLOG^In] do
begin
if curmode = FREE
then
begin
if OLDMOOE <> FREE then
begin
STROKE := STROKE + I
PLOT_ANGULAR_MOMENTUM_DIRECTION ( RNGMO_P_I )
end ;
ROLLNOW := abs( ANGOEG( PYR_I_P8[3] ) )











PATTSRV := EULDEG( PYR_I_PB )
X := -round( 500 * PRTTSRV[Z] )
Y := round( 500 * PRTTSAV[I] )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PR',X:6,',',Y:6,';PD' )
end
else
if OLDMODE = FREE then
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procedure PLOT_ANGULRR_MOMENTUM_OIRECTION ( ANGMO : VECTOR ) ;
vat
RNGMOZX : longreal ;
PCH : longreal ;









end ; { case STROKE_MOD_3 }
RNGMOZX := sqrt( sqr( ANGNO[3] ) + sqr( RNGMO[I] ) )
YAW := DEGPERRAD * ATANZ( ANBMO[2], RNGMOZX )
PCH := DEGPERRRD * RTRNZ( -RNGMO(3], RNBMO(I] )
X := -round( 500 * YRW )
Y := round( 500 * PCH )
writeln (PLT, 'PU;PA'.X:6,',',Y:6 )
writeln ( PLT, 'PR-300,0;PD;PRBOO,0_PU' )
wri_eln ( PLT, 'PR-300,-300;PD;PRO,BOO;PU' )
end ;
{ selec_ green solid line } ;
{ select red do_¢ed line } ;
{ selec% black dashed line } !
l
{ go %o the _po_ } ;
{ draw _..... *_ line } ;
{ draw vertlcal line } ;
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procedure PLOT_REV_IDENTIFICRTION_SYMBOL ( XO, YO : integer )
const
R = 550 ; { radius of shell enclosing symbol }
var
C : char ;
Ci : longreal ;
CINC : longreal
CL : longreal ;
i : integer ;
N : integer ;
Si : longreal ;
SINC : longreal ;
X : integer ;
Y : integer ;
begin
PLREV := PLREV + I
if PLREV < 10
then C := chr( 48+PLREV )
else C := chr( 55+PLREV )
uriteln ( PLT, 'LT' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'SM',C,';PRO,0;SM' )
writeln ( PLT, 'PU;PB',XO:B,',',(YO+R):6 )
' uriteln ( PLT, 'PD' )
Ci := ONE
Si := ZERO
N := STROKE + 3
CINC := cos( TWOPI / N )
SINC := sin( TWOPI / N )
for i := I to N do
begin
CL := Ci
Ci := CL * CINC - Si * SINC
Si := 5i * CINC + CL * SINC
X := round( XO + R * St )
Y := round( YO + R * Ci )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PB'.X:S,'.',Y:S )
end
uriteln ( PLT, 'PUIPA',XO:B,',',YO:6 )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PO' )
case STROKE_MOD__3 of
0: uriteln ( PLT, 'LT' )
1: uriteln ( PLT, 'LT1.0.3' )
2: uriteln ( PLT, 'LT3.1.O' )
end ; { case STROKE_MOD_3 }




PRTTSRV[3):9:Z,' (deg) _ )
end ;
{ bump the rev counter } ;
{ symbols = 'I'..'9' }
{ symbols = 'R'..'Z' } ;
{ select solid line } ;
{ plot the symbol } ;
{ move to first corner of } ;
{ shell & lower pen } ;
{ initialize cosine } ;
{ initialize sine } ;
{ number of shell corners } ;
{ cos of angle increment } ;
{ sin of angle increment } ;
{ save last cosine } ;
{ update cosine } ;
{ update sine } ;
{ compute coordinates of } ;
{ next corner of shell } ;
{ draw line to next corner } ;
{ restore pen position } ;
{ lower pen } ;
{ restore line style }
{ solid } ;
{ dotted } ;
{ dashed } ;
{ send detailed info to }
{ standard print file }
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until USER_DECIDES( 'Ready to plot' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'DF' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'IP5_,1000,7800,1@@85' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'SC-Z00,4800,-IZ00,1440' )
uri_eln ( PLT, 'SPI' )
with SLOG^[O] do
begin
uriteln ( PLT, 'PAZZS0,1560' )
BACKSPACES := -strlen( PROGSESSID ) / TWO
uriteln ( PLT, 'CP',BACKSPACES:5:I,',O' )
{ reset plotter } ;
{ set scaling points } ;
{ define window } ;
{ select pen _i (black) }
uriteln ( PLT, 'LB',PROGSESSID,#3 ) { identify prog/se6sion } ;
uriteln ( PLT, 'PA2250,-I240' )
BACKSPACES :=-s±rlen( SIMDESCRIP ) / TWO
rn^,-rr _ )uriteln ( PLT. 'CP',ofiCKo n_La "r'--I,',0'
uriteln ( PLT, 'LB',SIMDESCRIP,_3 ) { identify simulation } ;
.end ;
for i := I to 3 do
begin { identifying line codes }
uriteln ( PLT, 'PAB00,',(1000-TZ*i):6,'|PU' ) { position } ;
uri_eln ( PLT, 'CP1.O,-O.Z' ) { for label }
case i of { label line segment }
I: uriteln ( PLT, 'LaX Component (Crewman Reach Axes)',#3 )
Z: uriteln ( PLT, '.LBY Component (Crewman Reach flxes)',_t3 )
3: uriteln ( PLT, 'LBZ Component (Crewman Reach Axes)',_$3 )
{ put pen in holder } ;
end ; { case i }
end
DRAW_FLEXURE_DATA CURVES
uriteln ( PLT, 'PU|SPO' )
end ;
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i : integer ;
n : integer ;
X : integer ;
Y : integer ;
begin
uriteln ( PLT, 'SPI' ) { select pen @I (black) } ;
DRRW_FLEXURE_XRXIS
uriteln ( PLT, 'PA3600,0' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'CPO.0,-Z.Z;LBTime (sec)',#3) { identify time axie } ;
DRRW_FLEXURE_YAXIS
writeln ( PLT, 'PRO,0' )
writeln ( PL.T, 'D10,1' ) { vertical label slant } ;
writeln ( PLT, 'CP-B.O,I.S;LBRMS Flexure (in)',_3) !
writeln ( PLT, 'DII,0' ) { horizntl label slant } ;
uriteln ( PLT, 'SPZ' ) { select pen #2 (red) } ;
for i := I to 3 do
begin
caee i of
I: writeln ( PLT, 'LTI,0.3' ) { select du_i_d li_,e } ;
Z: writeln ( PLT, 'LT3,1.0' ) { select dashed line } ;
3: writeln ( PLT, 'LT' ) { select solid line } ;
end ; { case i }
uriteln ( PLT, 'PRSO0,',(1000-TZ*i):S,';PD' )
writeln ( PLT, 'PRBO0,',(1000-TZ*i):B,';PU' ) { draw line segment } !
for n := ! to SLOG^[O].NUMSLOGRECS do
begin
X := round(l@@*SLOG^[n].TIME) { seconds } ;
if X <= 4500 then
begin
Y := round( 100*IZ*SLOG^[n].FLEX_RO_R[i] ) { inches } ;
writeln ( PLT, 'PR',X:S,',',Y:B,';PD' )
end ;
end ;
writeln ( PLT, 'PU' )
end ;
end ;
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procedure DRAW FLEXURE_XQXIS ;
yap
X : integer ;
begin
for X :: 0 to 45 do
begin
if ( X mod S ) = 0
then write ( PLT, 'TLI.O.I.0;' )
else write ( PLT, 'TLO.S,O.S;' )
writeln ( PLT. 'PR'.(100,×):6.',0' )
uriteln ( PLT. 'PD;XT' )
end ;
writeln ( PLT, 'PU' )
for X := I to 9 do
end ;
{ drawing l-second & S-second time tick marks }
{ draw long tick mark }
{ draw short tick mark } ;
{ go to the spot } ;
{ lower pen & draw tick } !
{ raise pen } ;
begin
write ( PLT, 'PA'.(S00*X):6,',O;' )
if X < Z
then write ( PLT, 'CP-O.S,-I.Z_' )
else write ( PLT, 'CP-I.O,-I.Z;' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'LB',(S*X):I,_3 )
end ;
{ putting numeric label on every S-second tick mark }
{ go to tick mark }
{ back up 0.5 spaces }
{ back up 1.0 spaces } ;
{ print the label } ;
procedure DRRW_FLEXURE_YRXIS ;
vat
Y : integer ;
begin
for Y := -6 to G do
begin
if ( Y mod Z ) = 0
then write ( PLT, 'TLI.0,1.O;' )
else write ( PLT, 'TLO. S,O.S;' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PRO,',(100*Y):G )
uriteln ( PLT, 'PD;YT' )
end ;
writeln ( PLT, 'PU' )
for Y :: -3 to 3 do
end ;
{ drawing l-inch & Z-inch tick marks }
{ draw long tick mark }
{ draw short tick mark } ;
{ go to the spot } ;
{ lower pen & draw tick } ;
{ raise pen } !
begin
write (PLT, 'PRO,',(Z@O*Y):6,';' )
if Y <0
then writeln ( PLT, 'CP-3.0,-O.Z' )
else uriteln ( PLT, 'CP-Z.O,-O.Z' )
uriteln ( PLT, 'LB',(Z*Y):I,_3 )
end
{ putting numeric labels on Z-inch lick marks }
{ back up 3 spaces
{ back up Z spaces
}
} ;
end ; { module MRNHPOST & File 'Manhpost.l' }
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element [I,1] .......... (ft/seclsec/Ib) 0.05000
element El,Z] .......... (ft/sec/sec/lb) 0.00000
element {!,3] .......... (ft/sec/sec/lb) 0.00000
element [2,1] .......... (ft/sec/sec/lb) 0.00000
element EZ,Z] .......... (ft/sec/sec/lb) 0.05000
element [Z,3] .......... (ft/sec/sec/lb) 0.00000
element [3,1] .......... (ftlsec/sec/lb) 0,01750
element [3,Z] .......... (f_/sec/sec/lb) 0.01750
matrix, element [3,3] .......... (filseclBec/Ib) 0.05000
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"rms1" Translational Damping Constant Matrix for RMS Flexure
OBmplng constant matrix, element [1 1] ...... (Ib/ft/sec)
Oampzng constant matrix, element [I
Oamplng constant matrix, element [I
Damplng constant matrix, element [Z
Oamplng constant matrix, element [Z
Dampzng constant matrix, element [Z
Damp lng constant matrix, element [3
Damplng constant matrix, element [3
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"rms1" Translational Spring Cons_an_ Matrix for RMS Flexure
Sprlng cons_anl ma_rlx, elemen_ [1,1] ........... (Iblf_)
Sprlng constant matrix, element [l,Z] ........... (lb/ft)
Sprlng constan_ ma_rlx, element [1,3] ........... (Ib/fl)
Sprlng constant ma_rlx, elemen± [Z,i] ........... (lb/ft)
Sprlng constant matrlx, element [Z,Z] ........... (Ib/ft)
Sprlng constant matrlx, element [Z,3] ........... (lb/f_)
Sprlng constant matrix, element [3,1] ........... (lb/ft>
Sprlng constant matrix, element [3,2] ........... (lb/f_)
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"noW' Orbl_er Inertia Oa_a
Orbiter weigh_ ..................................... (ib)
CM 5TR (s_ruc_ural x coordinate of mass cen_er) .... (in)
CM BL (s_ruc_ural y coordlnaCe of mass cen_er) .... (in)
CM WL (s_rucCural z coordinate of mass cen_er) .... (in)
Ixx about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*f±*f_)
Iyy abou_ CM, s_ruc_ural coordinates ....... (slug*f_*f_)
Izz abou_ CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*f_*f_)
Pxy abou_ CM, s_ruc_ural coordinate5 ....... (slug*f_*f_)
Pxz abou_ CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*f_*f_)
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"plapa" Payload Inertia Data
Payload ueight ..................................... (lb)
CM STR (structural x coordinate of mass center) .... (in)
CM BL (structural y coordinate of mass center) .... (in)
CM WL (structural z coordinate of mass center) .... (in>
Ixx about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*f_*ft)
Iyy about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*f_)
Izz about CM, s±ructural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*f_)
Pxy about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*f_)
Pxz about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)
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"plapa" Position Parameters for Payload Flight Control
Nominal Orbiter STR of PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter BL of PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter WL of PL handling point ........... (in)
Payload STR of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload BL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload WL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Creuman reach limit from RO in +/- Rx direction .... (in)
Crewman reach limit from RO in +/- Ry direction .... (in_
Creuman reach limit from RO in +/- Rz direction .... (in)
Rx position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Ry position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Rz position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Nominal vel for handle position correction ..... (in/sec)
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"plapa" Rttitude Parameters for Payload Flight Control
Crewman pitch wrt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Crewman yaw wrt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Crewman roll wrt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Desired Payload pitch urt Crewman body axes ....... (deg)
Desired Payload yau urt Crewman body axes ....... (deg)
Desired Payload roll wrt Creuman body axes ....... (deg)
Positive PL pitch limit wrt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Positive PL yaw limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Positive PL roll limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL pitch limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL yau limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL roll limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg>
PL pitch tolerance urt desired attitude ........... (deg)
PL yau tolerance urt desired attitude ........... (deg)
PL roll tolerance urt desired attitude ........... (deg)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL Bx axis ........ (deg/sec)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL By axis ........ (deg/sec)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL 8z axis ........ (deg/sec)
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"plapa" Force & Torque Parameters for Payload Flight Control
Spinup axial (PL Bx) force .................... (Ib)
Spinup normal (PL By) force .................... (Ib)
Spinup tangential (PL Bz) force .................... (lb)
Oespin axial (PL Bx) force .................... (lb)
Despin normal (PL By) force .................... (Ib)
Despin tangential (PL Bz) force .................... (lb)
Rxial (PL Bx) force limit for capCure ......... (lb)
Normal (PL By) force limit for capture ......... (ib)
Tangential (PL Bz) force limit for capture ......... (lb)
Roll (PL Bx) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*lb)
Pi_ch (PL By) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*lb)
Yau (PL Bz) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*lb)
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"plapa" Initial Condi±ions for the Simulation
Orbiter pitch urt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter yaw urt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter roll urt I axes .......................... (deQ)
Orbiter Bx component of ang vel urt I axe5 .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter By component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter Bz component of ang vel wrt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Rx component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Ry component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Rz component of PL handle posi'tion ................. (ft)
Payload CM Xdot urt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload CM Ydot ur_ Orbiter body axes .......... (f_/sec)
Payload CM Zdot urt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload pitch urt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload yau urt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload roll urt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Pay!oad nominal spin rate ..................... (deg/sec)
Payload uobble cone angle ......................... (deg)
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@ 08:44:Z5 Tue 04 Nov 1986
@ 10:34:Z8 Mon 03 Nov 1986
Time = 0.000 OesMode = CAPTURE
PL Nomspin = 6.00 Wobble Cone = 10.00
CurMode = CRPTURE
Wobble Clok = -?.4L-I?
CntrlQH: R -2.00 0.00 -Z.00 Torq -0.000 0.053
CntrlQH:PB -2.00 0.00 Z.00 Torq -0.000 0.053
PB fixes:PD 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYR
PL Hndl: R -0.00 0.00 0.00 Pos
PB fixes:OB -90.00 0.00 90.00 PYR
PL CM :OB ZS.G5 1.04 -Z6.57 Pos
PL Rot K E 1.65
PLAngmo: I -90.00 10.00 30.93 PYMag
PB fixes: I -90.00 0.00 90.00 PYR
PL CM : I -0.00 -0.8G -7.89 Pos
OB fixes: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYR
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TiMe zFlex DeBMode CurMode T_PBx T_PBy T_PBz






























































0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO 0,00 2.OO -O.OO 0.05 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 0.00 2.OO -0.00 O.O5 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.00 2.OO -0.00 0.05 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.00 2.00 -0.00 0.04 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -O.O1 2.OO -0.00 0.04 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -O.O1 Z.OO -0,00 0,03 -0,00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -O.O1 Z.OO -0.00 0,03 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -O.O1 2.OO -0.00 0.02 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2,00 -O.O1 1,95 -0.00 0.02 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2,00 -0.02 1.60 -0.00 O.O1 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 1.32 -O.OO O.O1 O,OO
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -0.02 I.IB -0.00 O.OO 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2,00 -O.OZ 0.92 -0.00 0.00 O.OO
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -0.02 O.85 -0.00 0.00 0.00
O,OO CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.22 -0.00 0.00 0,00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -O.OZ O.63 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.54 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 0.49 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0:00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2,00 -0.02 0.43 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 0.39 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.35 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -O.OZ 0.33 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 0.30 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2,00 -0.02 0.29 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2,00 -0.02 O.22 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-O. OO CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -O.O2 O.2B 0.00 -O.OO 0.00
-0,00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2,00 -0.02 O.25 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.00 -0.02 0.24 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 0. Z4 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 0.23 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 0.23 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0,00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.22 0.00 -0,00 O.OO
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 0.22 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -O.OZ O.ZZ 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O. ZZ 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0,02 O.22 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.22 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -0.02 O.21 0.00 -0,00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2,00 -0.02 0.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-O, OO CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -O. O2 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2,00 -0.02 0.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O,21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0,00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -0.02 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-O. OO CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.ZI 0.00 -O.OO 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -O.O2 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -0.02 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
-0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.00 -0.02 0.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0,00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.OO -O.O2 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.21 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 0.20 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -Z.OO -O.OZ O.20 0.00 -0,00 O.OO
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -2.00 -0.02 O.20 0.00 -0.00 0.00
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CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.SZ -0.01
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.49 -0,01
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.46 -0.01
CAPTURE CAPTURE -I.43 -0.01
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.41 -0.01
CAPTURE CRPTURE -1.38 -0.01
CAPTURE CAPTURE -I.35 -0.01
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.32 -0.01
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.30 -0.01
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.Z7 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.Z5 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.22 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -I.20 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.17 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.15 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.13 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.11 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.08 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.06 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -I.04 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.02 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -1.00 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.98 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.96 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.94 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.92 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.91 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.89 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.87 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.85 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.84 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.82 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.81 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.79 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.77 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.76 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.74 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.73 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.7Z -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.70 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.69 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.67 -0,00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.66 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.65 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.63 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.62 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.61 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.60 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.59 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.67 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.56 -0.00
CRPTURE CAPTURE -0.55 -0,00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.54 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.53 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.52 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.51 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.50 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.49 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.48 -0.00
CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.47 -0.00
O. 1B -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.16 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0. IB -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.15 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.15 -0,00 -0.00 0.00
0.15 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.14 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.14 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.14 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.14 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.13 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.13 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.13 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.13 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
O. IZ -0,00 -0.00 0.00
O. IZ -0.00 -0.00 0.00
O. IZ -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.1Z -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0. I1 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.11 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.11 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.11 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.10 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.10 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.10 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.10 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.10 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.09 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.09 0.00 -0.00 0,00
0.09 0,00 -0.00 0.00
0.09 0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.07 0.00 -0,00 0.00
0.07 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.06 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.05 -0.00 -0.00 0.00
0.05 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.05 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.04 -0.0@ 0.0@ 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.0@
0.03 -0.0@ 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.0@
0.03 -0.0@ 0.0@ 0.00
0,03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.0@
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.0@
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.0@
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.0@
0.03 -0.00 0.0@ 0.00
0.03 -0,00 0.00 0.0@
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0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.46 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.45 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.44 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.43 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.42 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.42 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.41 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.40 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.39 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.38 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.38 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.37 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.36 -0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.35 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.35 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.34 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.33 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.33 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.32 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.31 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.31 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.30 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.30 0.00
O.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.29 0.@@
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.28 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.28 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.27 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.27 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.2G 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.2G 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -O.ZS 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.25 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.24 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.24 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.23 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.23 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.22 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.22 O.OO
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.Z1 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.21 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.21 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.20 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.20 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.19 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.19 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.19 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.18 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.18 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.18 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.17 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.17 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -O. 17 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.16 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -O. IG 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.16 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -O.15 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.15 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.15 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.14 0.00
0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE -0.14 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
O. 03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0. O0
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0. @0 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0. @0 0.00
0.0Z -0.00 0.00 0.00
0. O2 -0.00 0. @0 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0. @0 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0. @0 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0. @0 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0. @0
0.02 -0. @0 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 - 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0. @0 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
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File 'plapacap. R' Page 15 Updated @08:44:Z5 Tue 04 Nov 1986
23.700 0.00 CAPTURECAPTURE
23.800 0.00 CAPTURECAPTURE
23.900 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
24.000 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
24.100 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
24.200 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
24.300 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
24.400 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
24.500 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
24.600 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
Z4.700 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
24.800 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
24.900 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
25.000 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
25.100 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
25.200 0.00 CAPTURE CAPTURE
25.300 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
26.400 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
25.500 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
25.600 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
25.700 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
25.800 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
25.900 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
Z6.000 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
26.100 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
26.200 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
26.300 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
26.400 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
26.500 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
26.600 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
Z6.700 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
26.800 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
26.900 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
27.000 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
27.100 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
27.200 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
27.300 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
27.400 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
27.500 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
27.600 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
27.700 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
Z7.800 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
27.900 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
28.000 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
28.100 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
28.200 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
Z8.300 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
28.400 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
28.500 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
28.600 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
28.700 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
28.800 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
28.900 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
Z9.000 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
29.100 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
29.200 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
29.300 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
29.400 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
29.500 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD





























































0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.0! -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0. • 1 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.0 ! -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0 •01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.0Z -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 - 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 - 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.0@ 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.0@ 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.0@ 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.0@
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.0@ 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.0@ 0.0@ 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.0' -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.0@ 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
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Z9.2OO 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
Z9.8OO 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
Z9.9OO 0.00 CAPTURE HOLD
30.000 O. OO CAPTURE HOLD





0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.00
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Time = 30.000
PL Nomspin = 0.05
Cntrl@H: R -0.01 -0.00
Cntrl@H:PB -0.03 -0.00
PB Rxes:PO 2.91 -5.52
PL Hndl: R 0.05 -0.01
PB R×es:OB -84.4? 2.90
PL CM :OB 25.64 1.04
OesMode = CAPTURE CurMode = HOLD
Wobble Cone = 18.46 Wobble Clok = 6.91
-0.03 Torq -0.000 0.000 -0.000 Forc
0.01Torq -0.000 0.000 0.000 Forc
50.70 PYR 0.051 0.002 -0.019 Rate
-0.01Po5 0.001 -0.001 -0.000 Vel
140.42 PYR 0.051 0.002 -0.019 Rate
-26.57 Pos -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 Vel
PL Ro± K E 0.00
PLRngmo: I -100.32 12.63
PB Axes: I -84.47 2.90
PL CM : I -0.01 -0.96
OB Axes: I 0.00 0.01
Orb CM : I -25.65 -Z.00
0.28 PYMag -0.048 0.060 0.264 Hxyz
140.43 PYR 0.051 0.002 -0.019 Rate
-?.89 Pos -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 Vel
0.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Ra_e
18.68 Pos 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
*** END OF SIMULATION ***
Palepa Capture
MANHANDLE Version 048 (II:II:13 Tue 28 Oc_ 1986) Run @ 10:34:28 Mon 03 Nov 1986
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Z.Z. Synco_ 10_/Z4" De,pin Stroke Displaced R$_ 6"
Z.2--i
File 'sncMdslu. R' Page 1 Updated @ 08:44:33 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MANHANDLE Version 048 (!1:11:13 Tue 28 Oct 1986) Run @ 10:58:45 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"sncmc" Payload Inertia Data
Payload weight ..................................... (Ib)
CM STA (structural x coordinate of mass center) .... (in)
CM BL (structural y coordinate of mass center) .... (in)
CM WL (structural z coordinate of mass center) .... (in)
Ixx about CM, structural coordinateB ....... (slug*ft*ft)
Iyy about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)
Izz 'about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)
Pxy about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)
Pxz about CM, structural coordinate_ ....... (slug*ft*ft)
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File 'sncmdslu. R' Page Z Updated @ 08:44:33 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 049 (11:11:;3 Tue 28 Oct 1986) Run @ 10:59:07 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"dsda6" Position Parameters For Payload Flight Control
Nominal Orbiter STR oF PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter BL oF PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter WL oF PL handling point ........... (in)
Payload STR oF PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload BL oF PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload WL oF PL handle ........................... (in)
Creuman reach limit From RO in +/- Rx direcgion .... (in)
Creuman reach limig From RO in +/- Ry direction .... (in)
Creuman reach limig From RO in +/- Rz direction .... (in)
Rx position tolerance For PL handle ................ (in)
Ry position tolerance For PL handle ................ (in)
Rz position tolerance For PL handle ................ (in)
Nominal vel For handle posigion correcgion ..... (in/mec)
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File 'sncmdslu. R' Page 3 Updated @ 08:44:33 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MANHANDLE Version 048 (11:11:i3 Tue Z8 Oct 19867 Run @ 10:59:33 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"cap" Attitude Parameters for Payload Flight Control
Creuman pitch urt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Creuman yau urt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Creuman roll urt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Desired Payload pltch urt Creuman body axes ....... (deg)
Desired Payload yau urt Creuman body axes ....... (deg)
Desired Payload roll urt Creuman body axes ....... (deg)
Posltive PL pitch limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Positive PL yau limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg>
Positive PL roll limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL pitch limlt urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL yau limit ur_ desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL roll limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
PL pitch tolerance urt desired a±ti_ude ........... (deg)
PL yau tolerance urt desired attl_ude ........... (deg)
PL roll tolerance urt desired a_ti_ude ........... (deg)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL Bx axis ........ (deg/sec)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL By axis ........ (deg/sec)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL 8z axis ........ (deg/sec)
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File 'sncmdslu. R' Page 4 Updated @08:44:33 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 049 (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 10:59:56 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"limlO" Force & Torque Parame%ers for Payload Flight Control
Spinup axial (PL Bx) force .................... (Ib)
Spinup normal (PL By) force .................... (Ib)
Spinup tangential (PL Bz) force .................... (Ib)
Oespin axial (PL Bx) force .................... (Ib)
Despin normal (PL By) force .................... (ib)
Despin tangential (PL Bz) force .................... (lb)
Rxial (PL Bx) force limit for capture ......... (ib)
Normal (PL By) force limit for capture ......... (Ib)
Tangential (PL Bz) force limit for capture ......... (Ib)
Roll (PL Bx) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*lb)
Pitch (PL By) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*Ib)
Yaw (PL Bz) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*lb)
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File 'sncmdslu. R' Page 5 Updated Q 08:44:33 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 049 (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 11:00:Z0 Mon 03 Nov 1986
'°?ds" Ini±ial Conditions $or the Simulation
Orbiter pitch wrt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter yaw wrt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter roll wrt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter Bx component o$ ang vel wrt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter By component o$ ang vel wrt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter Bz component o$ ang vel wrt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Rx component o$ PL handle position ................. (_t)
Ry component o_ PL handle position ................. (St)
Rz component o$ PL handle position ................. (St)
Payload CM Xdot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (_tlsec)
Payload CM Ydot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... ($t/sec)
Payload CM Zdot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (St/see>
Payload pitch wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload yaw wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload roll wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload nominal spin rate ..................... (deg/sec)
Payload wobble cone angle ......................... (deg)
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File 'sncmdslu. R' Page 6 UpdaLed _ 08:44:33 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z80c± 1986) Run @ 11:00:Z3 Mon 03 Nov 1986
Syncom 10#/24" Oespin Stroke Displaced RSt 6"
Time = 0.000 OesMode = DESPIN CurMode = FREE
PL Nomspin = 6.00 Wobble Cone = 1.76 Wobble Clok = -138.71
Cn±rlQH: R 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000
CntrlQH:PB 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000
PB Rxes:PO 0.00 4.8L-30 -4Z.00 PYR 5.999 -0.122
PL Hndl: R 1.83 0.00 -4.80 Po_ -0.505 0.017
PB R×es:OB 180.00 0.00 -42.00 PYR 5.999 -0.1ZZ
PL CM :OB Z5.15 9.16 -18.67 Pos 0.000 0.000
PL Rot K E 35.05
PLRngMo: I 178.Z4 0.0Z 669.15 PYMag -668.830 0. Z54
PB Rxes: I 180.00 0.00 -4Z.00 PYR 5.999 -O. 1ZZ
PL CM : I -0.50 7.16 0.01Pos 0.000 0.000
OB Rxes: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYR 0.000 0.000
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File 'sncMdslu. R' Page '7 Updated @ 08:44:33 Tue 04 Nov 1986
Time zFlex DesMode CurMode T_PBx T_PBy T_PBz
(sec) (in) (ft*lb) (ft*lb) (ft*lb)
F_PBx F_PBy F_PBz
(Ib) (Ib> (Ib)
0.000 0.00 DESPIN FREE
0.100 0.00 DESPIN FREE
0.200 0.00 DESPIN FREE
0.300 0.00 DESPIN FREE
0.400 0.00 DESPIN FREE
0.500 0.00 DESPIN FREE
0.600 0.00 DESPIN FREE
0.?00 0.00 DESPIN FREE
0.800 0.00 DESPIN FREE
0.900 0.00 DESPIN FREE
1.000 0.00 DESPIN FREE
1.100 0.00 DESPIN FREE
1.200 0.00 DESPIN FREE
1.300 0.00 DESPIN FREE
1.400 0.00 DESPIN FREE
1.500 0.00 DESPIN FREE
1.600 0.00 DESPIN FREE
I..700 0.00 DESPIN FREE
1.800 0.00 DESPIN FREE
1.900 0.00 DESPIN FREE
2.000 0.00 DESPIN FREE
2.100 0.00 OESPIN FREE
2.200 0.00 DESPIN FREE
2.300 0.00 DESPIN FREE
2.400 0.00 DESPIN FREE
2.500 0.00 DESPIN FREE
Z.600 0.00 DESPIN FREE
2..700 0.00 DESPIN FREE
2.800 0.00 DESPIN FREE
Z.900 0.00 DESPIN FREE
3.000 0.00 DESPIN FREE
3.100 0.00 OESPIN FREE
3.200 0.00 DESPIN FREE
3.300 0.00 DESPIN FREE
3.400 0.00 DESPIN FREE
3.500 0.00 DESPIN FREE
3.600 0.00 DESPIN FREE
3..700 0.00 DESPIN FREE
3.800 0.00 DESPIN FREE
3.900 0.00 DESPIN FREE
4.000 0.00 DESPIN FREE
4.100 0.00 OESPIN FREE
4.200 0.00 DESPIN FREE
4.300 0.00 DESPIN FREE
4.400 0.00 DESPIN FREE
4.500 0.00 DESPIN FREE
4.$00 0.00 DESPIN FREE
4..700 0.00 OESPIN FREE
4.800 0.00 DESPIN FREE
4.900 0.00 DESPIN FREE
5.000 0.00 DESPIN FREE
5.100 0.00 DESPIN FREE
5.200 0.00 DESPIN FREE
5.300 0.00 DESPIN FREE
5.400 0.00 DESPIN FREE
5.500 0.00 DESPIN FREE




















































































































Clok = - 38.7
Clok = - 38.7
Clok =- 38,7
Clok =- 38.7
Clok = - 38.7
Clok = - 38.7









































































Clok = -138.71 (dog)
Clok =-138.71 (deg)
Clok = -138.71 (dog)
Clok =-138.71 (dog)
Clok = -138.71 (dog)
Clok =-138.71 (deg)
Clok =-138.71 (dog)
Clok = -138.71 (deg)
Clok =-138.71 (deg)
¥76306190 Z . Z--7

























































































































Wobble Cone = 1.76, Clok = -138,71 (deg)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
Wobble Cone = 2.48, Clok = 162.32 (dew)
Wobble Cone = Z.49, Clok = 162.38 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.49, Clok = 162.44 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.50, Clok = 16Z.Sl (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.50, Clok = 162.57 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.51, Clok = 162.64 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.51, Clok = 162.70 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2,52, Clok = 162.76 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.52, Clok = 162.83 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.5Z, Clok = 162,89 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.53, Clok = 162.95 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.53, Clok = 163.02 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.54, Clok = 163.08 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.54, Clok = 163.14 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.55, Clok = 163.20 (dew>
Wobble Cone = 2.55, Clok = 163.27 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.56, Clok = 163.33 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.66, Clok = 163.39 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.57, Clok = 163.45 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.57, Clok = 163.52 (dew)
Wobble Cone = 2.57, Clok = 163.58 (dew)
¥614FB8RF Z . 2--8
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11.700 0.54 DESPIN FREE
11,800 0.40 DESPIN FREE
11.900 0.27 DESPIN FREE
12.000 0.09 OESPIN FREE
12.100 -0,06 DESPIN FREE
12.200 -0.22 DESPIN FREE
12,300 -0.35 OESPIN FREE
12.400 -0,43 DESPIN FREE
12.500 -0,50 DESPIN FREE
12.600 -0.43 OESPIN FREE
12.700 -0.48 DESPIN FREE
12.800 -0,40 DESPIN FREE
12.900 -0,32 DESPIN FREE
13.000 -0.13 DESPIN FREE
13.100 -0.07 DESPIN FREE
13.200 0.06 DESPIN FREE
13.300 0.17 DESPIN FREE
13.400 0.27 OESPIN FREE
13.500 0.35 DESPIN FREE
13.600 0.38 OESPIN FREE
13.700 0.40 DESPIN FREE
13.800 0.36 DESPIN FREE
13.900 0.32 DE5PIN FREE
14.000 0. Z3 DESPIN FREE
14.100 0.15 DESPIN FREE
14.200 0.05 DESPIN FREE
14.300 -0.05 DESPIN FREE
14.400 -0.14 DESPIN FREE
14.500 -0.21 OESPIN FREE
14.600 -0.26 DESPIN FREE
14.700 -0.30 DESPIN FREE
14,800 -0.30 DESPIN FREE
14.900 -0.29 DESPIN FREE
15.000 -0.24 DESPIN FREE





































































Clok = 163.64 (dew)
Clok = 163.70 (dew)
Clok = 163.76 (dew)
Clok = 163,83 (dew)
C1ok = 163.85 (dew)
Clok = 163,95 (dew)
Clok = 164.01 (dew)
Clok = 164.07 (deg)
C1ok = 164.13 (deg)
C1ok = 164.20 (dew)
Clok = 164.Z6 (deg)
Clok = 164.32 (deg)
Clok = 164.38 (dew)
C1ok = 164.44 (deg)
Clok = 164.50 (deg)
Clok = 164.56 (dew)
Clok = 164,62 (deg)
Clok = 164.68 (dew)
Clok = 164.74 (deg)
Clok = 164.80 (dew)
C1ok = 164.86 (deg)
Clok = 164.92 (deg)
Clok = 164,58 (dew)
C1ok = 165.04 (dew )
C1ok = 165.10 (dew)
Clok = 165.16 (dew)
Clok = 165.22 (dew)
C1ok = 165.28 (dew)
Clok = 165.34 (dew)
Clok = 165.40 (dew)
CIok = 165.46 (dew )
Clok = 165.52 (deg)
C1ok = 165.58 (dec])
Clok = 166.64 (de_)
YFC31%OB7f_ Z . Z -- 9
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Time = 16.000 DesMode = DESPIN
PL Nomspin = 3.55 Wobble Cone = 2.73
Cntrl@H: R 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq
CntrI@H:PB 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq
PB Rxes:PD -0.10 2.63 29.68 PYR
PL Hndl: R 0.91 0.31 2.90 Pos
PB Axes:OB 179.90 2.63 29.68 PYR
PL CM :OB 25.13 9.14 -19.34 Pos
PL Rot K E lZ.3Z
PLRngmo: I 177.21 1.90 396.56 PYMag
PB Rxes: I 179.84 2.62 29.64 PYR
PL CM : I -0.50 7.15 -0.59 Pos
OB Rxes: I -0.06 0.00 0.04 PYR
Orb CM : I -25.65 -Z.00 18.72 Pos
CurMode = FREE
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TiMe = 30,000 DesMode = DESPIN CurMode = FREE
PL Nomspin = 3.55 Wobble Cone = 3.34 Wobble Clok = 173.78
Cntrl@H: R 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 O,OOO Forc
CntrI_H:PB 0.00 0.00 0,OO Torq 0.000 0.000 0.000 Forc
PB Rxes:PD -1.8B 5.16 83.Z0 PYR 3.557 0.0B4 0.2Z4 Rete
PL Hndl: R 6.17 0.36 5,11Pos 0.438 -0.007 -0.034 Vel
PB Rxes:OB 178.14 5.16 83.Z0 PYR 3.557 0.064 0.224 Rate
PL CM :OB ZS.10 9.07 -20.69 Pos -0.003 -0.005 -0.090 Vel
PL Rol K E 12.3Z
PLAngMo: I 177.21 1.90 396.56 PYMag -395.868 13.16B -19.299 Hxyz
PB Axes: I 177.97 5.16 83.07 PYR 3.551 0.063 0.23Z Rate
PL CM : I -0.49 7.12 -1.79 Pos 0.000 -0.002 -0.080 Vel
OB Axes: I -0.18 0.01 0.13 PYR 0.00B -0.008 0.000 Ra_e
Orb CM : I -25.65 -2.00 18.81Pos -0.000 0.000 0.006 Vel
*** END OF SIMULATION ***
SyncoM 10_/Z4" Oespin Stroke Displaced ASt 6"
MANHANDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z80c_ 1986) Run _ 11:00:Z3 Mon 03 Nov 1986
YDDZDA88D :7. Z-- 1 1
MANHANDLEVersion04B(11:11:13Tue28Oct1986)Rung 11:80:23Man@BNov1986
..............X Component (Crewman Reach Axes)
.... Y Component (Crewman Reach Axes)
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MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run _ 11:19:36 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"mvr" Position Parameter5 for Payload Flight Control
Nominal Orbiter STR of PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter BL of PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter QL of PL handling point ........... (in)
Payload STR of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload BL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload WL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Creuman reach limit from RO in ÷/- Rx direction .... (in)
Crewman reach limit from RO in +/- Ry direction .... (in)
Crewman reach limit from RO in +/- Rz direction .... (in)
Rx position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Ry position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Rz position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Nominal vel for handle position correction ..... (in/sec)
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MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (!1:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ !!:Z0:08 Mon 03 Nov 1BaG
"mvr" Initial Conditions for the Simulation
Orbiter pitch wrt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter yaw urt I axe6 .......................... (deg)
Orbiter roll urt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter Bx component of ang vel wrt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter By component of ang vel wrt I axe5 .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter 8z component of ang vel wrt I axes .... (deg/Bec)
Rx component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Ry component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Rz component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Payload CM Xdot wrt Orbiter body axe5 .......... (ft/sec)
Payload CM Ydot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload CM Zdot urt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload pitch wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload yaw wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload roll wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload nominal spin rate ..................... (deg/sec)
Payload wobble cone angle ......................... (deg)
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Tue 04 Nov 1986
Mon 03 Nov 1986
TiRe = 0.000 DesMode = PITCH
PL Nomspin = 0.00 Wobble Cone = 0.00
Cn_rl@H: R 1.81 -9.69 -1.68 Torq
Cn_rleH:PB -10.00 0.07 -0.05 Torq
PB Rxes:PD 10.00 -10.00 10.00 PYR
PL Hndl: R 0.00 0.00 0.00 Pos
PB Rxes:OB -170.00 -10.00 10.00 PYR
PL CM :OB 24.Z3 8.96 -19.68 Pos
PL Ro± K E 0.00
PLRngmo: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYMag
PB Axes: I -170.00 -10.00 10.00 PYR
PL CM : I -1.4Z B.96 -1.01Pos
OB Axes: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYR









0. 000 0. 000
0. 000 0. 000
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Time = 13S.000
PL No.spin = 0.00
Page 4 Updated @ 08:44:39 Tue 04 Nov 1986
OesMode = PITCH CurMode = HOLD
Wobble Cone = 6Z.44 Wobble Clok = -99.5Z
Cntrl_H: R 0.01 0.04 0.11Torq -0.00Z 0.015 -0.006 Forc
Cntrl@H:PB 0.04 0.00 -0.11 Torq 0.015 -0.00Z 0.00G Forc
PB Rxes:PD -0,78 -1.Zl 0.79 PYR 0,001 -0,004 0.001 Rate
PL Hndl: R -0.09 -0.32 0.39 Pos 0.001 -0.002 0.002 Vel
PB Rxes:OB I?9.ZZ -1.Zl 0.79 PYR 0.001 -0.004 0,001 Rate
PL CM :OB Z5.87 9.08 -18.38 Pos 0.003 0.001 0.00Z Vel
PL Rot K E 0.00
PLRngmo: I 163.18 -6Z.50 0.3Z PYMao -0.140 -0.Z81 -0.042 Hxyz
PB Rxes: I 179.44 -1.ZS 1.13 PYR 0,001 -0,004 0,001 Rate
PL CM : I 0.03 6.99 0,07 Pos 0.00Z 0.000 0.001Vel
OB Rxes: I O. ZZ 0.04 -0.34 PYR -0.001 0.000 0.0@0 Rate
Orb CM : I -25.76 -Z.00 18.60 Pos -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 Vel
*** END OF SIMULATION ***
SyncoM Rttitude Correction Maneuver (Roll/Yaw/Pitch)
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Flle 'sncmsulu. R' Page 1 Updated Q 08:44:47 Tue @4Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLEVersion 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 13:07:4Z Mon 03 Nov 1986
"sncmd" Payload Inertia Data
Payload ueight ..................................... (lb)
CM 5TR (s_ructural x coordinate of mass center) .... (in)
CM BL (structural y coordinate of mass cen_er) .... (in)
CM WL (structural z coordinate of mass center) .... (in)
Ixx about CM, structural coordinales ....... (slug*ft*ft)
lyy about CM, slructural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)
Izz about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)
Pxy about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*f_*ft)
Pxz about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)
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File 'sncMsulu. R' Page Z Updated @@8:44:47 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MANHANDLEVersion 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @13:08:15 Men03 Nov 1986
"fsu" Position ParaMeters for Payload Flight Control
NoMinal Orbiter STAof PL handling point ........... (in)
NoMinal Orbiter 8L of PL handling point ........... (in)
NoMinal Orbiter WLof PL handling point ........... (in)
Payload STAof PL handle........................... (in)
Payload BL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload WLof PL handle........................... (in)
CrewManreach limit from ROin ÷/- Rxdirection .... (in)
Crewmanreach li_It fro_ ROin +/- Rydirection .... (in)
CrewManreach limit PromROin ÷/- Rz direction .... (in)
Rx position tolerance for PL handle................ (in)
Ry position tolerance for PL handle................ <in)
Rz pomltion tolerance for PL handle................ (in)
Nominal vel for handle position correclion ..... (in/sec)
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MRNHRNDLEVersion 04B (II:II:13 Tue 28 Ocl 1986) Run Q 13:08:4Z Mon03 Nov 1986
"dploy" Attitude Parameters for Payload Flight Control
Crewman pitch urt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Crewman yaw urt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Crewman roll urt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Desired Payload pitch urt Crewman body axes ....... (deg)
Desired Payload yaw urt Crewman body axes ....... (deg)
Desired Payload roll urt Crewman body axes ....... (deg)
Positive PL pitch limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Posltive PL yau limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Positive PL roll limit ur_ desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL pitch llmit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL yau limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL roll limit urt desired attitude ...... (deg)
PL pitch tolerance urt desired attitude ........... (deg)
PL yaw tolerance urt desired attitude ........... (deg)
PL roll tolerance urt desired attitude ........... (deg)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL Bx axis ........ (deg/sec)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL By axis ........ (deg/sec)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL 8z axis ........ (deg/sec)
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MANHANDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue ZB Oct 1386) Run @ 13:09:04 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"lim15" Force & Torque Parameters for Payload Flight Control
Spinup axial (PL Bx) force .................... (lb)
Spinup normal (PL By) force .................... (lb)
Spinup tangential (PL Bz) force .................... (lb)
Despin axial (PL Bx) force .................... (lb)
Despin normal (PL By) force .................... (lb)
Despin tangential (PL Bz) force .................... (lb)
Axial (PL Bx) force limit for capture ......... (Ib)
Normal (PL By) force limit for capture ......... (lb)
Tangential (PL Bz) force limit for capture ......... (Ib)
Roll (PL Bx) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*Ib)
Pitch (PL By) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*Ib)
Yau (PL Bz) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*Ib)
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MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 13:09:32 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"fsu" Initial Condition5 for the Simulation
Orbiter pitch wrt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter yaw wrt I axe6 .......................... (deg)
Orbiter roll wrt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter Bx component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter By component of ang vel wrt I axes .... (deg/sec}
Orbiter Bz component of ang vel wrt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Rx component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Ry component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Rz component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Payload CM Xdot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload CM Ydot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload CM Zdot wrt Orbiter body axe5 .......... (ft/sec)
Payload pitch urt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload yaw wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload roll wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload nominal spin rate ..................... (deg/sec)
Payload wobble cone angle ......................... (deg)
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MRNHRNOLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 13:0B:35 Mon 03 Nov 1986
Syncom IS@/Z4" Spinup Stroke Withou_ Lateral Corrective Force
Time = 0.000 OesMode = SPINUP CurMode = SPINUP
PL Nomspin = 0.00 Wobble Cone = 0.00 Wobble Clok = 0.00
Cntrl@H: R 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq -2.347 -0.000 -14.815 Forc
Cn%rlQH:PB 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 -15.000 Forc
PB R×es:PO 0.00 0.00 -9.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Rate
PL Hndl: R 0.00 0.00 0.99 Pos 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
PB Rxes:OB 0.00 0.00 -9.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Rate
PL CM :OB Z8.32 8.60 -16.48 Pos 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
PL Rot K E 0.00
PLRngMo: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYMag 0.000 0.000 0.000 Hxyz
PB Rxes: I 0.00 0.00 -9.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Rate
PL CM : I 0.00 7.10 -0.14 Pos 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
OB Rxe_: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Rate





Time zFlex oesMode CurMode T_PBx T PBY T_PBz(ft*ib) ({t*Ib) (ft*ib)
(5ec) (in)
0.000 0.00 spINUP 5PINUP
0.050 0.00 5pINUP 5PINUP
0.100 0.04 spINUP sPINUP
0.150 0.09 sPINUP SpINUP
0.Z00 0.12 sPINUP 5PINUP
0.250 0.Z5 SpINUP 5PINUP
0.300 0.37 sPINUP 5PINUP
0.350 0.45 5PINUP spINUP
0.400 O.SZ 5PINUP sPINUP
0.450 0.q5 spINUP spINUP
0.500 0.59 sPINUP 5PINUP
0.550 1.04 sPINUP 5PINUP
0.600 1.18 spINUP sPINUP
0.650 I;3Z sPINUP sPINUP
0.q00 1.45 sPINUP sPINUP
0.q50 1.58 5PINUP sPINUP
0.500 I.S9 5PINUP sPINUP
0.850 1.80 sPINUP SPINUP
0.900 I.BB SPINUP 5PINUP
0.950 1.96 SPINUP sPINUP
1.000 Z.01 sPINUP SPINUP
1.050 Z.OB sPINUP SPINUP
1.100 Z.O? sPINUP sPINUP
1.150 Z.08 sPINUP sPINUP
1.Z00 Z.OB sPINUP sPINUP
1.Z50 Z.04 SPINUP sPINUP
1.300 1.99 sPINUP 5PINUP
1.350 1.94 sPINUP sPINUP
1.400 1.86 sPINUP SPINUP
1.450 1.q9 sPINUP SPINUP
1.500 1.69 sPINUP sPINUP
1.550 1.59 sPINUP SPINUP
1.600 1.49 sPINUP sPINUP
1.650 1.3B spINUP 5PINUP
1.q00 1.Zq 5PINUP sPINUP
1.750 1.17 sPINUP 5PINUP
1.800 1.06 5PINUP 5PINUP
1.850 0.96 spINUP sPINUP
1.900 O.Bq spINUP 5PINUP
1.950 0.79 SPINUP spINUP
Z.000 O.qZ 5PINUP spINUP
Z.050 0.65 sPINUP spINUP
Z.100 0.60 5PINUP spINUP
Z.150 0.56 SPINUP sPINUP
Z.Z00 0.54 sPINUP sPINUP
Z.Z50 0.52 sPINUP sPINUP
2.300 0.53 sPINUP 5PINUP
Z.350 0.53 sPINUP 5PINUP
2.400 0.56 sPINUP sPINUP
2.450 0.59 SPINUP sPINUP
2.500 O.GS sPINUP sPINUP
Z.550 0.70 sPINUP sPINUP
Z.600 0.77 sPINUP 5PINUP
2.650 0.83 sPINUP 5pINUP
Z.700 0.91 sPINUP sPINUP
Z.750 0.99 5PINUP sPINUP


















0.00 O. 00 O. 00
0.00 0.00 0.00





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Clok = 151.90 (deg)
Clok = 151.93 (deg)
Clok = 151.96 (deg>
Clok = 151.98 (deg)
Clok = 152.01 (deg)
Clok = 152.03 (deg)
C1ok = 152.06 (dog)
C1ok = 152.09 (dog)
Clok = 152.11 (dog)
Clok = 152.14 (dog)
Clok = 152.17 (dog)
Clok = 152.19 (deg)
Clok = 152.22 (deg)
Clok = 152.25 (dog)
C1ok = 152.28 (dog>
Clok = 152.30 (deg)
C1ok = 152.33 (dog)
¥3B5411D4 2 . 4--8
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5,850 -0.56 SPINUP FREE
5,900 -0.63 SPINUP FREE
5.950 -0.70 SPINUP FREE
6.000 -0.74 SPINUP FREE
6.050 -0.78 SPINUP FREE
6.100 -0.79 SPINUP FREE
6.150 -0.80 5PINUP FREE
6.200 -0.78 5PINUP FREE
6.250 -0.76 SPINUP FREE
6.300 -0,72 SPINUP FREE
6.350 -@.67 SPINUP FREE
6.400 -0,60 SPINUP FREE
6.450 -0.53 SPINUP FREE
6,500 -0.44 SPINUP FREE
6.550 -0.35 SPINUP FREE
6,600 -0.26 SPINUP FREE
6,650 -0.17 SPINUP FREE
6,700 -0.07 SPINUP FREE
6.750 0.03 SPINUP FREE
6,800 0.12 5PINUP FREE
6.B50 0.ZI 5PINUP FREE
6.900 0.Z9 SPINUP FREE
6.950 0.37 5PINUP FREE
7.000 0.43 SPINUP FREE

















































Clok = 15Z.36 (dew)
Clok = 15Z.39 (dew)
Clok = 15Z.4Z (dew)
Clok = 152.44 (deg)
Clok = 152,47 (dew)
C1ok = 152.50 (dew)
C1ok = 152.53 (deg)
Clok = 15Z.56 (deg)
Clok = 15Z.59 (dew)
Clok = 15Z.61 (dew)
C1ok = 15Z.64 (deg)
Clok = 152.67 (dew)
Clok = 15Z,70 (dew)
Clok = 15Z.73 (deg)
Clok = I5Z,76 (dew)
C1ok = 152,79 (dew)
Clok = 15Z.81 (dew)
C1ok = 15Z.84 (dew)
Clok = 15Z.87 (deg)
Clok = 152.90 (deg>
Clok = 15Z,93 (deg)
C1ok = 152.96 (dew)
Clok = 152.99 (dew)
Clok = 153.02 (deg)
¥FS8155R1 Z .4--9
File '_ncmsulu. R' Page
Time = ?.000




PL Hndl: R -0.01
PB Rxes:OB 0.29
PL CM :OB 28.29
PL Rol K E Z2.06
PLRnQ_o: I 0.03
PB Rxes: I 0.21
PL CM : I -0.00
OB Rxes: I -0.08
Orb CM : I -28.32
10 Updated Q 08:44:4? Tue 04 Nov
DesMode = 5PINUP CurMode = FREE
Wobble Cone = 0.18 Wobble Clok = 153.02
1986
0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 0.000 Forc
0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 0.000 Forc
-0.08 12.70 PYR 4.769 0.068 -0.013 Rate
-0.00 -2.55 Pos 0.042 -0.030 -0.860 Vel
-0.08 12.70 PYR 4.769 0.068 -0.013 Rale
8.49 -I?.28 Po5 -0.005 -0.020 -0.176 Vel
-0.02 528.49 PYMag 528.488 -0.192 -0.308 Hxyz
-0.0? 12.?? PYR 4.783 0.052 -0.00? Rate
?.03 -0.84 Pos -0,000 -0,014 -0.1S4 Vel
0.01 0.0? PYR 0.014 -0.012 0.002 Rate
-1.49 16.39 Poe 0.000 0.001 0.011Vel
Time Stepsize
?.000 0.100
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File '_ncmsulu.R' Page 11 Updated @08:44:47 Tue 04 Nov 1986
Time = 30.000 DesMode = SPINUP CurMode = FREE
PL NoMspin = 4.78 Wobble Cone = 1.36 Wobble Clok = 165.89
Cn_rlQH: R 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 0.000 Forc
CntrlQH:PB 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 0.000 Forc
PB Rxes:PD 0.08 I.ZZ 1ZZ.39 PYR 4.768 0.070 0.096 Rate
PL Hndl: R 10.36 0.Z6 -11.07 Pos 0.484 0.006 0.144 Vel
PB R×e_:OB 0.08 I.ZZ lZZ.39 PYR 4.768 0.070 0.096 Rate
PL CM :OB Z8.15 8.01 -Z1.33 Po_ -0.008 -0.0ZZ -0.176 Vel
PL Rot K E ZZ.06
PLRngMo: I 0.03 -0.0Z $28.49 PYMag 528.488 -0.19Z -0.308 H×yz
PB R×es: I -0.40 1.Z7 122.77 PYR 4.781 0.081 0.110 Rate
PL CM : I -0.00 6.71 -4.39 Pos -0.000 -0.014 -0.164 Vel
OB R×es: I -0.48 0.05 0.38 PYR 0.014 -0.017 0.00Z Rate
Orb CM : I -28.32 -1.47 16.65 Pos 0.000 0.001 0.011Vel
*** END OF SIMULRTION ***
SyncoM 15_/Z4" Spinup Stroke Without Lateral Corrective Force
MRNHRNDLE Version 048 (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 13:09:36 Mon 03 Nov 1986
¥C0849634 2 .4-- 1 1
MANHANDLEVersion@4B(11:11.'13Tue28Oct1986)Rune I_B_35 Mon03 Nov1986
..............X Component (Crewman Reach kxes)
.... Y Component (Crewman Reach kxes)
Z Component (Crewman Reach Axes)
IB 15 2@ 25 3@ 35 4@
Time(sec)
45
Synoom15#/24"SpinupStroke Without Lateral Corrective Force
Z.4--1Z
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Time (met)
..............X Component (PoylooaBoayAxes)
.... Y Component (PayloadBodyAxes)
Z Component (PoyloadBodyAxes)




2.5. Syncom S#inup Stroke #igh La_era_ Corrective Force
2. 5--i
File 'encmsulc. R' Page 1 Updated _ 08:44:55 Tue 04 Nov 19BB
MANHANDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue ZB Ocl 1986) Run _ 13:36:3Z Mon 03 Nov 198S
"fsulc" Posltion Parameter_ for Payload Flight Control
Nominal Orbiter STA of PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter BL of PL handlinQ point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter WL of PL handling point ........... (in)
Payload 5TA of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload BL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload WL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Crewman reach limit from RO in +/- Rx direction .... (in)
Creuman reach limit from RO in +/- Ry direction .... (in)
CreumaFi reach limit from RO in ÷/- Rz direction .... (in)
Rx position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Ry position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Rz position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Nominal vel for handle position correction ..... (in/sac)
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File '_ncMsUlc.R' Page Z Updated @08:44:55 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLEVersion 04B (11:11:13 Tue 28 Oct 1986) Run @13:36:40 Mon03 Nov 1986
Syncom15#/24" Spinup Stroke With Lateral Corrective Force
Time = 0.000 OexMode= SPINUP CurMode= SPINUP
PL Nomspin = 0.00 Wobble Cone = 0.00 Wobble Clok = 0.00
Cntrl@H: R 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq -2.347 -0.000 -14.81S Forc
CntrI_H:PB 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 -15.000 Forc
PB Rxex:PD 0.00 0.00 -9.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Rale
PL Hndl: R 0.00 0.00 0.99 Pox 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
PB R×es:OB 0.00 0.00 -9.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Ra_e
PL CM :OB ZB.3Z 8.60 -16.48 Pox 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
PL Ro± K E 0.00
PLRngmo: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYMag 0.000 0.000 0.000 Hxyz
PB Rxe_: I 0.00 0.00 -9.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Ra_e
PL CM : I 0.00 7.10 -0.14 Pox 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
OB Rxex: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Rale
Orb CM : I -Z8.32 -I.50 16,34 Pox 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
Time Stepxize
0.000 0.100
¥DBOBORBB Z . S-- 2
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0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.25 0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.45 0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.63 0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.78 0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.87 0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.92 0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.96 0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.93 0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.90 0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.81 0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.72 0.02 -15.00
0,00 0.00 0.00 -0.58 0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.44 0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.26 0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.04 0.00 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 -0.00 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 -0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49 -0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 -0.0Z -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.85 -0.03 -16.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.02 -0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.16 -0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.30 -0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.39 -0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.49 -0.05 -14.99
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.53 -0.05 -14.99
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.57 -0.05 -14.99
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.58 -0.05 -14.99
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.54 -0.05 -14.99
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.48 -0.05 -14.99
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.41 -0.04 -14.99
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.30 -0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.19 -0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.04 -0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.89 -0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.71 -0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.54 -0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 -0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 -0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.22 0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.39 0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.56 0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.71 0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.85 0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.97 0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.08 0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -I.15 0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.21 0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.24 0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.26 0.04 -15.01
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.24 0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.ZZ 0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.16 0.04 -15.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.10 0.04 -15.00
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1 51 5PINUP 5PINUP
1 57 SPINUP 5PINUP
I 61 SPINUP 5PINUP
1 65 SPINUP SPINUP
I 68 SPINUP SPINUP
I 70 5PINUP 5PINUP
1 70 5PINUP 5PINUP











































5.800 -0.00 SPINUP FREE
5.650 -0.13 SPINUP FREE
5.700 -O. Z5 SPINUP FREE
5.750 -0,38 SPINUP FREE
5.800 -0.46 SPINUP FREE





























































0.00 -1.00 0.03 -15.00
0.00 -0.91 0.03 -15.00
0.00 -0.78 0.03 -15.00
0.00 -0.66 0.0Z -15.00
0.00 -0.5Z 0.0Z -15.00
0.00 -0,38 0.01 -15.00
0.00 -0.24 0.01 -15.00
0.00 -0.06 0.00 -15.00
0,00 0.01 -0,00 -15.00
0.00 0.18 -0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.30 -0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.4Z -0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.53 -0.0Z -15.00
0.00 0.83 -0.0Z -15.00
0.00 0.70 -0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.77 -0.02 -15.00
0.00 0.81 -0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.85 -0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.86 -0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.87 -0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.84 -0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.8Z -0.03 -15.00
0.00 0.77 -0.0Z -15.00
0.00 0.7Z -0.02 -15.00
0.00 0,64 -0.0Z -15.00
0.00 0.57 -0.OZ -15,00
0.00 0,48 -0.02 -15.00
0,00 0.39 -0.01 -15.00
0.00 0. Z9 -0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.20 -0.01 -15.00
0.00 0.08 -0.00 -15.00
0.00 0.00 -0.00 -15.00
0.00 -0.04 0.00 -15.00
0.00 -0.17 0.01 -15.00
0.00 -0. Z5 0.01 -15.00
0.00 -0.3Z 0.01 -15.00
0.00 -0.37 0.01 -15.00
0.00 -0,43 0.01 -15.00
0.00 -0.46 0.01 -15.00
0.00 -0.49 0.0Z -15.00
0.00 -0.49 0.0Z -15.00
0.00 -0.50 0.0Z -15.00
0.00 -0.48 0,0Z -15.00
0.Z5, Clok = 172.51 (dew)
0.26, Clok = 17Z.36 (dew)
0.26, Clok = 172.21 (dew>
0.Z6, Clok = 172.07 (dew)
0.Z6, Clok = 171.93 (dew)
0.26, Clok = 171.79 (dew)
0.Z7, Clok = 171.65 (dew)
0.Z7, Clok = 171.52 (dew)
0.Z7, Clok = 171.39 (dew)
0.27, Clok = 171.26 (dew)
0.28, Clok = 171.14 (dew)
0. Z8, Clok = 171.0Z (dew)
0.Z8, Ctok = 170.90 (dew)
0.Z8, Clok = 170.78 (dew)
0.28, Clok = 170.66 (dew)
0. Z9, Clok = 170.55 (dew)
0.Z9, Clok = 170.44 (dew)
YZ1E89CE8 Z . 5--4
I)
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5.850 -0.56 SPINUP FREE
5.900 -0.63 SPINUP FREE
5.950 -0.70 SPINUP FREE
6.000 -0.74 SPINUP FREE
6.050 -0.78 SPINUP FREE
6.100 -0,79 SPINUP FREE
6.150 -0.80 SPINUP FREE
6.Z00 -0.79 SPINUP FREE
6.Z50 -0.77 SPINUP FREE
6.300 -0.72 SPINUP FREE
6.350 -0.67 SPINUP FREE
6.400 -0.60 SPINUP FREE
6.450 -0.53 5PINUP FREE
6.500 -0.44 5PINUP FREE
6.550 -0.36 SPINUP FREE
6.600 -0.26 SPINUP FREE
6.650 -0.17 SPINUP FREE
6.?00 -0.0.7 SPINUP FREE
6.750 0.03 SPINUP FREE
6.800 0.12 SPINUP FREE
6.850 0.21 SPINUP FREE
8.900 0.29 SPINUP FREE
6.950 0.37 SPINUP FREE
7.000 0.43 SPINUP FREE

























0.29, Clok = 170.33 (dew)
0.29, Clok = 170.22 (dew)
0.30, Clok = 170.12 (dew)
0.30, Clok = 120.02 (dew)
0.30, Clok = 169.92 (dew)
0.30, Clok = 169.82 (deg)
0.31, Clok = 169 .'72 (dew)
0.31, Clok = 169.63 (dew)
0.31, Clok = 169.64 (dew)
0.31, Clok = 169.44 (deg)
0.31, Clok = 169.35 (dew)
0.32, Clok = 169.27 (dew)
0.32, Clok = 169.18 (deg)
0.32, Clok = 169.10 (dew)
0.3Z, Clok = 169.01 (dew)
0.33, Clok = 168.93 (dew)
0.33, Clok = 168.85 <dew)
0.33, Clok = 168.78 (dew)
0.33, Clok = 168.70 (dew)
0.34, Clok = 168.62 (dew)
0.34, C1ok = 168.55 (dew)
0.34, C1ok = 168.48 (dew)
0.34, C1ok = 168.41 (dew)
0.36, C 1ok = 168.34 (deg )
¥817C6EFC Z.5--5
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Time = 7.000
PL NoMspin = 4.78
DesMode = SPINUP
Wobble Cone = 0.35
CurMode = FREE

















PB Axes:OB 0. Z8







PL Rot K E ZZ.06
PLRngMo: I -0.14
PB Axes: I 0. Z0










OB Axes: I -0.08












PL Nomspin = 4.78
Pege ? Updated Q 08:44:55 Tue 04 Nov 1986
DesMode = SPINUP CurMode = FREE
Wobble Cone = 1.48 Wobble Clok = 170.13
CntrlQH: R 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 0.000 Forc
Cn_rlQH:PB 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 0.000 Forc
PB Rxes:PD -0.23 1.3Z 1ZZ.39 PYR 4.768 0.060 0.110 Rate
PL Hndl: R 10.36 0.Z2 -11.07 Pos 0.484 0.006 0.144 Vel
PB Rxes:OB -0.Z3 !.3Z lZZ.39 PYR 4.768 0.060 0.110 Rate
PL CM :OB 28.16 8.01 -21.33 Pos -0.007 -0.0Z2 -0.176 Vel
PL Rot K E ZZ.OG
PLRngmo: I -0.14 0.01 528.48 PYMag 528.483 0.075 1.31S Hxyz
PB Rxes: I -0.7Z 1.37 1ZZ.77 PYR 4.781 0.071 0.1Z4 Rate
PL CM : I 0.01 6.71 -4.39 Pos 0.000 -0.014 -0.154 Vel
OB Rxes: I -0.48 0.05 0.38 PYR 0.014 -0.017 0.00Z Rate
Orb CM : I -28.3Z -!.42 16.65 Poe -0.000 0.001 0.011Vel
*** END OF SIMULRTION ***
Syncom 15_/Z4" Spinup Stroke With Lateral Corrective Force
MRNHRNOLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue ZB Oct 1986) Run Q 13:36:40 Mon 03 Nov 1986
YZSD81EO8 2. ES--7
MkNHANDLEVersion04B(11"11:13Tue28 Oct1986)Runa 133&..40Mon03Nov1986
..............X Component (Crewman Reach kxee)
.... Y Component (Crewman Reach kxee)
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10 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 90 10B 110 120 130 140 15B
Time(eec)
..............X Component(PoyIoodBodyAxes)
.... Y Component (PoyloodBody^xee)
Z Component(PoyloodBody^xee)
3@ 40 5@ B@ 7@ B@ 9@ I@@ II@ 120 13@ 140
Time(eec)
Syncom15#/24"SpinupStroke With Loterol Corrective Force
Z._--9
Z,6, Syncom Coast R_er Rnomalous Spinup £_roke
Z.6--i
File 'sncmcala. R' Page I Updated _ 08:45:02 Tue 04 Nov 198S
MANHANDLE Version 04B <II:II:13 Tue 28 Oct IB8G) Run @ 14:03:3G Mon 03 Nov 198G
"ssu" Position Parameters for Payload Flight Control
Nominal Orbiter STA of PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter BL of PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter WL of PL handling point ........... (in)
Payload ST8 of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload BL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload WL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Crewman reach limit from RO in +/- Rx direction .... (in)
Crewman reach limit from RO in +/- Ry direction .... (in)
Crewman reach limit from RO in +/- Rz direction .... (in)
Rx position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Ry position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Rz position tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Nominal vel for handle position correction ..... (in/see)
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File 'sncmcala. R' Page 2 Updated _ 08:45:0Z Tue 04 Nov 1986
MANHANDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue 28 Oct 1986) Run @ 14:04:21Mon 03 Nov 1986
"adfra" Initial Conditions for the Simulation
Orbiter pitch urt I axe5 .......................... (deg)
Orbiter yau urt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter ro11 urt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter 8x component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter By component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter Bz component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Rx component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Ry component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Rz component of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Payload CM Xdot urt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload CM Ydo± urt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload CM Zdot urt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload pitch urt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload yau urt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload roll urt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload nominal spin rate ..................... (deg/sec)
Payload uobble cone angle ......................... (deg)
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File 'sncMcala. R' Page 3
MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (ii:11:13
Syncom Coast Rfter First Spinup
Tue 28
Stroke
Updated @ 08:46:02 Tue 04 Nov 1986
Oct 1986) Run e 14:04:Z5 Mon 03 Nov 1986
Rpplied 6" Fud & Rotated 10 deg Rft
Time = 0.000
PL Nomspin = 3.9Z
OesMode = FREE
Wobble Cone = 10.98
Cntrl_H: R 0.00 0.00
CntrI@H:PB 0.00 0.00
PB Rxes:PD Z.ZI -3.34
PL Hndl: R -0.08 0.6Z
PB Rxes:OB Z.21 -3.34
PL CM :OB 25.48 9.05
PL Rot K E 15.55
PLRngmo: I 10.87 3.41
PB Rxe_: I Z.Zl -3.34
PL CM : I -0.17 7.05
OB Rxes: I 0.00 0.00
Orb CM : I -Z5.65 -Z.00
CurMode = FREE
Wobble Clok =
0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000
0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000
6.55 PYR 3.9Z3 0.605
-1.48 Pos 0.061 0.117
6.55 PYR 3.9Z3 0.605
-19.36 Pos 0.000 0.000
440.81PYMag 43Z.130 26.230
6.55 PYR 3.923 0.605
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File 'sncmcala. R'
Time = Z69.000
PL Nomspin = 3.88
Page 4 Updated @ 08:45:02 Tue 04 Nov 1986
DesMode = FREE CurMode = FREE
Wobble Cone = 13.44 Wobble Clok = -4.96
Cntrl@H: R 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 0.000 Fore
CntrI_H:PB 0.00 0.00 0.00 Torq 0.000 0.000 0.000 Forc
PB Rxes:PD -2.58 Z.88 7.58 PYR 3.884 -0.0?3 -1.140 Rate
PL Hndl: R -0.07 -0.23 -1.61Pos 0.056 0.124 -0.489 Vel
PB Rxes:OB -Z.SB Z.88 7.58 PYR 3.884 -0.073 -1.140 Rate
PL CM :OB 25.48 9.05 -19.36 Pos 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
PL Rot K E 15.55
PLRngmo: I 10.87 3.41 440.81PYMag 432.130 26.226 -83.012 Hxyz
PB Rxes: I -Z.58 Z.88 ?.58 PYR 3.884 -0.073 -1.140 Rate
PL CM : I -0.17 7.05 -0.68 Po_ 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
OB R×es: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYR 0.000 0.000 0.000 Rate
Orb CM : I -2S.SS -2.00 18.68 Pos 0.000 0.000 0.000 Vel
*** END OF SIMULATION ***
Syncom Coast A$ter First Spinup Stroke Applied 6" Fwd _ Rotated 10 dog ASt
MANHANDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 198S) Run _ 14:04:Z5 Mon 03 Nov 1986
¥AA1BSg?B 2 _ 6--4











Payload R_tilude wr± I Rxe_
Pitch Yaw Roll
Z4.41 -1.SZ -I.03 <deg)
115.37 14.34 -0.44 ( deg )
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Syncom Coaet After Firet Spinup Stroke Applied 6" Fwd & Rotated 10 de9 Aft
2. G--E_
Z.7. EVZ / Riqid PFR Hold After p,itch IMpulse From PRCS Jets
Z.7--i
File '_nca_hold. R' Page I Updated @ 08:45:10 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (11:11:i3 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run _ 14:15:45 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"ri i "g d Translational Rlacrity Matrix for RMS Flexure
Rlacrity matrix, element [1,1] .......... (f_/sec/sec/lb)
Rlacrity matrix, element [1,2] .......... (ft/sec/sec/lb)
Rlacrity matrix, element [1,3] .......... (f¢/sec/sec/lb)
Rlacrity Matrix, element [Z,I] ........ _.(ft/sec/sec/lb)
Rlacrity Matrix, element [Z,Z] .......... (ft/sec/sec/lb)
Rlacrity Matrix, element [Z,3] .......... (ft/sec/sec/lb)
Rlacrity matrix, element [3,1] .......... (ft/sec/Bec/lb)
Rlacrity Matrix, element [3,Z] .......... (ft/sec/sec/lb)
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File 'sncmhold. R' Page Z Updated @08:45:10 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MANHANDLEVersion 048 (11:11:13 Tue 28 Oct 1986) Run _ 14:15:57 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"rigid" Translational Damping Constant Matrix for RMS Flexure
Damping constant matrix, element [1,1] ...... (Iblft/sec) 0.00000
Damping constant matrix, element El,Z] ...... (ib/ft/sec) 0.00000
Damping constant matrix, element [I,3) ...... (Ib/ft/sec) 0.00000
Damping constant matrix, element [Z,1] ...... (Ib/ft/sec) 0.00000
Damping constant matrix, element [Z,Z] ...... (Iblft/sec) 0.00000
Damping constant matrix, element [Z,3] ...... (Ib/ft/sec) 0.00000
Damping constant matrix, element [3,1] ...... (lb/ft/sec) 0.00000
Damping constant matrix, element [3,Z] ...... (Ib/ft/sec) 0.00000
Damping constant matrix, element [3,3] ...... (lb/fl/sec) 0.00000
¥8ED9CSF9 2 .7--Z
File 'sncmhold. R' Page 3 Updated @ 08:45:10 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 14:16:11 Mort 03 Nov 1986
"rigid" Translational Spring Constant Matrix for RMS Flexure
Spring constant Matrix, element [I,1) ........... (lb/ft)
Spring constant Matrix, element [1,Z] ........... (lb/ft)
Spring constant Matrix, eleMen_ [1,3] ........... (lb/$t)
Spring constant Matrix, element [Z,1] ........... (lb/ft)
Spring constant Matrix, element [Z,Z] ........... (lb/ft)
Spring constant Matrix, element [Z,3] ........... (lb/ft)
Spring constant Matrix, element [3,1] ........... (lb/ft)
Spring constant Matrix, element [3,2] ........... (lb/$t)
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File 'sncmhold,R' Page 4 Updated @ 08:45:i0 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run _ 14:16:35 Mon 03 Nov 19B6
"sncmh" Payload Inertia Data
Payload weight ..................................... (lb>
CM STR (structural x coordinate o$ mass center) .... (in)
CM BL (structural y coordinate of mass center) .... (in)
CM WL (structural z coordinate o$ mass center) .... (in)
Ixx abou_ CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*$t)
Iyy about CM, s_ructural coordinates ....... (slugtSt*$t)
Izz about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slugtft*$t)
Pxy about CM, structural coordinates ....... (slug*ft*$_)
P×z about CM, structuraI coordinates ....... (slug*ft*ft)












File 'sncmhold. R' Page 5 Updated @08:45:10 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 14:16:55 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"hold" Position Parameters for Payload Flight Control
Nominal Orbiter STR of PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter BL of PL handling point ........... (in)
Nominal Orbiter WL of PL handling point ........... (in)
Payload STR of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload BL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Payload WL of PL handle ........................... (in)
Crewman reach limit from RO in ÷/- Rx direction .... (in)
Crewman reach limit from RO in +/- Ry direction .... (in)
Crewman reach limi_ from RO in ÷/- Rz direction .... (in)
Rx po6ition tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Ry poBilion _olerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Rz poBitlon tolerance for PL handle ................ (in)
Nominal vel for handle position correction ..... (in/_ec)
















File 'sncmhold. R' Page 6 Updated @ 08:45:10 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MANHANDLE Version 04B (II:II:13 Tue ZB Oct 1986) Run @ 14:17:16 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"hold" Attitude Parameters £or Payload Flight Control
Crewman pitch wrt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Crewman yaw wrt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Crewman roll wrt Orbiter body axes ............... (deg)
Desired Payload pitch wrt Crewman body axes ....... (deg)
Desired Payload yaw wrt Crewman body axes ....... (deg)
Desired Payload roll wrt Crewman body axes ....... (deg)
Positive PL pltch limit wrt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Positive PL yaw limit wrt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Positive PL roll limit wrl desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL pitch limit wrt desired attitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL yaw limit wrt desired atlitude ...... (deg)
Negative PL roll limit wr_ desired attitude ...... (deg)
PL pitch tolerance wrt desired attitude ........... (deg)
PL yaw tolerance wrt desired attitude ........... (deg)
PL roll tolerance wrt desired attitude ........... (deg)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL Bx axis ........ (deg/sec)
Nominal maneuver rate aboul PL By axis ........ (deg/sec)
Nominal maneuver rate about PL Bz axis ........ (deg/sec)





















File 'sncmhold. R' Page 7 Updated @ 08:45:10 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MANHANDLE Version 048 (11:i1:13 Tue 28 Oct 1986) Run @ 14:!7:34 Mon 03 Nov 1986
"hold" Force & Torque Parameters for Payload Flight Con'_rol
Spinup axial (PL Bx) force .................... (Ib)
Spinup normal (PL By) force .................... (lb)
Spinup langential (PL Bz) force .................... (Ib)
Despin axial (PL Bx) force .................... (ib)
Oespin normal (PL By) force .................... (lb)
De,pin tangential (PL Bz) force .................... (lb)
Axial (PL Bx) force limit for capture ......... (Ib)
Normal (PL By) force limit for capture ......... (ib>
Tangenlial (PL Bz) force limi_ for capture ......... (Ib)
Roll (PL Bx) torque limit for capture .......... (ft*lb)
Pitch (PL By) _orque limi_ for capture .......... (ft*Ib)
Yau (PL Bz) torque limi_ for capture .......... (ft*lb)















File 'sncmhold. R' Page 8 Updated @ @8:45:1@ Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (!1:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 14:17:55 Men 03 Nov 1986
"hold" Initial Conditions for the Simulation
Orbi%er pitch wrt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter yaw urt I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbi%er r'oll ur% I axes .......................... (deg)
Orbiter Sx component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deg/_ec)
Orbi%er By componen% of ang vel wrt I axes .... (deg/sec)
Orbiter Bz component of ang vel urt I axes .... (deglsec)
Rx componen_ of PL handle position ................. (f%)
Ry component of PL handle position ................. (?t)
Rz componen% of PL handle position ................. (ft)
Payload CM Xdot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/_ec)
Payload CM Ydot wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (f%/sec)
Payload CM Zdo% wrt Orbiter body axes .......... (ft/sec)
Payload pi%ch wrl desired a%%i%ude ................ (deg)
Payload yaw wrt desired attitude ................ (deg)
Payload roll urt desired at%itude ................ (daB)
Payload nominal 5pin rate ..................... (deg/sec)
Payload wobble cone angle ......................... (de_)




















File 'sncmhold. R' Page 9 Updated _ 08:45:10 Tue 04 Nov 1986
MRNHRNDLE Version 04B (11:!1:13 Tue ZB Oct 1986) Run _ 14:17:57 Mon 03 Nov 1986
EVZ / Rigid PFR Hold Rfter -0.2 deg/sec Pitch Impulse from PRCS Tail Jets
Time = 0.000 DesMode = HOLD CurMode = CRPTURE
PL Nomspin = 0.00 Wobble Cone = 0.00 Hobble Clok = 0.00
Cntrl@H: R Z.ZI -0.04 10.00 Torq -0.045 1.358
CntrlQH:PB 0.04 -Z.Z1 -10.00 Torq -1.358 0.045
PB Rxes:PD 0.00 -3.9L-47 0.00 PYR -0.000 0.144
PL Hndl: R 0.00 -0.00 0.00 Pos -0.000 -0,069
PB Rxes:OB 180.00 -0.00 -45.00 PYR -0.000 0.144
PL CM :OB 28.32 Z.68 -14.23 Pos -0.087 0.000
PL Rot K E 0.00
PLRngmo; I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYMag 0.000 0.000
PB Rxes; I 180.00 -0.00 -45.00 PYR 0.000 0.000
PL CM : I 0.00 -5.07 -5.06 Pos -0.037 0.000
OB Rxes: I 0.00 0.00 0.00 PYR -0.000 -0.203
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File 'sncMhold. R' Page 10 Updated @ 08:45:10 Tue 04 Nov 1986
Time = 135.000 DesMode = HOLD CurMode = HOLD
PL Nomspin = -0.00 Wobble Cone = 90.48 Wobble Clok = -40.08
Cntrl@H: R -0.0Z -0.5Z -0.97 Torq -0.069 -0.134 0.071Forc
CntrI@H:PB 0.50 -0.00 0.98 Torq 0.137 0.064 -0.069 Forc
PB Rxes:PD 0.98 1.99 -0.11PYR -0.001 0.001 0.000 Rate
PL Hndl: R 0.14 0.49 -0.35 Pos 0.003 0.008 -0.006 Vel
PB Rxes:OB -177.90 0.71 -45.10 PYR -0.001 0.001 0.000 Rate
PL CM :OB 28.56 2.84 -14.59 Pos 0.008 0.002 -0.006 Vel
PL Rol K E 0.03
PLRngmo: I -116.49 -85.07 16.83 PYMag -0.645 -16.770 1.294 Hxyz
PB Rxes: I 155.19 0.63 -44.99 PYR -0.00Z -0.139 -0.141 Rate
PL CM : I 3.16 -4.91 9.05 Pos 0.007 0.002 0.108 Vel
OB Rxes: I -Z6.91 0.08 -0.11PYR -O.@@Z -0,199 0.00@ Rate
Orb CM : I -Z8.91 -7.76 9.14 Pos -0.003 -0.000 -0.001Vel
*** END OF SIMULRTION ***
EVZ / Rigid PFR Hold RSter -O.Z deg/sec Pitch Impulse Srom PRCS Tail Jets
MRNHRNDLE Version 048 (11:11:13 Tue Z8 Oct 1986) Run @ 14:17:57 Mon 03 Nov 1986
¥C8584358 Z .7-- 10
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